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ABSTRACT

FROM THE VOICES OF THE OPPRESSED:
CULTURAL AND EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCES OF INDIGENOUS
PEOPLE IN THE ANDEAN REGION OF ECUADOR

FEBRUARY

1990

JUAN A. AULESTIA
B.A.,

M.A.,

GEORGE WILLIAMS COLLEGE

SCHOOL FOR INTERNATIONAL TRAINING

Ed.D.,

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Directed by: Dr. David Kinsey

This study

critically

explores the socio-cultural, political, and pedagogical issues

that characterize the experience of indigenous people in the official

and informal

education system in the Andean Region of Ecuador. This experience

through the actual voices of the Indians themselves.
struct

and incorporate the

reality of

It is

is

documented

thier testimonies that con-

formal and nonformal schooling, including the

complex interactions involved between the teacher and student, the content and
focus of curriculum, the role of language and culture, the structure of the school,

and the inclusion and exclusion of the indigenous community.

By means of a

series of dialogic, in-depth interviews, the researcher

engaged

twelve indigenous leaders from five Indian Organizations (a national Confederation,
concepa regional Confederation, and three provincial Federations), in describing,
tualizing,

and theorizing about what education has been and what

v

it

might become.

The major

focus in these interviews was:
(1) the historical context of education for

indigenous people; (2) the lived educational experience
of the participants and
support or negation of indigenous self-respect, cosmovision
and
ture, class,

and

ethnicity;

and

its

beliefs, history, cul-

(3) the contributions of historical context

and educa-

tional experience to the formulation of indigenous
education as an alternative position.

Two major themes were made
emerged from the data

is

evident in this study.

The

first

theme

that

the condition of subordination. Testimonies detail an

educational experience that was clearly shaped and positioned by the multiple,
complex,

and even violent negation and exclusion of indigenous

history,

language and

culture.

The second theme
efforts to "civilize"
identity, the

is

that of indigenous resistance

and destroy the

and determination. Despite

cultural capital that characterizes indigenous

people and their communities have, for most

part,

maintained a strong

sense of ethnic valor. Testimonies document the ongoing nature of

this struggle

and

describe numerous and varied forms of resistance.
Overall, this study reveals that government and church sponsored education

neither viable nor appropriate. Participants

make

clear that only an

autonomous

indigenous education can afford the potential of a future for these communities,
nationalities,

and peoples.

vi
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

This study examines

how

indigenous people in the

understand schooling and education.
their

own formal

It

looks at

how

Andean

region of Ecuador

they perceive and

remember

school experience and what they think an appropriate,
relevant

and Indian-conceived system of education should
the actual voices of Indian people

—

be.

The

focus of the study

is

on

the words they use to express the content of a

consciousness that has developed within a wide social and cultural
formation.

Problem and Need
While there have been

for Study

significant efforts to systematize,

document, and inform

research and experience in the area of education in Latin America over the
past two

decades, few studies address or document indigenous education.

annotated bibliographies published

in the last

twenty years

A series of

cite research,

program

descriptions and general publications primarily in the areas of adult education and

CREFAL,

1969;

CIDE,

CEMEDA,

1980;

all

literacy only (e.g.,

UNESCO,

1978;

1972;

cited in

SEDECOS/CIEA,

CREFAL/INEA,

1979;

1983).

The few

annotations which mention indigenous education confine themselves to the general
context of education in rural areas, to peasant education, and/or to literacy in

indigenous languages. This clearly demonstrates the continuous omission from the

mainstream

literature of issues such as culture, language,

and ethnicity and the

educational process and contexts of indigenous education. As Puiggros (1980)

1

points out,

when indigenous education

presented in a

critical

is

mentioned

at all in the literature,

it is

sense to suggest the inadequacies of educational
systems and

the role these systems play in the historical
process of Latin America.

Indigenous education

is

also not generally registered in history texts.
Yet, as

O’Shaugnessy and Corry (1977) document, Indian
populations have long educated
their

own populace on an

informal basis. Since the beginning of European

expansionism, the indigenous nations of South America
have, despite centuries of
systematic repression and genocide, struggled to maintain
their cultural identity,

language, religion, values and,
family,

community,

tribes,

reproduction of their

more

importantly, their ideology.

and nations, Indians have been able

social, cultural,

and

political principles

Through the

to secure the

and have resisted and

continue to resist constant attempts to be assimilated into the
white culture and
institutions.

its

Despite both brutal assaults and the systematic fragmentation of their

socioeconomic base, indigenous people have demonstrated that they possess
the
moral, psychological and educational elements necessary to preserve
their

own

forms of social organization (Reynaga, 1972). Reynaga contends that such
self-preservation

is

the direct result of

how

indigenous people reproduce and

transmit knowledge and culture through informal means. Within the community,
for example,

members

cultural ways; this

More

is

actively participate in both the teaching

and learning of

part of the process of social formation.

often than not, indigenous education has been presented in the literature

as education for Indian populations, not education

which has emanated from the

Indians themselves. In a recent study, Lesser (1987) maintains that the more formal

attempts at indigenous education

(i.e.,

schooling developed by Indians themselves)

have largely been a by-product of social pressures generated by indigenous
organizations. In other words, indigenous education has developed as a response to

2

the formal educational programs developed
for Indians by non-Indian agents.

Lesser maintains that the reasons for

this

response are two-fold.

One

is

resistance

against the imposition of state or religious
sponsored educational programs, the

goals of which have been to culturally assimilate
and indoctrinate.

demand by

The second

is

the

Indians for linguistically and culturally appropriate
educational

programming.

While there

is little

mainstream

literature that details the historical

development of indigenous education, there
historical trends of

is

a literature which documents the

an assimilationist type education for indigenous people. For

example, Cordasco (1976) describes the efforts of the Iberian
expansionism in the
16th century and

its

utilization of religion

and education

as political instruments of

the King. Popular was the slogan: "Save the indigenous
population by

conversion to the one true

faith,

the Catholic Church."

(1974) detail, the church was mandated by the

peoples and to spread

among them

Crown

means of

As Chilcote and Edelstein

to Christianize the indigenous

the standards of western civilization, a duty that

was accomplished through systematic

acculturization.

The

teachings of the church

and the system of peonage imposed by the conqueror transformed the system of
educating the young indigenous population into the ways of their society.

Colonialism systematically changed the formal cultural transmission and structures
of social formation of the indigenous people.

mostly

illiterate,

The
first

colonizers, themselves

considered formal education for the conquered as unnecessary.

church, however saw the benefits of a class-oriented schooling. In

fact,

the

school for the education of indigenous children in South America was the San

Juan Evangelista founded

The

The European

in

Quito by Father Jodoco Ricke, a Franciscan,

native children from the noble families were the

first

in 1551.

target of this schooling.

Classes were limited to the reading and writing of the white’s language and

3

The

catechism.

preparation of a

indoctrination of the children was geared toward
the

new

colonized generation.

The expectation was

to indirectly

influence the adult population as well, thus weakening
the social fabric by dividing

them

into believers or civilized,

The

and non-believers or savages.

colonial character of schooling for Indians continued
unchanged even after

independence and the period of consolidation of Latin American
Republics during
the nineteenth century (Pereira, 1973). Education
remained overwhelmingly in the

hands of the

major issue

By the turn of the

clergy.

in the ideological

century, however, education

had become a

debate between the conservatives allied with the

church and the land oligarchy and the urban-based liberals who, inspired
by

European
1974;

liberal ideas, struggled for

key social reforms

and Puiggros, 1980). With the triumph of the

as free

and compulsory education were

form of schooling

instituted

for indigenous populations,

(

Vasconi, 1970; Barreiro,

liberal revolutions,

reforms such

and the "Escuelas Prediales," a

were promoted through

special

educational legislation in 1906 (Ortis 1941). This legislation called for the landlords
to provide education to the children of their laborers. In practice, however, the
effort "to bring the Indians into the culture"

was never implemented,

largely

due

to

opposition of the land oligarchy, the church, and the resistance of the Indian people.

This circumstance remains present today and frames the context in which

was

this study

written.

In rural areas, schools are few and instructors are predominantly non-Indian

and urban. Their charge
the Indians, and/or

make

at the present, as

to

throughout history, has been to

them subservient

to the state structure.

The

"civilize"

limited

adult educational programs that exist serve primarily to integrate indigenous

peasants, mostly men, into subordinated relationships and into specific exploitative
functions. This trend

is

clearly reflected in the statistics of the region: illiteracy

4

among
is

the rural population over the age of
15 (a majority of whom are Indian)

50 percent. For women,

illiteracy is

estimated to be 75 percent or higher (Poveda,

1978).

While the low

level of literacy

and formal schooling can be attributed

history that has denied Ecuador’s indigenous
people access to the system,

be described within the framework of two antagonistic
concerns:

dominant language and

and

culture,

to a long

can best

it

(1) the issue of

(2) the issue of Indian resistance

and

self-determination.

Spanish

is

the colonial language of Ecuador. However, roughly
20 percent of

the population speak

Quechua

solely or as their first language, with smaller

percentages of the population speaking numerous other indigenous
languages

(Hernandez, 1982). Throughout the past

five

hundred

years, linguistic

and

cultural

imposition has been accomplished through the "Castillianization" or
Hispanization,
acculturation,

and socialization imparted and perpetuated

system (Burneo, 1982). Spanish
taught that

all

things

is

in the state educational

the only language of instruction. Students are

good or worthwhile come from the dominant

the native language and culture are inferior and worthless.

methods and materials used are
his or

totally

her cultural and economic

frequently

life

and

that

The pedagogical

divorced from the native’s history and from

As a

reality.

becomes domesticated rather than

separated from the spiritual

culture

result, the

indigenous learner

liberated and

is

alienated and

and cosmic vision of his/her own people. This

process of domestication, however, has not always been passively accepted.

From

the time of the conquest, Indian people have politicized the notion of

culture, viewing

1984).

It

it

as a source of struggle

and resistance

(ECUARUNARI/FENOC,

should therefore be of no surprise today that many indigenous and peasant

organizations and communities, aware of history and the destructive role education

5

has played, have rejected oppressive
pedagogical modes and content, the
"official"

language of instruction, and the ideological
and religious message

projected in most cases by non-Indian urban
instructors.

Of Ecuador’s population

of 9.1 million,

more than one

Unofficial accounts, however, suggest that this
figure

percent.

The Indian population can be

majority of

whom

may

third are indigenous.

actually

be

at least

50

divided into nine major ethnic groups, a

are highland Quichuas and live in the

Andean

region of the

country (See Appendix A). There, they struggle to
maintain their native languages,
cultures,

and

social

customs that have been passed down for generations (Guerrero

and Iniguez, 1987; Moya, 1984).

Many

indigenous organizations are

now

in the process of constructing their

own

educational systems, creating schools where learners can find
a voice and a meaning
to their reality,

where they can maintain and extend the forms and dimensions of

their culture, language

that

is

and

history,

and where they can participate

in

an education

both useful and relevant. While there has been some limited
documentation

of these efforts

(e.g.,

Tedesco, Vecino, and Hernandez, 1979), few

have examined the personal and collective dimension of these

if

any studies

struggles.

Schooling for Ecuador’s indigenous population has been primarily viewed by

non-Indian educators as a vehicle for cultural assimilation rather than for cultural

empowerment.

Investigation into the socio-cultural and socio-political context of

indigenous education has been largely omitted from the published literature. Those
studies which

do

exist, as

Moya

(1984) points out, have been written mostly by

mestizo and criollo rather than indigenous authors. Noticeably absent from
research has been the voice of the indigenous people themselves, their perspectives

on

traditional

on the

dominant

class schooling,

theories, knowledge,

on past and current indigenous

reality,

and conceptions that could frame a relevant and

6

and

appropriate education. Such knowledge

is

essential to

educational experience. Consequently there

is

an understanding of

their

a need for a study to bring these

voices into the open, not only by exploring
documents and the literature but also

and most importantly, by

listening to the indigenous people themselves.

Purpose. Method and Organization.

The

overall purpose of this study

socio-cultural, political

to explore the nature

is

and pedagogical

and implications of the

issues that characterize the formal,

non-formal, educational experience of indigenous people

in the

Andean

and

region of

Ecuador.
In this exploration the initial task

context of this experience.

problems and
past?

What

is

What seem

to

to

realities that characterized

examine the

have been the major

this

region in the

kinds of formal and nonformal education programs have been

programs have been

The subsequent

initiated
task,

this population,

related issues. In their

and most important

how do

own

and what kinds of

by indigenous communities and organizations?
specific objective of this study,

how indigenous people themselves view

education,

and progammatic

issues, concerns,

indigenous education in

sponsored by state or private institutions for

inquire

historical

voices,

their educational experience

what has been

is

to

and

their lived experience in formal

they view the issues emerging from this experience, and what are

their perspectives for future action?

A final objective is to identify and assess the

implications of this experience for educational program planning and development

within the indigenous community.
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Methodologically, the

initial

component of this inquire

is

based upon a review

of the literature and the body of the field
study utilizes qualitative, in-depth
interviews.

A separate chapter describes the dialogical

interviewing process used

with twelve indigenous leaders from five Indian
organizations, and a sample of an
interview transcript in Spanish

The organization

is

provided

of the study

is

an appendix.

in

as follows.

Chapter

II

programs directed toward the indigenous populations. In

provides an overview of

particular,

it

illustrates the

underlying ideological orientation and political
implications of programs based on
'integrationist"

As

and developmentalist notions and

theories.

a case in point, the chapter looks at programs developed
by

Mission, a U.S. sponsored program that

development

in rural areas.

first

Their approach

introduced the concept of community

made

the educational system the center

°f act,v ity and power. Another case presented here

programs of the Summer

The Andean

Institute of Linguistics.

is

the educational and linguistic

Both examples illuminate how

educational programs have intervened in and influenced indigenous communities,
their cultural

world and their educational development.

This chapter also looks at the Escuelas Radiofonicas del Ecuador, a program

developed

in the 1950s

methods similar

known

by a progressive

to those of

priest, that

incorporated pedagogical

Paulo Freire (1974). Years

as the theology of liberation.

The program

also

later this

made

pedagogy became

use of techniques of

distance education and appropriate technology. Most importantly,

it

utilized the

indigenous language as the means of instruction.
Finally, the chapter presents educational initiatives

organizations as

first

attempts to control their

8

own

developed by indigenous

educational process.

Chapter

III

presents the methodology of the field
component of this study.

provides a discussion of

how I approached

conducted interviews and how

I

They deal with the
students,

and

my

dialogical

it

I

details the

method

V present the voices and views of the participants in this study.

direct experience that indigenous people

their reflections

Specifically,

how

analyzed the data. Most importantly,

theoretical rationale that informed

Chapters IV and

indigenous organizations,

It

had when they were

on what an appropriate education should

Chapter IV presents the expressed

feelings, impressions,

accounts of lives as lived in an alien school system. The
documentation
individual testimonies as they

emerged

indigenous "companeros" from four
here touch upon issues they

in a

is

and
based on

sequence of dialogues with twelve

Andean

deemed

be.

provinces in Ecuador.

The

dialogues

of importance, including their lives in the

schools or in other education programs, their relation with teachers
and peers,

curriculum content and orientation, as well as the violent aggression, racial
discrimination and prejudices they faced as Indians.

Chapter

V offers their reflections about the type of education they received and

the nature of their educational experiences. Furthermore,

indigenous education should be, what issues

it

it

affords insight into

should contemplate, and

how

how

it

should be organized.

Chapter VI summarizes the main

issues that

appear

in the data.

Emphasis

is

given to the legitimacy of indigenous people’s resistance and the unquestionable
right of self-determination. This section also points out the nature of ethnic

cultural subversion,

and the

inconsistencies, inadequacies,

well as the lack of appropriate

human and

9

and

and contradictions,

material resources, that remain

as

predominant
lastly, it

in the state-sponsored education
for indigenous people.

And

mentions some major concerns regarding important
areas that the Indian

movement may need

to address in

its

quest for indigenous-owned education.

Terms and Concept*;
In order to assure a basic understanding
within this study and avoid semantic

generalizations

desirable to define certain key words and concepts.

it is

Indigenous people refers to the roughly 200 million native individuals

world whose ethnic characteristics and

economy

distinguish

may have

traditions, culture, social organization,

them from the "mainstream" of so-called modern

Because they often have

in the

and

societies.

historical roots in stateless societies, indigenous people

conceptions of power and authority and beliefs about land, production

and ownership that

differ

both from those of the dominant group, that

is,

those

who

wield power, and from others in society. These differences are often
reflected in
language, values, cosmic vision and spirituality.

tod an are used in
i

this

The term indigenous people and

study interchangeably. Both are specifically taken to

the indigenous ethnic population of the

Andean

mean

highlands as well as lowland

indigenous groups, distinguishable from the non-indigenous mestizo peasants
also live in the
cultivator

who

same
has

region. (Montoya, 1986) Peasant

little

is

who

understood to be a rural

access to and control over the output of both political and

economical systems.
Several terms occuring in discourse on indigenous education also need
clarification.

The term

indigenist. for example, refers to the actions

promoted by non-Indians (generally urban

and theories

intellectuals, bureaucrats,

and

missionaries) on behalf of Indian people (Conteron, Viteri, 1984). Indigenous

autonomy has emerged

as an important political factor in

10

most Latin American

countries with significant Indian populations.
There are
identify themselves first as

an ethnic group or

many movements

that

as Indians in general. In the

Andean

Highlands of Ecuador, Peru, and Bolivia, for example,
Quechua and Aymara
political organizations generally

view state-imposed national boundaries as

and colonial; instead, they speak of an Indian nation
radical factions

deny the

validity of the

modern

(Batalla, 1981).

artificial

The more

nation-state completely (Moya,

1984) and profess a Pan-Indianism or Indianness ideology which
seeks the
re-establishment of the Tahuantisuvo. the Incan empire
before the European

conquest (Milla Villena, 1983). This Indianness "Indianidad"
rejects the mestizo or

European

culture as well as

culture thus

non-Indian forms of social organization. Indian

all

becomes the cornerstone of ethnic

for Indian Self-Determination

power,

class,

and

and the

been stripped of

conflict relations in society.

It

its

necessary connection

has been divorced from the

superstructure of class-based institutions, social processes, and practices.
structural

and

basis

and Liberation (Sackrun Amaro, 1985).

Historically, the concept of culture has
to

identity or ethnicism

The

functionalist schools of thought reduce culture to sociological,

phenomenological

objectivity.

Within

this study, culture is

defined not only within

the context of historically located structural and social formations, but as lived
antagonistic relations mediated by

opposition of labor and capital.
lives

which allows people either

power and

It is

to

the ability of

human

beings to shape their

own

reproduce particular hegemonic aspects of

society that function in the interest of the

and practices which emerge

struggle rooted in the structural

dominant group or

to

produce meanings

as antagonistic, counter-hegemonic expressions of the

subordinated or "secondary" cultures (Aronowitz, 1981; Gramsci, 1971; Giroux,
1981; Bourdieu and Passeron, 1977; Apple, 1979). Concretely, to quote Aronowitz
(1981:80), "culture

is

a lived experience of a people sedimented in institutions,
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practices, habits of everyday existence
conditioned by the

mode

of adaptation to

the environment. Cultural forms are
necessary for the reproduction of society,
for

sustaining

division of labor

its

The term

and

social hierarchy."

h e g emony refers to Gramsci’s concept
that "defines the limits of

discourse in a society by positing specific ideas
and social relationships as natural,

permanent, rational, and universal.

It is

also routines

people’s daily experience" (Giroux, 1980:11).

and practices which saturate

When these

notions, forms of

knowledge, systems of meanings, and expressions are
systematically reproduced and
distributed by such societal structures as the Church,
schools, media, families,

organizations, clubs, institutions, and other state
apparatuses,
cultural

hegemony

it is

referred to as

.

Significance

The

overall significance of this study, derives primarily from the
context and

content of Indian voices presented that express the history, present-day
realities and
the future possibilities of schooling these stories and views that
have seldom been

spoken.

Formal education, or the

"official"

education of the

state,

has traditionally been

considered by mainstream society as the primary vehicle of socioeconomic progress.

For the indigenous people, however, lack of schooling and educational
have been the

reality.

facilities

Studies that have discussed the need for indigenous

education have, for the most part, assumed a development perspective. In
context, the function of education

accomplished

in part

is

this

consideration integration and assimilation,

through Hispanization or "Castillianization,"

of Spanish in non-Spanish linguistic and cultural environments.
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or, the utilization

The

first

significance of this study, then, lies in
the fact that

reality of indigenous

it

examines the

education from the indigenous people’s
perspective rather than

through the lens of "education for development,
integration and assimilation.” The
study recognizes that indigenous societies
have their

own

language, their

of knowledge, beliefs, values and historical
traditions, and their

passing

them from one generation

to another.

These very same

own body

own methods

for

characteristics are

often considered by non-Indian or Western
nations as an impediment to the

education of indigenous peoples and to their
integration into the "national culture,"
rather than as an established base on which to
build

new knowledge

appropriate to

their changing circumstances.

Indigenous societies are often caught between the need
for some form of

education that

enable them to deal with ’national’ society, and the desire
to

will

avoid an educational system which serves to alienate
them from their

An

important aspect of

this

study

societies to voice their opinions

is

that

it

own

culture.

enabled representatives of indigenous

and perceptions, and

to identify the educational

requirements, form, and content appropriate to their needs. By focusing
on the
perspectives of Indian people toward state-sponsored education and
on their

experience in these educational systems,
of the problems that arise

when

this study contributes to the

particular aspects of the dominant society are

introduced as factual knowledge and unquestionable
significance

is

that

it

understanding

truths. Therefore, its

second

examines how indigenous people view the process of

mainstream schooling, including the context of curricular knowledge, the type of
social relations practices

and

issues of

power

that occur in the schools

and

classrooms, and the teachers’ transmission of values, norms, models, symbols and
standards.
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A third significance of this study is that

it

examines the impact of past and

present policies and programs on the
education of Ecuador’s indigenous
populations. Discussed are state-supported
institutions, foreign interventions
and

indigenous endeavors.
Finally, the study

is

significant because, in

documenting Indians’ voices

it

gives

credence to their perspectives, experience, and
knowledge. This documentation not
only serves to record history, but

and

it

also can serve to instruct non-Indian
educators

intellectuals.
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CHAPTER II
INDIGENOUS AND NON-INDIGENOUS PROGRAMS AND
POLICIES IN

THE REGION: AN OVERVIEW

This chapter examines the different educational
strategies and programs that

have been
purpose
in

is

initiated in

to provide a general vision of

Ecuador

examined

Ecuador, either by indigenous or non-indigenous
people.

for the last

in

Chapter

how

Its

indigenous education has been treated

few decades. Through the different educational
programs

I, I

attempt to provide historical approximation of the
different

policies, regulations, ideological orientations,

development theories and pedagogical

tendencies that had been used to acculturate, assimilate,
and integrate the

indigenous societies into the "national culture".

For example,

this

chapter looks at educational programs that subscribed to the

development theories of the 1950s and 1960s. In

was seen as a

specific sector of development.

theoretical orientation

was understood

to

this context

The purpose

be employment.

Indigenous education

of education within this

And employment was

associated with economic progress and modernization. "Community
development,"
adult education and literacy were the major program functions.
In contrast, other educational programs are presented here that have
served to

promote

active participation of the indigenous communities in the definition

formulation of their

own

educational development and future.

The

and

issue of

language, including the recognition of the vernacular languages as national

languages and debates concerning bilingual education,

is

discussed within the

context of educational initiatives and programs. Indigenous-inspired efforts are
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situated historically by the political

emergence of indigenous people

in the

1970s and the consolidation of community-based
Indian organizations at the
regional and national level in the 1980s.

The chapter proceeds

within historical sequence, describing
educational

initiatives in the chronological

order in which they were implemented.

Education as a Tool for In dian Integration and "Development"

During the second half of

this century, the

economic development

strategies in

Latin America assumed a link between development
and education. Reference to
this

new

orientation and functionality given to education
has been extensive

(Aulestia, 1982). Puigross (1980) describes

which took place
included

in

May

UNESCO’s

1956 and led to

some of the most important events

this

expansion in conception. They

Regional Conference on the extension of free and compulsory

primary education in Latin America, the Second Inter- American
Meeting of
Ministers of Education, the Second Meeting of

The

Inter- American

Committee on

Culture, and the Seminar on Program and Planning for Primary
education in Latin

America. The educational and cultural

issues,

meetings discussed, were later presented
took place

As

in

New

at the

problems, and proposals that these

UNESCO General Conference

that

Delhi in November of that same year.

far as the indigenous populations

were concerned, the

development and education were mostly influenced by certain

link

between

indigenist schools of

thought. In specific, these notions were largely inspired by the Inter-American
Indigenist Institute, which opted to "integrate" the indigenous populations into the

national society. Their efforts were not limited to Ecuador but were also present in

other Latin American countries with indigenous majorities,

Guatemala.
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e.g.,

Bolivia, Peru,

and

This

new development model appropriated

the concept of "community" in
the

context of "community development"
(Puiggros, 1980).

The "community"

is

recognized as the space where cultural
reproduction take place, and the space

where transformations should occur

order to integrate the rural sectors into
the

in

national market economy.

—he Andean

Missio n and the Notion of

The Andean Mission
The Mission began
were extended

to

its

is

work

Community Development

a clear example of the "community development"
model.
in

Ecuador

Peru and Bolivia.

Its

from the U.S. government. According

in the

components. The focus was to

CIESE

to

local reality

and

services

train

1950s; soon after these efforts

funding was primarily foreign, in major part

the school as the centerfold of development.

development of cooperatives and

mid

new

(1980), the

Community

were integrated

Andean Mission placed

"facilitators" training,

into educational

leaders so that they might interpret the

identify possible solutions within a

development framework. These

leaders were instrumental in the effort to modify the
traditional social relations of

production

(

relaciones dominicales"), the complex productive network
based on

systems of reciprocity and arrangements between families and individuals
within the

market economy (Santana, 1984).

The Andean
the mission

itself,

Mission’s adoption of the development approach was, according to

intended as a model to break with the mechanism of oppression

and internal colonialism

(Trujillo, 1981). It introduced the functional use of

Quichua, considered the schools as a fundamental instrument for the reproduction
of cultural notions, and promoted the concept of "nuclearization," an integrated

approach of rural development where the school system plays a central role
(inspired by the Ayllu-school experience in Warisata, Bolivia: Oviedo; Cardenas,
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1986).
to

go

The Andean Mission
Normales (teacher

to

also provided scholarships to
indigenous students

training schools),

and

to agricultural

with the condition that after graduation
they would

communities.

And

it

come back

produced educational materials

Over the twenty years (1956-1975)
Ecuador had mixed reviews

in

it

existed, the

in

and

artisan, schools

to serve in their

Quichua.

work of The Andean Mission

almost every province of the

Andean

of

region. Their

attempted restructure of the communal apparatus,
for instance, did not succeed

(Moya, 1984), due on the one hand
tradition,

and on the other,

as mediators

between the

became involved with

to the historical force of the indigenous

to the fact that the facilitators

state

became

overly absorbed

and the communities. In the end many

the indigenous

movements (CIESE,

1980).

The

actually

Mission’s

success was also negatively positioned by their
ideological and top-down orientation.

Their work at the educational and cultural level was
referred to by some as
"integrationalist"

(Moya, 1984),

economic programs

their

approach

for a special clientele class

to provide services

and develop

were nominated as

developmentalist" (Trujillo, 1981), and the approach utilized by the
outside
"experts"

was seen as

"paternalistic"

by program recipients and Indian leaders

(Iniguez and Guerrero, 1987).

Literacy and Development.

The

issue of illiteracy has long

underdeveloped"

societies.

As

been considered a problem

characteristic of

Barreiro, (1974) indicates, this notion has served to

categorize societies with high illiteracy (in the dominant languages) as inferiors, as

possessors of a "primitive" culture, language, political and economic structure.

thought that

if

these groups could be integrated into the

modern

"national culture," they would then be capable of developing to a

18

It

patterns of the

more advanced

was

stage. In

Ecuador the

the state, illiteracy

is

state has subscribed to this

same school of thought;

for

a problem that prevents national
development (Moya, 1988).

Since indigenous populations have
had higher rates of illiteracy than the
white and
mestizo populations, they have come
to

be blamed for the nation’s

underdevelopment (Aulestia, 1986).

Throughout history the

been perceived

as

cultural particularities of indigenous
populations have

impediments and obstacles

modern

state.

The "dominant"

through

much

the

same

to the

development process of the

culture has looked at the "Indio" Indian
cultures

lens as the Spanish colonial rulers.

The

disposition of both

has been to reduce the diversity of Indian
cultures, identities and political units
into
a single political category called "Indio"
(Smith, 1984). This category

became

initially

functional for the collection of taxes: the
"Indio" was viewed as a tributary

population, and as a source of subservient labor.
In

more recent

times, this

way

of

thinking works to deny not only the possibility
that indigenous people have the right
to

determine their own future, but also to discount and
ignore the

relations of

been

power

restricted

in the context of colonialism

historical

where vernacular languages have

and oppressed, and from which education has derived (Varese,

1982).

In Ecuador, the majority of the population has,
until recently, resided in the
rural areas

where poverty and

illiteracy are structural

centuries of colonialism and neocolonialism
the

Andean

region, cultural, linguistic

absolute absence of basic
high level of illiteracy

human

among

consequences of almost

(MEC-GTZ,

1987).

As

five

in the rest of

and gender discrimination, and an almost

services are the real factors that contribute to the

the indigenous populations (Aulestia, 1987).
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At the beginning of the

1960s,

what could be considered

as the first literacy

campaign with national scope was organized
and conducted by the Ministry of
Education. In

this literacy

campaign the use of the indigenous languages
was not

taken into consideration. The literacy
materials, especially the primers, were

monolingual and monocultural; the orientation
was clearly dominant

themes projected urban and western

economists notions such
entitled

cultural values, respect for law

as consumption, wealth,

Ec uador (Chamorro,

and modern

literacy

1978). Although the materials of the

and order, and

campaign were
to

it

was

limited.

workers were non-Indian school teachers who received
extra

pay for their work (Moya, 1982). Overall, the Ministry’s
illiteracy

The

The primer was

life.

handsomely published and promoted, the enthusiasm
and response

Most of the

in nature.

efforts to eradicate

ignored the cultural and linguistic particularities of the
majority of the

rural population

which

1974). Interestingly

at that

time represented

64% of the

enough the campaign took place under a

put in power with the assistance of the U.S. government.

post-Cuban revolution programs such as the Alliance

Marshal Plan

and the

),

national total (INEC,

arrival of the first

It

military junta that

was

"coincided" with the

for Progress (the "Latin

Peace Corp Volunteers into the country

(Galarza, 1973).

The

failure of these first efforts by the Ministry of

UNESCO who,

as part of a series of experimentations

Education was recognized by

around the world, offered

to

provide technical assistance and training on more appropriate and up-to-date

approaches and methodology. According to Yanez and Tarle (1979)

methodology focused on the

reality of the learner

issues related to the learner’s everyday
for five years

and was implemented

in

Azual province and the rural town of

life.

this

and the content gave emphasis

This experimental pilot project lasted

two Andean regions, the

city

of Cuenca in

Pesillo in Pichincha province. This project
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to

was

instrumental in the training of a few
literacy technicians
of the Adult Education Department.
also used later in other initiatives.

The methods and

who

became

later

part

materials developed were

However, UNESCO’s endeavors

to

promote

literacy in the country, while
minimally successful during the program’s
duration,

were consumed by the

socio-political

and economic environment of the decade
of

the 1970s.

Ecuador had just become a petroleum exporter
significant

began

to

economic impact. The trend

assume a

development
need

to

special priority

strategy.

reduce

The

to

country.

The

oil

boom had

modernize and integrate the

and education was viewed

a

rural sector

as key for this

notions of universalization of primary education
and the

illiteracy levels

gathered

momentum

(Swett, 1979).

Toward

this end,

under the leadership of General Rodriguez Lara, the
Nationalist and Revolutionary

Government of the Armed Forces presented

the "Plan Integral de Transformacion
y

Desarrollo" (1973-1977) (the Integrated Plan for
Development and Transformation).

new

The Plan included a

significant expansion of services to the rural areas.

agrarian reform was put forward under the slogan,

"replanting" of the

oil).

Illiteracy

was seen

as

"la

an obstacle

A

siembra del petroleo" (a

to productivity.

To

tackle

problem, primary education was expanded, and basic education,
permanent

this

education, adult non-formal education, cultural extension programs,
and other

human

resource development plans were instituted

"to serve the

marginalized" (Plan

de Transformacion y Desarrollo, 1973). Through these programs, the indigenous
people were to become active participants in the process of economic transformation,

and

their integration to the national culture

According to the extensive

was

to

be achieved (Moya, 1982).

literature that analyzes this period (Ayala, 1978;

Hurtado, 1977; Moya, 1982; Velasco, 1979; Swett, 1979), the magnitude of the Plan

made an

impact. However, the impact on the indigenous populations was largely
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detrimental for several reasons.
structures of the rural economy,

First, the

it

"transformation" did not change the

simply modernized the social
relations of

production (Velasco, 1979). The semi-feudal
system of share croppers, the

exchange of free labor for the

known

as the "huasipungo,"

right to use a small plot of land
in the Hacienda,

was substituted by a wage labor system

that only

benefited the large enterprises. In this
context, adult non-formal education
and
literacy

programs were geared

to train the

new

labor pool, or the newly established

peasant cooperative systems. They did not
reach the small producer or the

community based-subsistence farmer. Second, although
was

instituted in every

among

Normal School, and

the teaching of

the learning of

Quichua was

Quichua
listed

the foreign languages from which university
students could choose (Yanez,

1984), primary education in the rural areas continued
largely monolingual

(MEC-GTC,

1987).

And

third, the

Indigenous communities were
institutions,

such as the

educational programs that did reach the

Summer

Institute of Linguistics,

Department of the Catholic Church,
foreign universities (Moya, 1982).
strategies to

As

fulfill

their

own

hands of national and foreign religious

in the

and the indigenist

international development organizations, and

Each were equipped with

different

methods and

ideological agendas.

the state struggled to improve

its

productivity through "improving"

indigenous population, the Indian communities themselves became more

and united. In

fact,

its

critical

the indigenous response and protest against the effect of an

uneven transformation became an organized

voice.

The

large

and numerous

mobilizations against the agrarian reforms, the cooperative laws, the limited access
to credit, the loss of
interests, etc.,

community land and

culminated

in the

resources, the presence of foreign

formation of ethnic-based political organizations
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such as the Ecuador Runacunapac
Riccharimui,

ECUARUNARI (the Andean

Indigenous Confederation), and a
number of other federations representing
the
indigenous people in each province of
the

Andean Region (Appendix

1).

Besides defending their legitimate
right to land, employment, and
services, the
indigenous movement also expressed
their right to protect their culture,
language

and

social

forms and declared their opposition
to the continued presence

communities of evangelical and other

in their

religious missions along with foreign

organizations (Trujillo, 1981).

Literacy

Under New

Political Perspective.

After nine years of military dictatorship, the
"Nationalist Revolutionary" regime
steam.

lost its

A return to civilian government was arranged in

1978 through an

elected assembly, which was given charge
of (1) establishing the requisites by which

a political party could qualify as a legal entity;
(2) drafting a

approved by a referendum; and
elections

In

new

constitution to be

(3) organizing the electoral process for national

(Moncayo, 1982).

March

1978, the

new

Constitution of the Republic was selected through a

referendum. This Constitution was significant for two
major reasons.
illiterate individuals 18
it

years and older the right to vote (Titulo

1,

First,

it

gave

Art, 12). Second,

recognized Quichua and the other vernacular languages as
part of the national

culture.

Elections for a

new

civilian

government soon followed. The candidates of "la

fuerza del cambio" (the force of change) won; Jaime Roldos and Osvaldo
Hurtado

became

the

new

President and Vice-President. Their "21 point program" presented

during the campaign became the basis for the
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new government.

This "Plan Nacional

de Desarrollo" (1980-1984) recognized
the multicultural and multiethnic
nature
of national society, but failed to
acknowledge the existence of eight other
languages

and

nationalities besides the

Andean Quichua. As Roidos and Hurtado

stated:

’

'y®,* 11 struggle toward the recognition, respect, and the rights of indigenous
groups, toward their integration into
economic and political life- and toward the
^confirmation of their cultural contribution,
particularly
language- the
Y their language
Quichua (cited in Rivera, 1984, my translation).
1

-

Under
programs

the Plan, two of the most important
socio-cultural and educational

in the history of the

country were implemented. They were the
National

Literacy Program, with two sub-components,
one in Spanish and the other in

Quichua, and the Bilingual Multicultural Education
Program (Yanez, 1984).

The National

Literacy Program

The National Plan

of 1980 considered literacy to be essential to

participation in the socio-political and economic

achieve

this goal, the

of the nation. In order to

Plan emphasized the importance of establishing literacy

programs which recognize the

linguistic

they address.

that

It

life

full

was suggested

and cultural

specificities of the populations

an understanding of these specifications could

be developed through an intercultural dialogue" with the participation
of
indigenous people (Moschetto, 1985). The basic principles for the
literacy campaign
as stated in the Plan require that

it

be

participatory, collectively responsible,

pluralistic, national in scope,

based

in reality,

and mobilizing (Plan National de Desarrollo,

1980-1984). For the planning and implementation of this program, an Executive

Committee was formed by the Ministry of Education,

including one indigenous

representative along with the Minister of Education and the directors of the

National Office for Literacy.
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At

time the total population of Ecuador
according to the 1980 Census was

this

8.5 million, of

literacy
to

which 21.9 percent were

program goal was

to

reduce

illiterate

illiteracy to 5.9 percent;

be reached, 500,000 of whom resided

task, the

campaign was

(Plan de Desarrollo, 1980).

The

760,000 people needed

in rural areas. In order to
accomplish this

to cover 11,000 rural

communities with 25,000

literacy

workers, and 4,000 urban areas with another
25,000 literacy workers (Moschetto,
1985).

The

The

significant

literacy

imbalance

in the distribution of

human

program had two sub-components: one

resources was clear.

in Spanish

and the other

in

Quichua. The "Oficina Nacional de Alfebetizacion"
(National Literacy Office) was
in

charge of the Spanish component.

It

had a primarily urban

focus.

As with

the

1960 literacy campaign, the literacy workers were
high school students; their
participation

was mandatory

as a prerequisite for graduation. Certified school

teachers and other volunteers were also used (Yanez,
1984).
Izurieta (1985) described the literacy methodology
as principally Freirian,

comprised of 'generative themes". The emphasis was
consciousness about the national

reality.

Designed

to

inform and raise

in three cycles, the literacy

process included one basic and two post-literacy primers. They
were entitled:

"Tambien yo puedo"
para una vida mejor"

The Quichua

(I

(I

also can); "Leo y trabajo" (I read and work);

study for a better

and "Estudia

life).

Literacy Program

Indigenous people have not been indifferent to the need for literacy within their
populations. According to the literature, the

first

Quichua

organized by the Federacion Ecuatoriana de Indios (FEI)
1985). This

was an autonomous

fundamental part of indigenous

effort,

literacy

program was

in the 1930’s

(Yanez,

which incorporated education as a

struggle. This literacy
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program had two important

elements: (1)

it

was a

self-reliance initiative

based on a grass-roots movement
of

hacienda workers ("huasipungueros" and
"arrimados") and, (2) it was conducted
in
both Quichua and Spanish, establishing
an important precedent (Monchetto,
1985).

The FEI’s
activities,

literacy

program, as well as

its

other political-organizational

took place during a decade in which the
indigenous

the larger society by two literary
trends of that time.
that originated in

Guayaquil

school of social realism.

at the

beginning of the 1930s

The other trend was

Arguedas, and Alegria, and was

One was
It

reality

was exposed

the literary

to

movement

subscribed to the

led mostly by the works of Icaza,

strictly indigenist-oriented.

Their works described

the indigenous reality to the world (Uzcategui,
1981)

The FEI program, along with

the "sudden" recognition of an indigenous

presence in the country, prompted government
reaction. The use of Quichua

primary schools in areas with predominantly indigenous
populations was

in

officialized

for first time by the Constitution of 1945. In
Article No. 143, the Constitution
stated:

The State and the Municipalities in order to eliminate illiteracy will
stipulate private initiatives to that end. In the regions
with

predominantly Indian
the Quichua and other respective aboriginal
Wl11 be used in teachin £- (Constitution de la
Republica de Ecuador

populations, beside s

Ca stilian,

1945. My emphasis and translation).
In addition to the use of vernacular languages for instruction,
Quichua was

integrated as a subject in the Rural Normales of the
1951).

However,

this recognition of

Andean Region

an Indian language was,

in reality, a

declaration on paper with no norms or political efforts to enforce

implementation.

It

was mostly ignored by those responsible

(Uzteategui,

simple

its

for overseeing

Constitutional implementation. While the Constitution addressed the elimination

of illiteracy and spoke to the importance of the native language as the means by

which to accomplish

this goal,

it

declared
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illiterates as "undesirables" in

a

subsequent section by denying them the

right to vote

and and to participate

actively in civil matters. This
effectively marginalized the
majority of the indigenous

people both socially and
voices.

The

by negating participation and silencing
their

politically

constitutional recognition of indigenous
languages was, in effect, a

token and "paper" gesture. With the
exception of a few private programs,
mostly
controlled by the Church and by evangelical
missions,
(Trujillo, 1981). It

literacy

was not

until the

campaign of the 1980s

was put into
the scope

practice.

and the

it

was soon forgotten

establishment of the state-sponsored Quichua

that the

government supported use of the vernacular

Yet despite the enormous significance

level of participation of the indigenous

it

had with reference

to

movement, the campaign

had some serious problems.

Some

of these problems were material-related.

As Moya (1988)

points out, the

content and perspective of the original primers were
a source of a number of
controversies between those that produced the texts
(Centro de Investigations para
la

Educacion Indigena, CIEI of the Catholic University) and the

objectives of the CIEI’s primers as their documents
indicate

users.

The

(MEC-PUCE,

1982)

were the following:

To

ratify the individual

come
-

"To

and

society’s cultural psychology

where they

from."

ratify the cultural

components of the system or systems

that

characterized the group."
-

"To unify the local dialects

-

"To develop group identity or consciousness of nationality."

-

"To systematize knowledge through the use of new forms of com
munication such as

linguistically."

in writing or
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use of images."

To

learn cultural patterns of other
indigenous societies with

whom

they relate."

To

strengthen the social organization systems
for the control and sup

port of the educational process." (my
translation)

These objectives were

be included

to

in a curriculum that

as agriculture, health, ecology, history,
arts,

The

and

literature

encompassed themes such
(Moya, 1988).

Ministry of Education extended the responsibility
of implementation of the

Quichua program

to the

CIEI

as a continuation of a previous

agreement that

focused on experimental linguistic and pedagogical
research and development in the

area of indigenous literacy and bilingual education

work took place
Model," as

it

in

came

Macac Grande
to be

in

known, and

frame of reference for the Quichua
Recognizing the

movement decided

political

(MEC-PUCE,

1982). This field

Cotopaxi province. The "Macac Educational
its

institutional infrastructure

literacy

became

the

main

campaign (Yanez, 1984). 1

importance of the campaign, the indigenous

to strategically collaborate with the CIEI. Consequently,
the

Iidigenous organizations of each province assigned the most
capable elements from
their ranks to

work

in the

campaign (Yanez, 1982). The indigenous delegates

participated in the review of the materials developed by the
Specifically, they analyzed the language, orthography,

As Luis Montaluisa
numerous

Macac model.

and the cultural perspective.

(1989), an indigenous linguist explains, they encountered

difficulties in the materials, particularly in the primers,

and made many

revisions.

When we reviewed the primers developed by the Macac model, the "Kaimi
Nacanchic Shimi" (our language is like this) and the "Kaimi Nucanchic Yupai"
(these are our numbers), we had problems with the phonetic alphabet which
was represented by the letters of the Spanish language. Some of the
phonemes given

did not apply in the same way to other regions of the country.
could not agree whether we should use the letters "W", "X" since we don’t
have those in our language. Then we agreed to call a seminar to see if we
could come up with an unified Quichua alphabet. In April 1980, about 80

We
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delegates, all Indians, met here in La
Merced.
orthographies, combination of alphabets,

We tried different

we came to an
agreement about some general principles that
could provide the basis
unified
etc. Finally

hlwS

language
0gy
’

m

r
^

for a
We also discussed the importance of language in education

aad

ltU re ’

,
the

m the historic implications that language has

pnmers a many problems beside
f)
J?

’

This’

the linguistic
asner^Th*
aspects.
The primers presented the cultural differences
between
us and the
misho’s without talking about issues of
national oppression
Y "he
seminar served to reaffirm our culturally. (My
translation).

^way
^

The

’

participation of indigenous organizations and
individuals in the campaign

has been described throughout the literature
as essential;

it

gave a participatory

character to the campaign and promoted massive
popular support. For the

indigenous movement,

it

represented a challenge to prove their capacity for base

mobilizing and for unified decision-making. Internally,
the process encouraged
reflection

on and debate over

different pedagogical praxis (Moschetto, 1983).

Indigenous organizations even took their
materials,

own

initiatives,

developing their

and particularly primers. Such was the case with the

Some

own

post-literacy primers

called "Quishpirincapac yachacushunchic" (learn and
liberate)

(ECUARUNARI-FENOC,

1984). In the

Chimborazo province, the primer

Chimborazo Caipini (Here Chimborazo) was developed with the

assistance of the

Regional Department of Education.

These experiences enriched the movement, helping
definition, strengthen

positions

on

importantly,

issues,

it

its

some

gain confidence and

socio-organizational capabilities, better represent

and recognize and

articulate

its

its

own knowledge. More

helped to reaffirm their identity as a people. The movement,

especially at the leadership level of

learned

it

ECUARUNARI, CONACNIE,

lessons in the process.

with the state at the political

level,

They learned,

and how
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for instance,

and

how

FENOC,

to negotiate

to deal with a technocratic bureaucracy

which was

fairly

ignorant of the diverse reality of their
country and more

particularly, of technical issues concerning
multilingualism

and pedagogical

principles (Moya, 1987).

For the non-indigenous

literacy teams, the

campaign helped

to

encourage an

understanding of the complexity and heterogeneity
of the indigenous culture and
reality.

It

also helped to redefine pedagogical
conceptions about the

learning-teaching of literacy and bilingual education.

Over

all,

the campaign served to educate the general
population, indigenous

and non-indigenous.

It

demonstrated that the indigenous cultures are and can
be

producers and reproducers of knowledge, science,
and culture. Moreover,

it

was a

cornerstone for the history of education for both the
indigenous and the ‘Mishos’

(Quichua term for white or mestizo person). However,
out, there

Among

as

Moschetto (1983) points

were obviously a number of limitations and problems along
the process.

those pertinent to this study were the different level of
linguistic "mestizaje"

of the learners, and the level of acculturalization to the
dominant culture. Both

represented a dilemma for learners and educators which resulted in
some learners
switching from Quichua to Spanish programs, or dropping
out

all

together.

be expected, there were also ideological and cultural differences regarding
methodology, cultural stereotyping, and gender.
of

how

indigenous

women were

Moya

issues of

(1987) provides an example

portrayed in the primers as the ones taking care of

children and animals, and doing the weaving, and other "typically" female

Their participation

As could

in the struggles

and the

political life of their

generally absent from the curriculum and the
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texts.

activities.

communities was

Literacy was not the only issue,
however, that formed the educational
initiatives
of the time. Along with discussions
about the inclusion of the native
languages and
culture in literacy programs was
the broader issue of bilingual
education.

examination of

this issue that

I

now

It is

to an

turn.

Bilingual Education

Bilingualism

is

not

new

to the indigenous

communities of Ecuador. In

fact,

the

Indian vernacular languages and the
language of the colonizer have coexisted
for
centuries.

dominate;

The Spanish invader used Quichua
it

even converted Quichua

to

indigenous nations in the region of what
history that

become
is

in society

present challenge of indigenous organizations

is

conquer and

the "official" language of

now Ecuador.

Quichua has become oppressed

functional level both in the

as the language to

and

to revive

community and the broader

It is

only in

all

more

in education.

Quichua and

recent

The

raise

it

to a

society. This challenge

the constant subject of conferences, research,
and discussions

among

is

Indians and

non-Indians alike. The use of Quichua and bilingual
education was also the strategy
of one particular developmentalist intervention.

The Summer

Institute of Linguistic

In 1952, toward the end of the

Government signed a

bilateral

agreement of scientific cooperation with the Summer

Institute for Linguistics (ILV).

investigation into

Galo Plaza presidency, the Ecuadorian

The content of this agreement involved

the

and research of the indigenous languages, limited primarily

collection of linguistic data,

i.e.,

phonetics, morphology, etc. (Trujillo, 1981).
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to the

The

presence of the Institute served in some
ways as a catalyst
issues of language

and

culture, as well as

on

in the

debate on

the issue of the "indigenous
question"

and neocolonialism (Parades, 1981).

The

following year, the ILV, already installed
in the country, was granted
the

right to also train bilingual
promoters,

health care and education.

Soon

and to provide other services such as
primary

after,

they took charge of what was wrongly

bilingual education (Iniguez; Guerrero,
1987).

As Moya (1987)

had done was to place the vernacular languages

states,

named

what the ILV

in a transitional role to serve
as a

bridge to the Castilian language. This
"transitional bilingualism" as promoted
could

only serve as an instrument of adaptation
of the dominant language and culture
at
the expense of the vernacular.

The

control over bilingual education exercised by
the Institute

strengthened in 1973,

when

became

the Ministry of Education delegated to the

further

ILV

the

responsibility to organize the First Bilingual
Education Conference in the country.

The

came from

participants

national and international universities, evangelical

missions, international development organizations,
and the Church.

indigenous representatives, trained by the

Addressed were
anthropology.

also attended (Trujillo, 1981).

issues of education, linguistics, indigenous languages,

Some

recommended

conducted in indigenous communities

and

integration and to

and

learning and teaching methodologies were also reviewed. In

addition, the conference

socio-cultural

ILV

A few

linguistic reality,

make

that further studies

and programs be

in order to better learn

both to

about the

facilitate their social

and economic

better use of bilingual education methodology (Trujillo,

1981).
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According to Burneo (1982) and Yanez
(1985),
because of

its

wide

publicity, to create

indigenous communities as well as
peoples. While

numerous

interventionists,

it

among

alliances

was clear

that

mass acceptance of the need

enormous

this historical

interest

and debate within

non-Indians working with indigenous

were established among

what

event helped,

all

kinds of "foreign-

really transpired at this conference

for "nuclearization"

was the

and integration of the school and

community under the "community development"
conception. Also made evident
was the need to develop intensive training in
order
to prepare bilingual, cultural

promoters and bilingual teachers.
awareness of the

On

one hand, the conference opened up an

political role bilingual

education could play with the oppressed

indigenous nationalities and their education.

and

ratify the

paternalistic"

On the

other,

it

served to consolidate

models of intervention, models similar

to those that

were carried out by the Andean Mission of Ecuador.
Given the government’s lack of understanding and
bilingual education

and the absence of comprehensive

bilingual education

was

left to

the ILV.

It

was with

technical and financial support from the U.S.

(AID)

that a Bilingual Education Office

Education

in 1979.

As Rivera (1987)

expertise in the field of
policies, the responsibility for

their initiative

Agency

and

for International

was established

later with

Development

in the Ministry of

indicates, the government’s reliance

on

external sources to take positions concerning issues of indigenous
culture and

language reflects once again

how

the state position on the indigenous question

reinforces the colonial notions of extending culture to the uncultured.

document of the ILV

As

a 1959

(cited in Pereira, 1979:101) reads:

In order to reach the Indian soul, you must learn his psychology, and this can be
done through their language. To win over the Amazon, to exploit its economic
richness, we must incorporate the Indian into the national culture. The first
step in this process is through literacy: where the indigenous could read and
write their own idiom, to serve as a bridge for the learning of Spanish. (My
translation)
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During the 1970s, the ILV became the
focus of intensive debate and
controversy. Pereira (1979) captured
the controversy in his description
of
activities as reflective of a general
politics of alienation, that rejected

and ignored

the cultural values and organizational
forms of the indigenous people.
that their activities subordinated the
interest of the country

and

its

ILV

He

argued

people in favor

of the interest of the colonial powers by
preparing the ground for the control of
territories, natural resources,

presence of the

ILV

leaders, students

and indigenous labor

in the country

for their

own

was further questioned by

benefits.

The

intellectuals, political

and the popular movement. Consistent demands

for their

removal

were made by the indigenous movement; a number
of street demonstrations,
declarations, testimonies,

and

direct appeals to the

finally President

Jaime Roldos not only ended the

in 1981, but also

took an historical

initiative

government lasted

bilateral

for years until

agreement with the ILV

by supporting the

first

national program

of literacy in Quichua as was discussed in the last
section. (Lesser, 1987)

The

polemics around the ILV’s work helped to revalue Quichua and
the other
indigenous languages, and to increase the discussion about culture
and ethnicity,
particularly within the indigenous organizations (Yanez,
1985).

Indigenous

As Madeline Zuniga

Initiatives:

Toward Autnonomus Education

(cited in Rivera, 1987) indicates,

as much as there is persistence toward bilingual education there is the
awareness that the challenge is not only to educate in a vernacular language, but
fundamentally it is how to offer an education whose content derives from
indigenous culture. (My translation).

With the exception of the

bilingual literacy

programs

initiated

by the

Ecuadorian Indian Federation, FEI, there have been very few educational programs
that have reached

beyond

their

own communities
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to a regional level.

Among

those

programs that have been recognized,
either by uniqueness of its
methods or by
the cultural and political
significance, is the

"Escuelas Radiofonicas Populates
del

Ecuador" (ERPE). This well-known
educational program was
the progressive wing of the Catholic
Church.
the indigenous people.

And

it

was

actually initiated by

was mostly controlled, however,
by

It

largely based

on

Freire’s pedagogical theory,

on

the theology of liberation, and
on the experiences of distant education
in other
countries.

The
in

ERPE was

a product of Monsignor Leonidas
Proano, Bishop of Riobamba

Chimborazo Province.

Initiated in 1962, the

program served

as a

new

educational

experience that utilized the radio as a means
to reach the indigenous peasants.

From

the beginning, the program had both
a positive reception and relatively good

results.

The

practicality of being able to reach

an audience

communities without much interference was ideal
and
effectiveness
started in

and

to

made

possible a rapid expansion.

Soon

Riobamba, the program was extended

Morona

Santiago

(Amazon

to

attractive. Its efficiency

a

'class"

and

after the first experience

Tabacundo (Pichincha province)

first

experience developed by

on a method implemented by Sutatenza Radio of
Colombia.
sitting in

own

region).

According to Crespo (1983), the

group of people

in their

around a

It

ERPE was based

consisted of a small

single frequency radio receptor.

With

the help of an "Auxiliar" (promoter) selected by
the community, the group followed
the instructions transmitted in both Spanish and
Quichua. For "Taita Leonidas", as
the indigenous people used to call him, the main objective
of the program as

developed in Ecuador was for the indigenous peasants

"to

it

was

recover their voices."

(Moya, 1984) The use of popular education techniques and Freire’s theoretical
principles

and methodology

experiences in the

Andean

in these

programs represented one of the

first

region of education for consciousness raising (Crespo,
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1983).

By

1969,

ERPE was

already working in nine of the
eleven

provinces, two in the coastal region,
and four in the

Amazon. By

Andean
then, a total 346

schools were functioning in the country
(Iniguez and Guerrero, 1987).
In

an evaluation conducted

method, the low
cited as the

cost,

and effectiveness of the

and the perspective relayed through
the actual program, were

main reasons

Several years

in 1972, the attractiveness

later, the

for the rapid expansion of

ERPE’s

schools (Dubly, 1973).

content and the approach changed
from the individual and

community empowerment

into a

more formal

orientation with an emphasis on basic

education and professionalization (Moya,
1984). The new system, called "Sistema
de Tele-Educacion," continues to use
vernacular languages for instruction and
educational

all

activities.

Similar to

ERPE’s educational programs,

region of Ecuador also initiated their

own

the Shuar Federation in the

bilingual, bicultural radio school

program. The Shuar, the second largest ethnic
nationality

Amazonian region

Amazon

after the lowland Quichua,

were the

in the

first

Ecuadorian

in the country to

be

organized into a Federation. Even though the
educational experience developed by
the Shuar Federation does not enter within
the educational policies of the

Quichuas,

Andean
The

it

Andean

has had an important impact on the educational
strategies of the

region.

Shuar’s educational system began in the late 1960s, utilizing
the Federation

radio station as support. In 1972, Shuar educational workers
participated in training

seminars organized by
schools.
in

The

ERPE, and

by later that same year they had established 30

following year, the Federation was accredited by the government, and

1977 by Decree #1160, the Bilingual Bicultural Shuar School System was made

official (Rivera, 1987).

program became the

With Shuar

first

as the primary language of instruction, the

bilingual initiative in the country
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where the mother tongue

was not used as a bridge

to learn Spanish. Instead,
Spanish

is

taught only as a

second language (Germani, 1978).
Moreover, on issues of culture, the
Shuar
possess one of the most developed
bicultural programs in the
hemisphere, (Moya,
1988; Germani, 1978). Education is
based entirely on the native cultural
environment, reinforcing the values
received from the family, the
community, and
the Shuar Nation. Cultural notions
and

experiences of the other ethnic
nationalities

within Ecuador are introduced gradually.
Students learn about the predominant
cultures of the state and ultimately
about world cultures in reference to their

own

(Yanes, 1985).
In contrast to the educational
orientation of other programs, the Shuar
give
priority to primary education instead
of literacy. Interestingly enough, however,
the

government declared

By

illiteracy.

reaching

all

in 1984 that the

Shuar region was the

first

to

be free of

then, the Bilingual, Bicultural Escuelas
Radiofonicas Shuar

of

its

was

226 community members (Bottasso, 1982).

According to the Shuars themselves,

their educational effort

was designed

to

counteract the "invasion" of Western cultures and
the dominant culture in the

country and to stop the conquest (Federacion de
Centros Shuaras, 1976). They are
well aware that as indigenous people, they have
continuously experienced firsthand

both colonialism and domination.

One

instance of this reality

is

that perpetuated

through the violent confrontations and treatment they received
from the Catholic

Mission (Salesianos), which had the highest number of priests per
capita of any
mission in the Americas (Bottasso, 1982). The "Internados Salesianos"
(boarding
schools) kept most of the Shuar children away from their people and their
culture.

Many were kidnaped from
1969).
as

an

It is

their

communities and kept against

from such experiences

that the

Shuar have come

(Germani,

to see their education

essential part of their self-determination (Allioni, 1978)
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their will

The experience developed by
alternative (Laje, 1983).

As

such,

the Shuar has been recognized
as a valuable
it

has served as a model and
inspiration for the

development of educational programs

in the

Andean

region.

A direct connection with the Shuar experience can be

found

in the initiative

taken by the "Fundacion Runacunapac
Yachana Huasi" of Simiatug, Bolivar
Province.

The "Fundacion," a community

organization that functions as a

Federation and represents 23 communities,
was formed

in

1972 as a result of large

mobilizations against the exploitation received
by four "latinfundistas" including the

Church. After the successful struggle for land
recuperation, the "Fundacion,"
recognizing the high level of illiteracy

few schools that existed, and started

among

to build

all

the population, reappropriated the

more

schools and train the

yachaccamayuc," (community teachers) who were
elected

implement a
"

bilingual educational system for children

Fundacion" has 17 schools that function

to the

community norms of reciprocity;

They have

also developed their

own

full-time.

in

each community to

(CONAIE,

The

schools function according

salaries are non-existent

textbooks up to the

1989). Today, the

fifth

(CEDIME,

1988).

grade and have a

strong contingent of "yachaccamayucs," researchers,
and specialized commissions.

These educational teams are presently engaged

in a higher level of training

which

includes child psychology, integrated pedagogy, history and
social science,

mathematics, Quichua

linguistics,

and Spanish as a second language. The

perspective and content of this training, however,

is

not to study the theories and

notions developed by dominant society and adapt them to indigenous

reality,

but

rather to develop native theories and notions, proper to their culture and lived

experiences (Fundacion Runacunapac epic Yachana Huasi, 1988). All the training
takes place in their

own communities

using cultural circles (study groups).
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While

this training orientation is

such was not always the case. In

now an

fact,

when

integral

component of

the "Fundacion,"

the "Fundacion” was

first established in
the 1970s, teachers simply
adapted the educational materials
of the dominant

culture, changing the pictures

or the content.

It

was not

from whites

until

to Indians but not altering
the perspective

1984 that they came to the realization
that the

curriculum, content, and forms of
knowledge had to emerge from within
their
culture (ibid).

Toward a

The

own

Intercnltnral Bilingual Rdnraiinn

literature suggests that there has

been no

official policy

or formal

recognition by the Ecuadorian government
of the multicultural and multilinguistic

nature of society until the
to

have been done

in the

last

Any

decade.

reference to indigenous cultures appears

context of folklorism or, at most, has assumed
a culturalist

perspective (Moya, 1984). In 1977, the

Decree #1903; culture was mentioned

first

as

law in Education was legislated through

an integrated objective of the educational

process in the country. Article 3 makes reference
to the fact that the authentic
national cultures should be fostered and enriched,
and that the curriculum context
in the schools

should advocate and defend the vernacular cultural
expressions

(Rivera, 1987).

As Rivera

(1987) points out,

it

was not

until the

1980 "Plan Nacional

Desarrollo," that the evident ethno-cultural plurality of
the country was recognized,

and attempts were made

to strengthen

and preserve

it

as part of the national

identity. Placing culture as a factor of integration
represented a key

element of the

self-defined humanist, participatory, and democratic nature of the
Roldos-Hurtado
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government (Moya,

1987). This position represented
a significant departure

from the discriminatory,

hierarchical,

elitist,

and impositional nature that had

historically characterized the
white-mestizo spheres of power.

The indigenous movement, which had
made

the issue of muiticulturalism
an

important part of their political discourse,
welcomed the "theoretical propositions"
of the Roldos-Hurtado government,
but, at the same time, recognized
there was no
real definition of

how

the indigenous and popular culture
would

became

part of the

national culture (Riccharimui, 1986).
Pressure exerted by the indigenous

organizations on this issue resulted, at least
partially, in the creation of the
"Oficina

Nacional de Asuntos Indigenas” (ONAI), or
National Office of Indigenous

Affairs.

Their basic function was to define and coordinate
state policies and programs

toward the indigenous populations which was

program "Pohtica Estatales

later articulated in the

ONAI’s

y Poblacion Indigena" (State policies and the Indigenous

population) (Ibarra Illanez, 1986) However,
before their influence and impact
the area of bilingual intercultural education
could be

felt,

the

ONAI was closed

in

by

then president Febres Cordero.

As

previously stated, the presence of the ILV, the initiatives
of the progressive

church, the few indigenous controlled literacy programs,
and finally the agreement

between the Ministry of Education and the CIEI represent the
major experiences of
Bilingual Intercultural Education up to 1980. These

done

little

meager

to address the educational needs of a major

In reality, approximately

one

third of the total

efforts,

however, have

segment of the population.

Ecuadorian population speaks an

indigenous language as a mother tongue (Moya, 1988). 2

As
the

the figures regarding indigenous populations previously presented indicate,

Quichua language

is

spoken by more than two million people

Region, nearly half of the

total regional population.
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in the

Andean

A majority of the Quichua

speakers

live in the rural

areas (Yanez, 1984). High illiteracy
rates and low

levels of educational attainment
illustrate the necessity for
a

appropriate

linguistic, cultural

more

and pedagogical approach. While

stages, efforts in this regard are
taking place both outside

relevant and

still

in their infant

and within the indigenous

organizations. These efforts were formally
initiated under the government
of

Roldos and Hurtado.

During the governmental period of
Roldos-Hurtado (1979-1982), the

Normales Bihngues"

(Bilingual

Teacher Training

Institutes)

areas where indigenous populations
were predominant.

were created under Ministerial Resolution
#2316
instruction in both Spanish

in

"Institutes

were established

The

in

Bilingual Institutes

September 1980 and

and vernacular language were used (Rivera,

1987).

Training in bilingual education methodology,
however, was not instituted until 1981

when

bilingual-bicultural education

#529 (Yanez,

was

finally officialized

by Ministerial Decree

1984; Rivera, 1987).

In order to deal with the growing complexity
of the programs, the Ministry of

Education established the "Departamento de Educacion
Rural" (Rural Education

Department)

in

May

1982, which soon after, with the technical cooperation of
the

Federal Government of Germany, developed the Bilingual
Intercultural Education

(EBI) project. The EBI project has worked mainly with
undergraduate students of
the bilingual Normales, while the CIEI project worked
with community-based

teachers ("maestros communitarios").

This

EBI

project along with the CIEI project developed the basis and the

capability to put in place a larger pilot project that by 1984 was extended
to eight of

the eleven

Andean

provinces.

The EBI

project has

worked with

the support of the

indigenous organizations which, at the same time, are forming their own

human

resources (Ibarra Illanez, 1986). Unlike the literacy program which ended with the
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presidential term, the

EBI has continued

until the present. Its

impact during
the neo-liberal administration
of Febres Cordero
(1984-1988), however, was
negligible. In fact the

Cordero regime

practically dismantled

most of these policies
and programs by conducting an
oppressive and austere policy against
the indigenous
organizations and against the popular

movement

in general (Lesser,
1987;

Moya,

1988).

While the rejuvenation of the EBI project
under the present government of
Borja, along with the establishment
of an office for indigenous
education within the

Ministry of Education and Culture
("La Direccion Nacional de Educacion
Indigena"), has helped to institutionalize
the need for bilingual education,
societal
attitudes toward

Quichua and toward Indians remain

for bilingual education to

be "accepted"

in

largely unchanged. In order

both cultures, Quichua and other Indian

languages need to be decolonialized and
considered as equals with Spanish.

A

serious resistance, mostly from Spanish
speaking educators and curriculum planners,

however, continues. In addition, there are
indigenous sectors which

need

to

assume the dominant language

The indigenous
programs that could

at the

still

see the

expense of their vernacular.

organizations are currently engaged in the formation
of
assist

with the training of bilingual technical personnel
at

all

levels, e.g., researchers, methodologists,
material developers, evaluators, organizers,

administrators, trainers, etc. Yet, in this process they
are confronted with serious
limitations

and obstacles including the absence of

"experts" in the field, limited

research and studies of indigenous bilingual education, the
lack of systematization
of existing experiences, and minimal economic resources.
Despite

indigenous organizations continue to

strive to construct their
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this reality,

own models and

approaches for an appropriate bilingual
education. While they continue
to
collaborate with

EBI and

with Ministry efforts, the
organizations view bilingual

intercultural education not as a
project of the

The 1980s has been a period
to define, articulate,

has been concerned.
policies,

in

and promote
It is

political

change as

persist.

the indigenous population’s

Periodistas

As

this chapter.

and culture

own

However,

cultural

and a myriad of other socioeconomic

the testimonies in Chapter

development of true educational and

Paradoxically, in the

far as education

evident that indigenous forces
have been behind reforms,

alienation, educational discrimination,

reveal, the

as their own.

which the indigenous movement
has been able

and programs described throughout

imbalances and inequities

government but

IV and

cultural possibilities

V will

depends on

transformational praxis.

same year of the

Constitution, the

Union Nacional de

(UNP), a Journalist trade union, along with the
Liga Alfabetizadora

Ecuatoriana (LAE), the Ecuadorian

literacy league (an organization similar
to the

Literacy Volunteers of America), initiated
a literacy program in Spanish in both the

Andean and

the Coastal Regions of the country.
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CHAPTER III

UNCOVERING INDIGENOUS VOICES'

A METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH
The purpose

of this study was to critically
explore the educational experiences

of indigenous people in the

Andean

region of Ecuador as

presently lived by the indigenous people
themselves.

it

has been and

Of major

interest

the policies and programs that have
historically impacted education for
Indians,

and

their ideological, socio-cultural

is

were both

Andean

and pedagogical implications as

described by indigenous leaders in Ecuador.
Analyzed are: (1) the historical context

and socio-cultural and

political nature of

education for indigenous people in the

region; (2) the particular educational
experience of the study participants; and
(3)

the participants conceptualizations and
perspectives regarding the development of

indigenous educational programs.

Method

Two major

qualitative research methodologies

were

utilized. First, the

researcher employed deductive methods in order
to review educational programs
for

and by indigenous people

in this century. In so doing, both primary

and

secondary documents were examined (Dobbert, 1980).
Second, the researcher employed an inductive methodology
(Lather, 1986;
Savage, 1988; Simon and Dippo, 1986). This methodology was
grounded in a theory
of critical inquiry and involved the utilization of a praxis-oriented
research approach

comprised of dialogic, interactive in-depth interviews. The focus of this

methodology was

to invite the participants’ reflection
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on

their educational

experience in order to (a) reconstruct
the educational biography
of the
participants; (b) allow the participants
to reflect

on

the context of their experience;
and (c) provide a

the institution of education
in

common ground

for their

theoretical discussions regarding their
perceptions, conceptions, and beliefs
of the

development of legitimate indigenous
educational programming. The
underpinnings of the approach and

its

theoretical

implementation design are described below.

Subjects

The

participants in this study included a total
of 12 individuals representing five

(5) indigenous organizations that agreed to

be involved

in the study. Included are

three participants from the provincial
federations of Imbabura and Tungurahua,
two
participants

from Canar, two representatives from the Andean
Confederation of

Indigenous People,

ECUARUNARI (which represents nine Andean provinces), and

two participants from the National Confederation
of Indigenous People of Ecuador,

CONAIE.
In order to respect the authority of and
protocol within the indigenous

organizations, the choice of the actual study
participants was initiated by the

indigenous federations themselves. They suggested
individuals of varied

backgrounds and experiences and then
purpose of the study and
of

all

subjects remains

I

approached each, explaining the focus and

soliciting their voluntaiy participation.

anonymous

in all written

The

factual identity

and oral material

Dialogical. Interactive. Indepth Interviews

As autonomous

beings, people have a moral right to participate in decisions

that claim to generate

knowledge about them. Such a

right protects

them from

being managed and manipulated. The moral principle of respect for persons
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is

most

fully

honored when power

is

shared not only in the application,
but also

in the

generation of knowledge. Doing
research on persons involves
an important
educational commitment: to provide
conditions under which subjects
can enhance
their capacity for self-determination
in acquiring

knowledge about the human

condition (Heron, cited in Lather,
1986).

The way

that

we approach

indicates our values

and

beliefs

research reflects

how we

perceive the world.

about the nature of knowledge and
how

It

it is

produced, what constitutes objective
and subjective meanings, and how
power works
through the research relationships.
Traditional "scientific” methods
position the

researcher and his/her subjects as
separate entities; the neutral, objective

researcher collects "value-free" knowledge
(or truths) from subjects

and ignorant of the procedure. Likewise,
knowledge
simply reflecting the world. Ignored

is

is

who

are passive

understood as mimetic,

the capacity of the people to produce
as well

as be determined by their context. In
contrast, a praxis-oriented approach

recognizes research as an interactive,
investigative process where "subjects" are
active participants,

knowledge

from the

is

and where the

social, historical,

accepted and addressed. The method which guides

latter, that

is, it is

grounded

becoming more conscious of

and environments, developing a deeper understanding of their

particular situations,

approach

this study derives

in the belief that the ultimate goal of

investigation should be to assist the participants
in
their actions

and value-laden nature of

and working towards a more just

in terms of "activities that

self-organization,

society.

Benson describes

combat dominance, move toward

and push toward thoroughgoing change" (1983:338).

Lather (1986) describes praxis-oriented inquirers as
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in search of

Similarly,

emancipatory

this

knowledge which "increases awareness
of the contradictions hidden
or
by everyday understandings,
transformation inherent

it

in the

distorted

directs intention to the
possibilities for social

present configuration of social
processes" (p.259).

This investigation was not designed
to support an a priori theory,
nor did the
researcher employ questionnaires or
formal researcher-controlled

interviews, with

empirical data. Instead,

I

chose to use an unstructured, dialogical
method of

interviewing which required an interaction
between the indigenous people’s

self-understandings and

and Lincoln

(

my own

preconceived notions of their experience.

Guba

1981) describe the unstructured interview as
one which encourages the

interviewee to structure accounts of the
situation. Here, responses are not

normative but idiosyncratic and individual.
Rather than relying on the researcher’s
preconceptions, each participant defines his/her
"subjective depth"

own

situation. In order to achieve

(Woods, 1987), the interview format was also
open-ended with

participants able to guide the discussion in
response to their

own

and desires as well as those of their community.
This process

needs, experiences,

"attests to the right of

speaking and being represented" (Butts, 1984).
The participants were thus actively
involved in the construction and validation of
meaning. This process encouraged
the deepening of self-understanding through
reflection on the relationships between
the self and the surrounding world (Fay,
1975).
interactive precisely because the participants

The

were

interviews were dialogical and

invited to react critically to

my

view of their world therefore providing an opportunity for theoretical
exchange. Not
only did this give participants the dignity of contributing to
theorizing about their

world but

it

also permitted the construction of a

framework

that refined

my

preconceptions and possible distortions of the logic of evidence (Oakley as cited
Lather, 1986).
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in

Employed was a

three-part interviewing schedule
of approximately 90
minutes

each. All were audio recorded.

explanations were provided in

The language

Quechua when

Spanish with the selections included
here
In conducting the interview,

I

of the interviews was
Spanish;
necessary. Content

was transcribed

in

in the dissertation translated
into English.

raised open-ended questions
within a conversational

format; the participant, as the trusted
partner in research, shaped the
interview’s
content.

~
life

Qrview 1 The

first interview

was autobiographical, focusing on events
and

experiences that have led to active
participation in the indigenous
organizations.

Of interest were
settings, family

on the

past involvement in educational
institutions or in educational

and community members’ views of education,
and

cultural, linguistic, political,

and pedagogical

issues

their perspectives

which characterized

their

educational experience. Through the
reconstruction of their autobiographies, the

purpose of

this

interview was to develop

understand their

own

my

insight into

how

the participants

educational biographies. This reconstruction also
encouraged

participants to theorize about

how

their life events

shaped

their theories of

education, the relations of power, and the nature
of knowing.
I nterview

II.

The second

on the meaning and
legitimation

(i.e.

interview was reflective and analytical, focusing both

significance the participants gave to their experience and

hegemony) of their

schooling.

attempted to invite discussion about the

and relevance

Through these conversations,

institution of schooling,

for the individual, for indigenous people,
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its

on the
I

meaning, value,

and the larger

society.

Il!LerVieW

m

~

The

third

in^rview was oriented toward
the theoretical and

philosophical perceptions of
appropriate indigenous education.
Here, the
participants were encouraged to
formulate and express conceptions
and

propositions about the norms, values,
content, and context of realistic
and relevant

indigenous educational programs.

While each interview focused on a
future

-

particular chronology

-

the past, present, and

actual interviews were not so neatly
distinguished. That

is,

participants

views of both past and future were
interpreted through the lens of the
present.

Data Analysis

Data

analysis occurred in five stages.

The

first

stage included a review of

educational policies and programs for and
by Indians in the region. This involved

an examination of primary and secondary
documents.

The second

stage consisted of transcribing the
interviews and the developing

preliminary categories and

common

characteristics that

emerged from the

participants stories (Spradley, 1980).
These categories included: reasons for

schoolmg/or no schooling; formal/official education:
perceptions and

critiques;

school environment, context, and social
relations; language, culture, and ethnicity;

indigenous control in education: theory and
practice; and indigenous movements,
education, and the State.

During the

third stage of data analysis, focus

was on analyzing the

transcriptions

of Interviews 1-3 with regard to the following
implementing questions:

—How do Indians experience and perceive their contact with formal and
informal education?

—How do Indians reflect upon and interpret their educational experiences?
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Withm

these areas, data was analyzed
holistically

Pat, on, 1980; Dobbert,
1980).

Each

patterns of each participant
were

were approached regionally

in

participant’s data

compared and

characteristics, in turn,

and pedagogical

The

Lincoln, 1981-

was analyzed separately and

contrasted. Collected
patterns

order to draw a set of characteristics
supported by

examples or conditional statements
and

These

(Cuba and

in

were used

order to relate the part to the
whole.

to reflect

on

the sociocultural, political,

reality of indigenous education.

fourth stage examined the ways
in which indigenous
peoples’ experiences,

views, and interpretations differ
from the prevailing literature. For
example, the

divergence between the ethnic and lived
experiences of indigenous peoples,
and the
tensions between scholarship and

The

final stage

and the role of

this

life

was based on the

were analyzed.
characteristics of the participants’
experience

experience in determining their conceptions
and propositions of

appropriate indigenous education.

It is

here that

utilizing the participants’
perspective, ideas,

relevant

programming and document

its

I

took particular caution in

and actual words

to

frame a notion of

implications, considerations, and

prospectus in the indigenous community. This
caution was in response to the

trust

and confidence the participants showed me;
they entrusted me with appropriately
interpreting their lives and their words so
that they might be shared with others.

Limitations of

The

the.

Study

limitations of this study rest primarily with the
inductive interview

component. Since a major part of
indigenous people representing

this

five

study focuses on the experience of twelve

major indigenous organizations of the Andean

highland region of Ecuador, the findings of the study are relatively
specific and
contextually dependent on the geographical region.
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The

implications generated by

the response of indigenous
peoples, however,

may have

significance in their

resemblance to the experience of
other indigenous groups
and nationalities within
the colonial boundaries of
the state and the Andean
region of South America.
This
is because indigenous
people experience similar forms
of subordination or
colonial

domination. Consequently,

this

study

may

identify shared historical
issues

among

indigenous people while emphasizing
that the response to
experiences of these
issues are unique and context
dependent.

Furthermore, the implications

this study

may generate

and development should be considered
plausible only
applicability to other geographical

for educational planning

for the region, although

and ethnic regions may be possible
because the

situation of indigenous people are
similar

on a number of levels. Nevertheless,

I

suggest that they be considered with
caution.

Although

all

and Quechua,
researcher

is

the indigenous subject participants
are fully bilingual in Spanish

their

dominant tongue

is

the latter.

The dominant language

of the

the former. For this reason, the
dialogical in-depth interviews were

conducted and transcribed

in Spanish.

Only

significant sections that are included in

the dissertation text were translated into
English. In the translation,

may have been

distorted or lost

due

to the variability of syntax

from which responses emerged. This study does
not purport

and

some meaning

cultural context

to capture

and

reconstruct the whole world of the participant
subjects, but rather offers a glimpse at

meaningful moments of their
Flowever,

it is

hoped

participants’ past

and

lives reflected in their

experience with education.

that the study sufficiently reconstructs perceptions
of the
their vision for the future in order to heighten present

meaning.
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While

some

it

was

initially

my

racial

and

class

background might,

instances, have served as a barrier,
this proved not to be the
case.

political alliances

which

movement worked
is

thought that

unique in that

The

it

I

have established over the

last several

in

The

years with the Indian

to support rather than negate
cooperation. In this

way my study

represents a different stage in an already
established relationship.

final limitation

was

that of time constraints.

The years

of experience that

the participants had to recount
could obviously not be told in several
sessions.
is

What

thus offered in the data chapter are
glimpses into their selected lived
experiences

rather than a comprehensive detailing
of
perceptions, and memories.
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all

education-related thoughts,

CHAPTER IV

BLOOD, SWEAT AND TEARS:
INDIANS’ LIVED EXPERIENCE WITH
FORMAL SCHOOLING

This chapter presents twelve indigenous
leaders recollections of and
reflections

on

their

own formal education

as revealed through the process
of dialogic

interviews. Described are the social
contexts

and pedagogical contents of schools,

as

well as the social and linguistic relations
proffered within.

Because of the power and significance of
their words,
indigenous participants speak for themselves.
As a
of a series of quotations;
clarity the historical

At the

my words

and/ or

I

chose to

result, the

chapter

serve only to contextualize their

socio-political

outset, the indigenous leaders

moment

to

which they

who were chosen

let

the

comprised

is

comments and

refer.

for the study

were

considered as "participants." However, as the
interviews unfolded and as they

opened

their

memories and thoughts

for

me

to share, a

new kind

of relationship

developed. This relationship was no longer that of
the formal and strange
interviewer and subject, but rather took on a sense
of
familiarity.

While

comprehend
this

as a "misho"

their reality,

I

was

I

follows

is

confidence, and

did not share their experience nor could

willing to let their voices

confianza and camaraderie,

What

trust,

I

refer to

them

reflective of

as "companeros"/participants.

a brief biographical sketch of each one.
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be heard. As

I fully

A Biographical

Imimani

and continues very

He

up

He

at the time.

the.

r ^ pan^/P^p,,,,

one of the oldest leaders of the
indigenous movement

is

to school only

Sketch of

active at the community, regional,

to the fourth grade, since there

is

and national

.

in the country

level.

were no more grades

Chibuleo, born in Tungurahua Province
some time

He went

at his school

in the 1930s.

cannot recall the exact year. Imimani
loves to teach the youth about
Indian

history, culture

and

politics.

As a founding member of the Andean
Indian

confederation,

ECUARUNARI,

does not allow

his responsibilities to stop

growing

his

own

he

still

holds positions at the highest level,
yet he

him from continuing

food. For him, "’Pachamama’ (earth,
soil)

is

to

work on

his land

the center of

life,

we

must take care of it with our own hands."

Jacinta

is

twenty-four years old.

Her

ethnic background

comes from one of the Chibuleo communities near
the
schooling was interrupted several times. She
third grade. After five years, she returned

couple of years

later, Jacinta

first

had

city

to

is

Chibuleo and she

of Ambato.

Her

drop out while attending

and finished her elementary

school.

A

continued with the "Ciclo Basico" (two years) in basic

accounting, and after graduating went back to her
community to help her family.

She became involved

in

community

affairs

and

later with the indigenous

movement

of her province (Tungurahua). At the time Jacinta
volunteered to participate in

this

research, she was responsible for the movement’s fiscal
administration.

The

patrones’ sent Ajnbapuen to school in the city where he finished

elementary school. After a few years he forgot how to speak Quichua. Ambapuen

comes from a group of peasant communities located
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forty-five

minutes east from

Ambato. The communities do not
maintain
is

their

predominant language. Ambapuen

Communities of the

region, which

ago, already a middle-aged

community and with

the

man

is

specific ethnic identity
but

is

Union of

highly organized and very
active.

in his forties,

movement.

the president of the

was

It

Quichua

A few years

he become actively involved

at this time that

in his

he relearned Quichua,

mostly with the help of his children.

Machico

recently obtained a Bachelor
degree as a Veterinarian. His early

involvement with the Indian movement
provided him with scholarship
opportunities.
Before going to the University in the
provincial capital, he was trained
as a literacy

worker and participated as a promoter

in the first bilingual literacy

1981. His last two years of elementary
school were in one of the
in the

Andean

region that

became

fully controlled

campaign

first

in

school systems

by the community. These

indigenous schools are coordinated by their
community based organization, the

famous Fundacion Runacunapac Yachana
Huasi of Shimiatug. At the present
Machico practices his career as the local vet taking

time,

care of the animal stock of the

community cooperatives. He

trains other

community members and

is

active in the

movement. Machico comes from the Llangahua
communities of the Tungurahua
province.

He

is

29 years old and remains

single.

—u P ac dr opped out of school in the fourth grade in order to help his family with
agricultural work. In order to succeed in

learn to speak Castilian only.
to his peers in the

life,

He managed

community. While

in the

his parents

thought that he should

to maintain his native language thanks

army (drafted by

force as the majority

of young Indians are), he received further schooling. Tupac
always wanted to

continue with his education, but

now with
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a family of his own,

it is

practically

impossible. However, after
is

some

training,

he has become a

literacy worker.

He

an active organizer of popular
education programs as part of his
work with the

Tungurahua Indigenous Movement. Tupac

is

26 years

old.

After completing four years of
elementary education in a school far
from his

community (Ambatillo), Hacho was able
of

Ambato through

a friend of the family.

to run into conflict with the "mishos"

inspector.

At

to gain access to Catholic
School in the city

that time, he

and

was involved

It

did not take too long, however,
for him

later with the priest
in

who was

a school

an after-school program designed

for

indigenous people which was controlled by
the local Bishop. The older members
of
this

group

later

formed an independent indigenous movement
which

Movimiento Indigena de Tungurahua
and was sent
city

to

(M.I.T.).

Hacho was given

is

the

a second chance

an indigenous technical agricultural school that
was located near the

of Latacunga.

The program was

part of the rural education plan established in

the early 1970s. During the second year,

a regular curriculum subject.

He

Hacho flunked

English which was taught as

then worked as a literacy promoter in the 1981

campaign and since then has continued

his

work

as

an "extencionist"

for the ministry

of agriculture. Recently he was elected to the
leadership board of the M.I.T.

Mamachic became one
after she graduated

school.

of
is

of

Mamachic

women s
to help to

rights

of the

first

indigenous bilingual teachers in the region

from the Normal Bilingue de Canar, a

is

bilingual teacher training

twenty-eight years old, mother of three, and a strong promoter

and bilingual education. "To teach the men about

their

machismo

break the colonialist heritage," she declares. As the present Secretary

Women Affairs

of the provincial cooperative Union of Canar, she divides her

time as a bilingual teacher, a mother, and community leader. Her parents wanted
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her to have the best education
and her schooling therefore
took place in a
pnvate Catholic school. She had
to leave the school in the
fifth grade due to

economic reasons, bu, came back

later

on her own

With assistance from the

efforts.

State, she enrolled in the
teacher training school (Normal),

and successfully got her

teaching degree.

—

anqui

worst of his

iS

life.

a dedicated young Canari leader.
His

years in school were the

Yet the bad treatment he received
made him

demonstrate that Indians are capable

like the rest.

school, Caranqui attended a second
educational

complement

first

his learning.

He

is

is

program

the middle of high

in the evening to

twenty-four years old, a self-trained
expert in

popular communication techniques.

Quichua. Caranqui

Toward

struggle harder to

He

is

presently directing a radio program
in

an active member of the provincial Indian
movement of

Canar. As a cultural worker, he supervises
and promotes indigenous popular
cultural programs,

and he

is

a strong advocate of women’s
participation.

—rnestQ could have an atJ ult ba sic education certificate, but because of a
political conflict with the instructor,
first

it

was not granted. As a

child

he attended the

four years in the hacienda’s school near
Otavalo. However, he did not learn to

read and write. As an adult, he enrolled as a
learner in the literacy campaign.

Ernesto
in the

is

twenty-two years old, father of four. Along with

his wife,

Imbabura’s Indian Federation where both have participated

popular education seminars and in leadership
elected official in the

training.

Ernesto

is

he

in a

very active

number

presently an

Andean Indian Confederation, ECUARUNARI.
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is

of

Iuana£unchi

a twenty-six year old Otavalean

is

women and

works during the day and attends
an evening school. She
until she gets

her high school diploma, and

frustrations with a

is

now in

fifth

is

is

unmarried. She

determined to study

grade. Despite her

male-dominated Indian Federation, she
remains very

militant,

promoting Indian women’s participation,
organizing women’s groups, and
motivating others to continue with
their education. She was
a

group of campaigners that was able
provincial council of

Cunchi was

in

Imbabura

member of a core

to get the first indigenous
person elected to the

as part of the 1988 national
electoral process.

Juana

charge of the community political
education unit which focused on

popular education and participatory
techniques as part of the campaign.

Pacho belongs
province.

He

is

the age of nine,

to

an isolated community near Cotacachi,

twenty-seven years old and Otavalean.
it

was the

first

time he had ever

left his

in the

When

Imbabura

he went to school,

community, and the

time he had heard Castilian spoken. Pacho
dropped out after the

first

at

first

year since he

could not understand the language of instruction
and was not able to endure the
abusive treatment and cultural alienation.
However, Pacho values education and

is

presently involved organizing indigenous education
programs through the

Federation.

£g rucho

is

the present secretary of education and culture of the
Indian and

Peasant Provincial Federation and

is

an important and well-respected ideologist

the Indian

movement

Perucho

well read and a constant researcher.

is

despite the fact that he only finished elementary school.
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He

has organized

many

training

in

seminars about indigenous education
and organizational and leadership
training,

and has attended them as a

participant.

famous weaving communities near
the

city

He comes from one

of Otavalo.

He

is

of the most

in his early thirties.

Perceptions and Critiques of Formal
Education

systematized according to specific interests
which support the dominant
system, not our interest. It does not
respond to our interest so we can get
0CS
° PCn °
SUCh education is forei gn to our reality."
(Imfrnani)

^

m

^

"They say that education will benefit the
development of the country
^
However, the education we received is one
that does not represent the
Ecuadorian reality not even the Latin American
reality. Most of the things we
learn come from the industrial countries,
especially from

^a°

the United States'

,“?'

,her
Very f0rei « n; l -^responds to thecaphahst
system. That formation, that orientation
has already influenced manv
md.genous people. They don’t want to go back to
the communities or when
the y “ ct as whlte bourgeois.... In other
words, the instruction we
received does not prepare us to confront the
problems, the reality of the
the reality of the indigenous people, the
peasants which we
are. On the contrary, it makes us forget
who we are, to forget about our
communities, our organizations, and think only about
money, about
individualism and that is really screwing us because
on the one hand we need
an ^ ° n thC ° ther 11 * s ttie same educat ion that is
colonizing us...."
'

’

(M^shlco)

Intimani and Mashico’s words speak to the reality of
formal education for

indigenous people. While their actual experiences with
schooling were
recollections of

what

this

distant,

schooling was like conjured up emotions and feelings so

strong as to suggest these experiences had only just occurred.
Such was the case

with

all

of the study participants; for them, formal education was, in a sense,
a lesson

learned and never to be forgotten. Intimani and Mashico’s descriptions above
poignantly reveal the context of

this lesson.
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While

their personal biographies differ,

their perceptions of
state-controlled formal schooling
are similarly indicative of

an imposed system of control and
domination, a system which
and lived experiences of all indigenous

is

alien to the culture

communities.

Intimam and Mashico are well known
amongst
indigenous
different,

movement

in the province of

their people, both leaders
of the

Tungurahua. Their ethnic

affiliation

however. Intimani comes from Santa
Rosa de Chibuleo; Mashico

Llangahua. Intimani

is

is

is

from

of the older generation, the
generation that lead the

struggles of the 1960s, the struggles for
land defense and recuperation.
This was the

generation that broke the hegemony of the
traditional hacienda system, but
retained
very

little in

return.

Most of the land continues

mestizo minority. Mashico
directly the reforms that

is

be

in the

hands of the powerful

a generation apart from Intimani.

came

mediate the growing social

to

later,

He

experienced

toward the end of 1960s, which attempted

conflicts of the highland rural sector.

As

to

a result of the

reforms, certain social services improved,
as did access to educational programs.

Mashico was thus able

to obtain

a University education. Intimani, however,

attended school only until the fourth grade, the

last

grade that the school then

offered.

The

difference between these two

men in

age, ethnicity,

and educational

biography are obscured by the similarities in their
conceptions of formal education

and

in the

emotions these conceptions engender.

It is

through listening to and

examining their perspectives along with the perceptions of

their

"companeros" that

certain categories of critique emerge, illustrative of the
complex ways the country’s

educational system has served to negate indigenous identity, social and
cultural
integration,

and the development of academic knowledge. For example,

comments about

Intimani’s

the structural nature of education, what he called "closed up"

education, serve to introduce

some major notions concerning education
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in general.

He denounces the

role that

is

given to the educational
agencies in ‘modern’

societies, as they function
"according to specific interests

dominant system." Education

is

which support the

conceived of as an institution that
"does not respond

to our indigenous interest."
In this sense, the type of
organization

and systems of
control of education clash with the
indigenous notion of instruction,
learning, and
practice ("does not have amplitude").

It is

urban cultural context and pedagogical

seen as an education that represents
the

practices,

where notions are applied

as

if

they were universal. Consequently,
education does not adjust to "the reality
of the
people."

Mashico, on the other hand, brings up other
important notions which

link

education to development issues. At the
time that Mashico was going to school

in

the early 1970s, the "Nationalist
Revolutionary" military-led government of
General

Rodriguez Lara

initiated a series of rural

development

strategies

directed at the improvement and integration
of the rural

and international market. The National Plan
(1973-1977) was instituted.
better utilize
societies.

human

Some

Rural education, in

Agency

for Educational

in

Chapter

became
II.

part of the Integrated Rural

The DRI plan was mostly financed by

Development;

non-formal education formed part of

this plan;

trained as facilitators, utilizing problem posing

programs served

Development

its

educational components were

and developed through the intervention of U.S.

Mashico’s comments

in to the national

of the objectives of this plan were to develop
and

this context,

for International

largely conceived

economy

resources by transforming existing institutions of
the rural

Development (DRI), described
the U.S.

and reforms

make

universities.

Adult

groups of indigenous peasants were
(i.e.,

Paulo Freire’s) methodologies.

reference to these initiatives. His assertion that these

to neutralize the indigenous organizations,

and

to ignore

and

obscure the real issues of class and ethnicity, raises issues of an ideological and
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political nature. Similarly,
his statement that

the instruction

we received does
not prepare us to confront the
problems, the reality of the
oppressed people, the
"...

reality of the indigenous
people, the peasants

which we

are..." brings into
question
the nature of the pedagogical
practice of education for
indigenous people,

particularly within the context of
education for development.
...it

makes us

forget

who we

are, to forget

And

comment

his

about our communities..."

is

that

indicative of

the fact that the educational
process has also served to maintain
a level of cultural
alienation.

Intimani and Mashico are not alone
in their beliefs that the
formal educational
system in Ecuador has seldom served
to support indigenous identity
or promote the
integration of social, cultural, and
academic knowledge. Ernesto, an Otavalean

who worked

Indian

as a hacienda shepherd before he
entered school, corroborated

Intimani’s views: "Education inside
there

system.

It

seems normal

live,

when you

then that education

structure, there

is

an education that goes according the

at the beginning, but

the system really works, and

others

is

no other

is

see

when you

how we

start learning

about

are living right now, and

not normal. But since

it is

how

how

part of the state

alternative, all the children have to

go

there."

Caranqui’s perspective was similar even though
as a Canari, his cultural ways
are

somewhat

different

from other Quichua groups. Caranqui had attended two

high schools, one in the morning and another in
the evening, in order to prove to

himself and to his peers "that the Canaris are not
ignorant and
explained, there

is

As with

his

"companeros", Caranqui was

fact that "education has always

also illuminate the cultural

proffered: "In

As he

a need to break away from such beliefs because they are

inspired by the ’mishos’ (mestizos)." 1

adamant about the

lazy."

and

my experience,"

been imposed." His comments

linguistic imposition this

he

said, "I think that
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education has traditionally

education

is

not

realistic,

especially in relation to

country. Education

Therefore,

is

where you

and

live,

in relation to the
situation of the

not given in our language, and
our culture

not in tune with our reality and
our needs. That

it is

is

ignored.

why

is

I

said that

it

imposed." Here, the irrelevancy and
incompatibility of such education
is viewed
not only from the curriculum
content, but also from the
approach and orientation
is

that historically has taken place.
that education has

He goes on to explain further: "It

been extended

Our

elders say that education for Indians

not have that right.

Our people

want education as the ’mtshos’

only recently

to the indigenous population.
Until a

ago, education benefited only the
white and mestizo, and

than today.

is

it

few years

was more discriminating

was not allowed,

that they did

are not educated in that sense,
not because

say, but

because

we

we have been denied. Now we

don’t

have

the right, but the discrimination
continues."

Society in general has used the fact that
the majority of the indigenous

population have not been schooled in order
to blame the indigenous people

themselves for not valuing education. This
general notion, besides being
paternalistic,

Our people
it is

is

contrary to the real desires of the people.

in general give a lot of value to
education;

very important.

that education

is

not recognized,

it is

not

‘official.’

is

discriminates against us, and thinks that

we

we have always thought

that

educator, Perucho

is

However, we do value the other

with the rest of the society that
don’t deserve to have that education."

active in

promoting and organizing popular

education programs in the communities of Imbabura.
before finishing

explained,

We are permanently educating our people in our own ways, but

education and the science; the problem

As an indigenous

As Perucho

grammar

school because
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"I

He dropped

out of school

could no longer endure the constant

rejection of

was an

my culture,

language, and ethnicity." In
a sense, his dropping out

act of resistance, indicative
of

grounded

in a belief in himself

and

an unwillingness to succumb
that was

community.

his

In their recollections of
formal schooling,

participants also
identities.

that has

"I

am

made

in the schools until

indigenous, to dress in our
itself tells

us

"My own

who we

of the other "companeros"

reference to the constant denigration
and rejection of their

old now," said Intimani," but

been given

many

own

is

can see that the type of education

one that makes us afraid

Then we

ways.

we

are, that

now

I

don’t value ourselves.

are nobody. That

is

be

to

The

what the schools

school

teach."

parents were always told that the
Indians will never learn anything,
so

you should not waste time sending your
children
have any value for

us,”

Tupac

explained." Because

allowed to even enter into the public
waiting. Therefore

we

to school, that education does not

offices, not

we

are Indians,

we

even to be standing

are not

in the hallways

don’t have access. So people up there
say that

it is

better for

us to stay in the fields taking care of
the sheep, the pigs, doing something
useful like
that."

"To go to the ’misho’s’ schools," described Ernesto,
degenerate like our elders

learn to despise our culture, our

knew more Quichua than
teachers did not

we

if

were animals, ignorants,

was dominant,

way

of

similar:

Castillian, or

know Quichua

at

all,

life,

and

"When

to

behave

I first

went

go and become
life,

but to

like the ’mishos’ behave."

to school, because

we

almost nothing of Castillian, and the

they treated us as blatant fools, as stupid, as

that cannot learn anything.

alienating, there

to

because they go there, not to learn about

said,

Mamachi’s perception was

"is

was no communication.

learn in that way?"
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It

was a treatment

that

How do you expect us to

Intimani, Tupac, Ernesto, and

Mamachic

all

speak of what the state-controlled

education was like in the past.
Yet, as Hacho confirms,
the situation appears
much

same

the

today. “The education in the
countryside

argues. "The children

do not learn anything. The

use the same materials.

They

before....

still

The

children are

still

is

really bad,

instruction

learning the

even now,” he
the same, they

is

same

still

shit as years

are saying that the Indians are
uncivilized."

Made

evident in these "companeros" talk
about formal schooling are lived
experiences of power, domination,
alienation, and isolation. Control
of education

was and

is

clearly top

down, with the community, and with
indigenous people

general, excluded from the process.
But although most gained

knowledge

in their brief stay in the state
system, all

the multiple and complex ways this
system

As

their spirits.

worked

little

in

academic

could speak with authority about

to colonize their

minds and break

the following section details, this
oppression even carried to the

actual school location and setting.

The School
It

would take

walk very

came
had

fast

late.

I

me more

because

I

than an hour to reach the school," said Hacho.

did not want to be

late,

you got punished

used to get up around 4:30 in the morning. Before

to take the animals to the field, cut grass

Meanwhile,

Setting

my mother used

to

and feed the

warm up some

[toasted barley flour] for breakfast.

is

Then I would

why only a few of us used

to

take

go there."
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went

bad

had

if

you

to school,

to

I

[guinea pigs].

water and milk to mix with ’machica’

my

notebook, and some ’motesito’ [hominy] and run down
the
away, that

’cuys’

I

really

"I

’shigra’ [bag],
hill

to school.

my
It

was

far

Mashico only went

to the school in

town

until the third grade.
"It

mess,” he described. "There
was one teacher for
place. For us,

it

any choice since

was so strange
it

to

all

grades;

be inside of a room for so

it

was a

was run

long.

real

as a detention

We did not have

was the only school around, so children
came from many

communities, even from communities
as far away as the Arenales
which is more
than an hour if you take short cuts.
When bad weather hit, we had to stay in
friend's

homes or

in the shelters for the animals."

Hacho and Mashico’s

narratives highlight a series of
circumstances that in

similar ways characterize the
educational situation faced by most
indigenous

populations in the rural sector.

communities and children had

some

rural areas, there

First,

to

schools were far away from the
actual

commute

were no schools

to these schools by foot. Second,
in

at all; as such, actual access

was

prohibitive.

Third, those rural schools which did exist
were located primarily in towns controlled

by non-Indians. Sometimes schools became
a

connected to electoral campaigns, and only

in

reality as a result of the political favor

a few cases were schools established

as direct result of governmental programs.
Participation and involvement of the

indigenous community was thus nonexistent.
Fourth, schools promoted an
alternative view of education that went counter
to the ways education and

knowledge were developed and thought of within the
community. The enclosed
classroom environment was

alien, for

example, as was the belief that knowledge

achieved through individual work rather than group process.

And

failed to recognize the role of children within the

structure.

the child was enrolled in school, s/he was
in the fields,

still

schools

Although

expected to tend to the animals,

and comply with other work-related
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community

fifth,

responsibilities.

is

assist

Many

of the older participants also
referred to these contradictory

circumstances of formal schooling and
spoke of conflictive feelings
about whether
the community should have
promoted attendance. Intimani
remembered the
struggles within his

own community

some companeros were
recalled.
’mishos.’

go

like

own

school.

I

was young, so the

to schools, so

remember when

"I still

talking about having a school
in the community, "he

"Most were opposed because schools
were and

born, ’companento.’
to

to get their

You

story

see, as

I

I

am
told

telling

still

are something of the

you happened long before you were

you before, Indian people were not
allowed

what the ’companeros’ were saying was
something

something subversive. But they said that they
heard

in

that

was

felt

town that the new

Constitution [1945] wants schools in indigenous
communities, so

we should

ask for

one. After long discussions, a group
went to talk to the Teniente Politico [local
authority], they

were sent

to hell, they

that 35 years to finally get our

Some

own

came back empty-handed.

It

school."

of the government programs designed to
mediate the educational

inequalities

and

disparities of education in the rural areas

were actually enacted

the beginning of this century after the Liberal
Revolution (1905).

program required
living

on

took us more

that hacienda landlords with a reasonable

their lands establish

and maintain

at their

One

number

own expense

in

such

of families

a school for the

children belonging to these families. However, only
a few landlords complied with
this

ordinance.

The land

aristocracy and the church strongly opposed

family lived on one of these haciendas.

As he

describes, "the school

it.

Ernesto’s

was part of the

hacienda, the teacher was a friend of the ‘mayordomo’ [hacienda
foreman] and

came from

the outside.

another job as well.
classrooms.

One

He came

He was

three days a week," said Ernesto, "because he had

the only teacher for

classroom was for the

first
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all

the school.

We

had two

four grades, and the other for

fifth

and

sixth grade.

We were about a few dozen

teacher used to give us just a

little bit

would go

I

my own

to the other room.

teacher.

saying that this

is

Our teacher

all

from the hacienda. The

of one subject, like a few
minutes, and then he

used to learn more from

my older

brothers, than from

instead of giving us instruction,
used to go to sleep

too much, that what he gets paid
does not even cover the

"Our school was
landlord,

students,

way down

in

a big room," recalled Pacho,

there in the old hacienda.

"in

a house that belonged to the

We had, I think, until third grade,

we

did not

He

could not control the class because
most of us did not speak Castilian."

know such

The few hacienda

things of grades.

felt

but

We had one teacher for about forty students.

schools that did exist were discontinued
as a result of the

different agrarian reforms

longer

food...."

implemented

in the

mid

1960s.

Most of the landlords no

obligated to provide this "service," which
they considered to be against

their best interest.

However,

in

some

and Pacho, some schools continued

instances, as

was true

in the case of

Ernesto

to exist in the haciendas, not because
of the

goodwill of the landlords but as a way to
benefit from child labor. The teacher thus

served as another "mayordomo," with the
exploit

them

full

authority to order the children and

to the fullest.

While laws now require the government
equal" education for

all,

to provide a "compulsory," "free"

reality continues otherwise.

government "Plan quinquenal"

The

oil

boom and

and

the

year plan) of 1972-77, for example, allowed for

(five

a school in every community. While

many were

built, actual

access to schools for

indigenous people in rural areas remained extremely limited.
The greed of local
authorities

and bosses was

communities from having
situation

first

hand while

cited by participants as a

their
I

was

own
in a

major factor preventing

functioning school.

community

in the

I

learned about

this

Imbabura province where

I

noticed that every day, late in the afternoon, a group of children used to hike up the
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h.lls in

after

a hurry, stop by the community
house to relax and get some
food. Then,

a few minutes they would leave

ropes that they had stored there.
from. They answered

built a

One day I asked them where

I

the principal from the town
school

He

In reality, the principal did not

who was opposed

want

to lose the

agricultural products) that he received
this

me

tell

to the idea

recommended

came from

economic benefits

from each

community.

that

(in the

form of

family.

same arrangement from

his childhood,

"They [the
all that.

us that our parents had to bring corn,
beans, eggs, chickens,

etc.

parents used to obey, saying that teachers
are authorities, and in that way, they

be good with
contribution

us,

and that we

is illegal, it

we

later that the reason

teachers] will say, the Indians have their
lands, they have products and

he used to

to teach,

to get a teacher assigned to
their community,

did not want to lose the 32 students
that

Perucho remembered

and

they were coming

few years ago. "Because we don’t
have anybody

was that after a long process of trying

it.

tools

asked why they did not use the
school that the

cannot get a teacher," they replied.
Ernesto explained to

against

some

once, "from the school." Their
school was located a

all at

couple of kilometers away.

community had

in different directions
cartying

will learn better,"

he explained. While

this

So

My
will

supposed

continues to be wide-spread in rural areas and

unquestionably supported by local

officials.

It is

similar to the "diesma," a tax

imposed on the indigenous people by the Church which
was abolished

at the

beginning of the century.
Past and present, indigenous communities have been
exploited and manipulated

through state-controlled schools. Yet communities have
not always passively
accepted

this situation.

The

struggles for access to education have, at times, been

overt and involved physical action. Mashico spoke of his community’s
experience.

When

"

the struggles for land recuperation from the haciendas started," he explained,
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"we also took over the schools
so that they could be run
by the organization
With our own teachers from
the communities, ft was
one of the first schools that
became under community control....
That is where I later continued
with

the other

grades."

While access

to schooling

was the reoecurring topic when

on what they remembered of the
school

participants reflected

setting, all of the participants

mentioned

the great limitation of having
only one teacher for most of
the grade levels. Jacinta
recalled the poor conditions of
the classroom and the social
relations reinforced by
the teachers. "The school was
in the Santa Rosa Parish,
in the town of San Pablo,"

she explained.
15 children

more or

five at a desk.

day.

He

school.

"We were about 50

or 60 students in the school.
In

depending on the time of the year.

less,

The teacher gave

We

my class we were

had

to

sit

four or

us class about three periods of a few
minutes each a

alternated with other grades because
there were already five grades in
our

We used to stay most of the time doing nothing, only

teachers spent the time, as

Tupac

recalls, with activities

wasting time." Other

such as "open the book to so

and so page. Most of us did not have the
textbook, anyway," he added. "Even
the teacher

demanded

that

we read

body wakes

me up

for three or

more grades are

he

will

census, 136 schools in the

be

very quietly and not

in trouble,”
still

the

he used

norm

make any

noise. "If

to say. "Schools with

in the rural areas.

Andean Region had one

so,

some

one teacher

According to the 1970

teacher; 135 of these were

located in rural areas.

Social Relations in the Classroom and School

Memories of the treatment they received and
inside classrooms

seemed

to be the

most

vivid

and

the social relations promulgated
to

engender the most anger and

emotion. In their recollections, many of participants discussed the multiple
ways
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in

which these relations effectively
invalidated, degraded and
devalued the
indigenous people's cultural and
ideological world, including
their symbols, dress,
habits, and language.

Caranqui, for example, described what
relations

between students was just

from the towns used

to

push

the ground, and kicking

like

it is

us, calling us

them

as

if

any motive or excuse they would

life in

in the streets,"

they were footballs. In

insult

he

names, ripping our

"The students

said.
hats,

class,

The

throwing them to

the same. Without

and make fun of us. The teachers
never did

anything to stop them; they only wanted
us to

were

the school was like for him.

in the

sit

back of the classroom; they

just like the mestizo students, too."
Similar assertions

were made by other

participants concerning the teachers’
collaboration and support of the oppressive

behavior of non-Indians against their indigenous
peers. "The teachers are the

ones
first

who

example of discrimination," explained Ambapuen,
"they are the

set the

ones that treat us as

if

we were sub-humans. They do

they treat the students from the town.

than the

rest, right in front

right to kick

us....

Most of

And you

The

"I

ask

me

about what do

remember somebody

parent’s house, she used to treat

clean her desk, or

when an

teachers

made

not treat us the same as

fun of us, making us

of the whole school, so other students

the students addressed us like

recalled Jacinta.

first

me

in

like I

I

felt that it

was

think this education?"

we were

inferiors, that

my class

that used to live near

was her

less

servant.

we

She used

smell bad,"

to

my

make me

Indian student sat at her desk, the same thing."

Instances such as Caranqui,

Ambapuen, and

Jacinta describe are reflective of

an institutionalized discrimination and oppression which

is

realized both through

the passive transmission of values and dispositions, as well as through
forms of overt

force and violence. In fact, the constant attacks against the indigenous cultural

symbols,

modes of thinking, and

expressions are
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common practice,

perpetuated,

endorsed and sometimes even
rewarded

dominant
at the

culture. Tupac, for example,

hands of one teacher,

"I

Then

is

hitting

by those representing the

remembered

still

don't understand

knowledge could be learned by
"That

in the schools

how

the physical pain endured

teachers could think that

our heads against the blackboards,"
he

not education. They physically
punished us because

we spoke our language.

they verbally abused us as well.
They said that the language

language of the irrational. All they
want

we speak

for us to lose our language,
they

is

said.

the

is

want

to

defeat our mother tongue."

Mamachic was

also hit by the

nun

in the Catholic school she
attended.

But
because her father accepted the "authority"
of the school, he never questioned
this
treatment but instead reinforced

"Walking through the

it.

not want anybody to see me," she said.

nun [the teacher], because

up

as well.

I

"If

did not finish

My parents really wanted me

things, saying that school

work

is

my

fields

used to

father found out that

my homework on
go

to

I

time, he

to school, but also

in the school.

It

I

was

cry,

hit

I

did

by the

would beat me

made me do

was hard, confusing, and

humiliating."

When

I

could not do

my homework

because

said, "that

was the worst. The teacher used

head, that

we do

remember

to

not have discipline, that

I

had

to help in the house,

to say while he

we

was

are lazy and dumb, that

do our school work. Sometimes,

I

go

to school.

For me,

it

was better

to stay

on the

we cannot

remember, the teacher would ask

other mishos to beat us with the whip. That was
humiliating.
to

hitting us

"Hacho

back

in the

It

was discouraging

community."

Perucho’s personal experience serves as an even more poignant

illustration of

racial/ethnic violence. His voice was low and solemn as he
painfully described this

occurrence.
cut off

my

I

was very young,

first

grade

braid in front of the class.

in the school,

Now you will
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be

when

the teacher

came and

like the rest, she said.

The

same day during break, a group
and threw

it

of mestizo children grabbed

away. Nobody could understand
how

I felt,

1

my

red ponchito

adored

my ponchito, we

deeply for our things in a way that
no white person could ever
understand since
they never had a braid, a hat, since
they never use a poncho.
These things have lots
feel

of significance for us, they have
history."

As

public denigration was not enough,
the schools also worked in
subtle ways

if

on the indigenous

students’ minds.

They were

told

if

they dressed and acted like the

mestizos, they would be accepted and
have their opportunities.
to

whom

They were

also told

should go their allegiance. "During
special ceremonies in the school,"

recounted Tupac, "they used to force us
to sing the national anthem. They
said

when you

are in front of the flag, you must take
off your hat, that the national

anthem

in

is

honor of our

respect those things, and

community, our

flag

We used to feel very strange

fathers.

if

not,

we

got in trouble. Let

me

tell

that

we have

that

to

you, in our

was a red poncho with multicolored ribbons

that represent

all

the ethnic nationalities and peoples. Like
the other indigenous children in the
school,

I

felt like

they were giving us different

own symbols and our
The

schools also

into conformity.

gods...., that

space."

made

use of alien symbols to scare the indigenous children

Mamachic explained her memory

Catholic school she attended. "Every day

we had

morning. Before coming to school,

to tie

lived very far

punishment,

I

from town," she
had

they were replacing our

to carry

I

had

recalled. "So

of one such experience in the

to attend

mass early

up the animals

sometimes

I

came

on my back around the playground

black mask.... That thing was supposed to be the devil.

does really bad things to people.

I

was so
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afraid."

I

was

in the

in the field

and

late to mass.
this big

I

As

dummy with

told that the devil

a

Perucho summarizes the general
feeling and the
relations.

"There were permanent

because of what
culture,

is

called racism,

even with the teachers.

I

fights, a

think.

No

effects of these oppressive

constant struggle," he explained.

We were always defending ourselves, our

matter what was the situation, they
always

favored the mestizo. Teachers
themselves used to say that Indians
are
that

we

are uncivilized, poor and

have to learn was by force, you
us,

but

we were

mostly because

We felt like
The

that

dirty, that

see,...

we

this

and

that,

don’t have manners. Everything

things that

were very strange and foreign

we
to

We lived in constant fear. We felt very, very bad,

forced to learn.
all

was

"It

of these things were not ours, and
yet, they were imposed on

when we were

daily routines

and

young, and

activities of the

we

still

us.

feel that way."

classroom and in the school

in general

also reproduced the social roles
assigned to indigenous people in the larger
society.

As Vicenta

explained, "that

is

why

they place us

classroom. They think differently about
worthless, with

no place

rooms, sweep the
school....

things.

first

life.

They

floors, cut grass

The nuns

At

in

will

us.

all

the

way

They think

in the

back of the

that indigenous people are

force us to stay after school to clean the

and feed the animals

that the nuns have in the

never asked the students of the upper

class to

do these

glance, the "companeros"/participant account of
what went on in

the classroom seems to suggest that they endured,
albeit temporarily, violent,

defamatory relations. However, as they continued to
apparent that most had not internalized

own

cultural

ways

to resist

it.

"When

this

talk,

it

became

increasingly

violence but were rather using their

things are

imposed by

force," explained

Intimani, "we will resist naturally just like nature resists without
letting you know.
resists until

you break the balance. The same

confront in our

own

ways."
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in the school,

we

resist

but also

we

It

In talking about two incidents
in her adult literacy
class, Juana Cunchi
illustrates

some of the forms

of this resistance.

The

first

was

collective refusal.

"There was an announcement that
the President of the
Republic was coming
town, that the students would
have to
students,

who

come

to

with uniforms, but not the
indigenous

should have with their typical
clothing for the welcome
ceremony,"

she described.

"We

got together and decided not to
participate for two reasons.

Because they wanted

to use us for political reasons,

and because they see our

clothing as folklore." She went
on to recount another incident. Here
again

confrontation was based on the solidarity
of the group. The actual act

however, complied with the "democratic"
norms that the school

had created. "One day the headmaster
couldn’t

come

in

itself,

officials

themselves

our evening school gave the order
that we

into class with our hats," she said.

"

We protested to

the principal and

he called for a meeting. The headmaster
said that most of the Indian students
had

agreed to

We knew that it could not

it.

principal asked those

who had

agreed

be, so

we asked him

to, to raise their

hand.

Since then, even the guys that were afraid
to use their hats

them

to

prove

Nobody

raised

it.

in school started to

is

use

based on the strong cultural values which the "informal"

education of the community teaches. As Mamachic,
Caranqui and
suggest,

we

must be

hid them,"

like

you

not confront openly;

Mamachic

said,

but inside

some day we

will

explained.

we

more

civilized

is

"We just

didn’t accept.

though.

they used to say in class that the country
are

"We

the importance of not allowing the white and
mestizo to see our

emotions, so

we

Ambapuen

well thought out, subtly expressed, and always
enacted with dignity.

it is

knew about

think

The

again."^

Part of this resistance

things

it.

Still I

don’t

and that

know why we do

could help to get upset

when

not developed because of the Indians.

because we respect nature."
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I

said yes, yes,

I

Because we did not

we have learned

like

how the

mestizos have treated

that the mishos are people
with

no

the ways they think

us,

and are ignorant about

spirit

Caranqui declared. "They don’t
know what plants are good for,
or why the
animals can tell us about good
times or bad times. So we
are not ignorants, as
Itfe,

think.

know

We know our knowledge is valid, because we
differently.

thinking,

So when they

we know who

is

right

treat us bad,

and who

is

know how

because

we

things work,

they

we just

don’t conform to their

wrong... Their

power

is

based on money,

not on nature."

The teacher always

Ambapuen
others....

recalls.

"She

said that

I

made me

was dumb because

I

timid and afraid, but

didn’t
I

want

to talk,"

used to talk a

lot

with the

We don’t address people that do not respect us."

The Pedagogic al Content

"We came from

own

reality,

the countryside that has

its

own

science,

its

own knowledge,

but in the schools that reality was never
named. They talk about

its

ships,

planes, television...but never about
medicine plants, the cuy [guinea pig] 3 about
this
,

other world, this other reality in which

As Intimani

I live."

(Intimani)

describes, the pedagogical content of
formal schooling had

do with the knowledge, experience,

beliefs

and values - the

reality

-

little

of the

indigenous community. Portrayed through
textbook and teachers’ talk was an
foreign world in which they

seemed

ways of perceiving the world - that
forms of nature
distinguished

Juana Cunchi
reality,

- were

belittled, as

them from

life

is,

alien,

have no place. The integrated, indigenous

humans

were the

their teacher

reflects further:

about the

to

to

in

harmony with

social

the cosmos and

and economic conditions which

and from the majority of the "misho"

"The instruction

of our communities,
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why

all

in the school

students.

never talks about our

the hacienda system,

how our

markets function, why we
the instruction that

is

suffer, alcoholism,

given

is

and other

only to reinforce the system,
therefore the education

does not want to know about the
other world, the
to

know why my mother studies

or cutting

some

things. I th i n k that all

the

plants, or switching

moon

reality in

which

I live.

I

would

like

before she does certain things
like picking

mates among the animals; those
things are very

important, you know."

Not only did the content of schooling
ignore indigenous forms of being
and
thinking, but

it

also distorted

and denigrated

history

and

culture.

Speaking of the

multiple ways these distortions and
denigrations were promulgated
drew anger and

emotion.

were

"I

remember,” said Ernesto,

really great, they

but they

still

one teacher used

conquered these lands

now with

cannibals; that

"that

that

to say that the Spanish

were inhabited by savages, by

the help of the Catholic Church,
they don't

live like savages.

Another teacher maintained

how

could that be

know people from
used to ask about

if

most of the people

in

my

each other,

that in Ecuador, there

only one language, the Castilian, and
one culture, the national
ask,

kill

culture....

We used

region speak Quichua, that

other parts of the country that also speak
other languages,

that....

The teacher who was a

is

to

I

we

'cura' [Catholic priest] said to us,

those are not civilized languages, and they
are only dialects, and they don’t count
like the French,
is

being told to

German, and English

my

languages....

Now, years

later,

the

same

thing

children."

"They only talk about the invasion," said Machico, "but
not about the
Tahuantinsuyo, about the Incas, and about the resistance.
in the schools only serves to justify their
position

people with

history, with customs.

even wear our own clothing

That

to school, so

is

why

above

I

think that what they say

us, they

want

to negate us as

the white people did not allow us to

when we came down from home, we had

leave our clothing at friends’ houses."
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to

History was mentioned by
a majority of the
"companerosVparticipants as the
school subject which brought
to the forefront issues
of power and domination

Mamachic

explains,

"I

honestly believed that the
Spanish were great, that they
had

built cities, that the
presidents

rich or poor.

learned that

I

were

really

good people,

that they cared about
us,

Now 1 know better, now I know why
we are

in histoiy.

poor. So such education really
was not good, was not real. They
did not show our
history as it is really." While
Mamachic did not come to terms with
this reality until

years later,

own

Hacho began

to

lived reality early on.

make connections between

The

contradictions

the taught history and his

became a source

consciousness. "Most of the subjects
were really boring, but
that

was what

I

liked the

lost

and

our lands,

me

that helped
all

my

heart

all

and then understand our

then. This

is

I

battles

between

learned about Atahualpa [the

first

reality,

why we

understood then that we have

something that

on the pedagogical content of formal

I

keep

in

my mind and

schooling, participants

of the difficulties engendered both by
the instructional

approach and the language
Ernesto each talked about

in

which

it

was conducted. Mashico, Perucho, and

this experience.

instruction," said Mashico.

dictated, especially for the exams. If

go

I

the richness of our ancestors.

made mention

was the type of

when

history,

the time."

In reflecting

frequently

is

to analyze

been subjected, dominated since
in

when we had

most because they talked about the
great

the Conquerors and the Indians.
That
last Inca],

for his growing

to the next grade.... This

was

we

really

"We had

"We had

to

to

memorize many

memorize what

could not repeat exactly, then

bad

Castilian very well."
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things, that

the teacher

we

could not

for the other students that did not speak

"In that time,"

Perucho

recalled, "we

each had a

used to copy the things that the
teacher ordered us
erase

when we ran

out of space, so

little

blackboard, where

to copy,

we could continue with

we

and then we had

to

the rest. Very soon

we

could not follow what the teacher
was saying, nobody could keep up,
not even the
’mishos’ who understood the
language."

"The

style all the

time was that

we had

to read a

from the book and
then write a summary," described
Ernesto, "take dictation and then
memorize for an
exam. There was never an oral summary,
we never worked in groups. Only when
we played soccer as part of what they called
physical education. Home work
was
just like that too, only

summaries or ten

of us have difficulty in writing,
that

I

The

additions, ten subtractions, like

we never

have gone to literacy courses

little bit

really learned then.

to get the

It is

grammar school

now

that....

as

Most

an adult

certificate."

teacher-directed transmission, or what Freire
(1970) refers to as the

"banking" model of education, served to
promote the teacher as the sole bearer of

knowledge. The teacher (often serving

all

grades) was also the sole authority,

determining whose knowledge was valid and
whose was not, who would succeed and

who would

fail.

As Tupac

recounted,

some used

this

power

used to make us be very quiet for two periods while
he
about

this

was going

indigenous students.
I

slept.

In

was placed alone

Tupac corroborated

class", said

in the corner.

this reality.

types of people, those

"Then he used

my

to repeat the year." Others used

I

Hacho,

this

those

to ask the students that

it

said

whoever

told

to further isolate

was the only indigenous

student,

think I’ve been traumatized since then."

"We had

who know and

"I

"He

We told our parents

and they protested. The teacher then became rude and

that to the parents

and

in self-serving ways.

who

knew
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teacher that used to say: there are two
don’t, like the Indians,"

he

the answers to punish those

said.

who

didn’t."

Some

could

remember

teachers

who

tried to incorporate
aspects of indigenous

culture into the curriculum and
endeavored in

Hacho

realities.

He

is

recalls:

"The teacher

had

I

Tupac remembered one

particular teacher

encouraged the students to expand

was hard
us

all

for

to address their lived

most of the time was good

the only one that said things in
our favor, even though

teacher to talk about indigenous rights;
that

also

some way

for us, there

the time, that

was one teacher

when we grow

the field, and get the fruits from

up,

we

better in

life,

learn

from the land.

how

He was

learning was different.
before.

We

learned

to read

and

how

different foods that have

learned

we would be good

from the

like that.

vegetables....

write,

Then, when

how

good vitamins.

how

and things

all

I

"Even though

He

the time.

we must

learn

because you
I

is

how

will not

know....

be able

it is

and how

eat things without peeling, she got

mad and

But also he

and be

we

didn’t use

to prepare

better to eat the

However, some of us did not

my mother that

in

to live only

to cut vegetables, to always boil the water

told

work

tell

During that time, the

to use different products that

We learned that

to

to study

it

used to

in agriculture.

to prepare small vegetable gardens,

potatoes without peeling,
river,

remember

speaking from experience,

We

sensitive to the rural context
but

will find that the best thing

stressed that such thing are not enough,
that

for a

out of the norms even nowadays."

who was

I

will say.

was dangerous

their base of knowledge.

that

that

it,

is

it

I

we

get

like to eat

the teacher said that

said that only animals

it is

better to

and the Salazacas

[another ethnic group from the same region] eat in that way...and
to boil water every

time wastes a

Tupac

s

lot

of wood."

story illustrates in a significant

in a state-controlled

way

the conflicts which are engendered

system of education taught primarily by non-Indian instructors.

While Tupac’s teacher endeavored

to support the indigenous life style of the

community, he inadvertently put into question some of its
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beliefs.

Tupac’s

suggestion that his mother
adopt the better (foreign)
method of the teacher

have been nutritionally correct,
but
authority
hts story

(i.e.

it

was

in

defiance to the relationships
of

mother/child), passed-on
traditions, and a
socio-economic

makes

clear, the

reality.

As

balance between appropriately
building upon cultural

knowledge and challenging that
knowledge
could probably maintain.

may

is

a delicate one which only
an insider

Many other participants

also spoke, in

one way or
another, about experiences with
this interplay. Most
seemed to suggest experiences
could only be reached when
school and pedagogical content
are under direct

community

control.

In recent years, attempts
have
schools.

Yet some have

been made by non-Indians

failed precisely because of
their alien value orientation.

Hacho attended one such

As he

school.

promoted foreign content, then blamed
intellectual inadequacies

grammar

school,

I

to create indigenous

explains below, not unlike other
schools,

students’ disinterest

and poor motivation. "Some years

went to a high school

that

was supposed

and

failure

after

I

it

on

finished

to be a special school for

indigenous students, meaning an
indigenist school. For me, that school
was not any
different.

The only difference was

that the majority

were indigenous students and

peasants, but the pedagogy and the
curriculum were the same. They taught
Quichua
as a subject just as

much

as English

and

that

English teacher was a bad teacher and
he
the

same with many other

students.
I

the Indian cannot

in the schools.’"

make

it

had

to

made me

Can you

everything but English, so

was where

I

had problems. The

repeat the year.

imagine,

I

He

was doing good

drop out of school. Then, the people
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used to do
in

said, ’See.

Issues of

Language serves
Bnt language also

as a

way

a nguage

for people ,o

communicate and express themselves

reflects the history, culture,

affirming roots and traditions,
defining
study,

T

who

and community of these
people

they are. For the
participants in this

Quichua was not only the language
of communal

nationalist

marker

that distinguished

life, it

them from other indigenous
peoples and from

the "misho" "majority." While
Quichua speakers comprise

Andean population

in

Ecuador, Quichua has

dialect rather than a language

was an ethnic and

historically

more than

been

half of the

ridiculed, called a

and thought not worthy of
instruction. The new

Constitution of 1978 recognized
Quichua and other vernacular languages
as part of
the national patrimony; Spanish,
however, remains the "official"
language. Efforts to

impose Spanish

in state-run schools

has been constant from colonial
times to the

present day. Hacho, Jacinta, and
Caranqui each share their perspectives
on what
this

imposition was like for them.
In our school the majority were
Quichua speaking,

children were not Quichua as well
as the teacher.

Of course,
by

little.

us

sit

I

didn’t understand a thing at

in the corner,"

Castilian.

first

Hacho

went

I

instruction

that about ten

was

in Castilian.

started to learn Castilian

little

continue speaking like
t

recounted.

to school," Jacinta explained, "the teacher
taught only in

We could not understand, but we had to force ourselves to learn. The

teacher used to say that

didn

then

would say

She made us repeat words again and again
by ourselves, sometimes making

When we

He

first,

The

I

we have

that, that

speak Quichua....

I

to forget our language, because

from now on, we have

would not want

experience," she argued.
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to

my children

it is

speak only
to

not right to
in Castilian.

have such an

"The education that we received
has not been according
out Caranqui.

not possible that a teacher

"It is

not speak Quichua can try ,o
teach children
there

have

is

is

to

our needs," pointed

who comes from

who

the city and does

only understand Quichua.

Then

no communication between the
teacher and the student, so
then what we
a kind of education that falls
behind and worse yet, it is an
education that

is

imposed, that does not understand
our context, that does not value
and respect our
culture."

While Spanish or Castilian was the
sole language of
no

real effort

was made

instruction in the schools,

to teach Spanish to the
Quichua-speaking children. Instead,

teachers presumed that by hearing
Spanish, children would naturally
acquire

However, as the participants described,
the aim seemed
just

Spanish acquisition.

convincing students that
details his experience:

among

ourselves.

talk to us

anyway, and

However, we
the ways

be directed

if

We

felt

they did,

to say that

we

for example, the time

we wanted them

That was very

teacher and others treated

Quichua. Even years

to

later,

us,

it

could not speak

and

do

it

with respect.

we would exchange

we would

difficult for us."

Castilian, Castilian,

when most

we

constantly isolated because the mishos
would not

effectiveness of this "submersion" approach.
"Well,

were permanently with

down Quichua,

should talk with other students so

the teacher was doing that so

things.

at putting

the time so

all

way, and that was good because

felt that

we do

to

more than

and, as a consequence, they were
inferior. Perucho

The teacher used

learn Castilian.

in that

it

seemed rather

"Our seats were switched

we could

few friends

It

to be directed at

it.

it

He

forget

a

ideas.

Quichua and

goes on to speak of the

But after the

of us ended up traumatized because of

first

we

year,

how

the

’chaupi’ Castilian, ’chaupi’

remains in that way, ’chaupi, chaupi’
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made

did not take too long, since

Castilian.

we ended up speaking

I

[half, half]. It is

l.ke that.. .because

we have

to

be translating

the time.

When the teacher
gives the lectures in Castilian,
you are constantly translating
mentally, and when
there is something that you
don’t understand, then,
sometimes, you
all

lose

Mamachic’s comments were

my

things that

Castilian or

father told us, usual things,
but

Quichua

we used

well,

able to differentiate, even

in the house,

now I am

we

is

hard you see,

in the

Juana Cunchi, who
recounted

how

is

all

still

Castilian, just a

We

mixed.

it

I

took a

this linguistic denigration

was

saying that Quichua
don’t

know

that

is

is

then

we go back

grade in an adult evening school,

and imposition continues: "About a
month

of us start to forget our

own

children. "Because our mothers

teach

it

to

we were

is

a dialect,

many

I

was

teachers that

a language, they think that because
indigenous people

are not ’modern,’ our language should
be negated. That

many

and we

in the school, Castilian.”

a language and not a dialect. There
are
is

traditional, the

to the community.

a dialect. They were saying that
Quichua

Quichua

of effort to be

to the school

ago, the teacher was telling us
something about linguistics, and yes,
discussing about what

lot

couldn’t learn very well... In
the

in Castilian,

in the fifth

few

did not speak either

trying. Since the school

community, Quichua,

now

know

speak Quichua. Then we go

all

have to learn things and religion

That

did not

to get really confused,

discrimination against us was strong,
so

community,

"We

similar:

it."

maybe

is

language." Pacho sees

it

happening with

and our women do not speak

our children, so we continue the same.

My son

the reason

why

his

own

Castilian, they can’t

already has

lost

two years,

he has to repeat those years because he does
not understand Castilian and the
teacher does not want to speak Quichua either.
the same....

You

see,

we

live in

two worlds."
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See.... just

what happened

to

me,

The
it

effect of Spanish imposition
continues

seems school only

dominant"

society.

beyond the school classroom.
In

reflects the attitudes, values,

Some

and

beliefs of the wider,

of the participants began to
recollect the ways their

families had internalized these
values, believing that

if

their children

became

proficient in Spanish, their social
status and opportunities would
improve.

parents did not want
to school so

I

me

to learn Quichua," said Tupac.

and

say to

I

my

to negate

like

it, it

is

like negating

was raised here

Quichua
schools

was

all

at

my

teachers used to ask

Quichua

way

I

we

I

me why

started to learn

patrones, said
I

I

our own language,

the ’mishos’

it is

I

my

I

began

It

to

didn’t

speak Quichua since

how

Quichua with my

don’t know, but then

I

I

I

put

am

Indian.

they spoke Spanish,

spent

didn’t

know about our

I

was a few years

later

1

It

more time with

grew up with the

culture, but during

when I joined

understood that Quichua

is

really

is

the

some

when

I

started

movement, the

our language.

communication problem

the person has reached a level that could be considered
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I

There was more

friends.
I

I

was more confused.

spoke pure Spanish because

fluent in both." Yet, as Perucho describes, the

when

who

parents did not speak

have had with some other indigenous ’companeros’

federation, that

But

started to learn."

I

Ambapuen.

know about Quichua.

resolved even

is

said.

are no longer campesinos. But in the

talked was not correct either, then

did not speak Quichua,

courses that

me

recuperate our language, our customs."

confused. Later on, listening to the teachers
and

indigenous students, and

am

that

our own mother. That

to say that

discrimination against the Indians,

to

know

in town," explained Caranqui, "and

in high school that

I

"They say that they sent

and we want to be more prepared,’
they

we must

home. They used

realized that the

was

it

parents that they should

such ideas in our minds, and
I

"My

could learn different. ’We ourselves
don’t want to hear Quichua

anymore, because we don’t

now

fact,

Now I
is

not

bilingual. "For us, being able
to speak Castilian does
help,
lot

me

of places, but
explain. If

everybody

it

never feels

like

it is

you are the secretary

our own. As

in the

I

said,

community or

we

really

i, is

need

it

in

a

an imposition. Let

in the organization,

talking in Quichua; however,
you have to take notes in Castilian,
since
every legal act must be in Castilian,
but also because Quichua
is still very difficult
to

write

is

in."

All of the participants had, in
one

imposition.

Most knew some Spanish,

outside the community. Pacho
translating....

are saying.

way or another, been

I

albeit haltingly,

commented on

sometimes word by word and
really see

language, that

is

it, I

why we

am aware

that

others to read official papers. Then,

Yet while

all

am

we

will

if

are really lacking the Castilian

it is

written, so

we no

we

are young....

longer have to pay

we have any problems or even just want

no longer be

to

afraid."

Spanish instruction should not be imposed nor
should

own

necessity

don’t understand what the ’mishos’

saw the importance of Spanish, they were quick

instruction. Their

its

always

get abused, cheated.... from the time
that

We also need to understand the word, how

say hello to somebody,

and realized

this reality: "I

I still

we

subjects of linguistic

lack of linguistic proficiency

it

to

make

clear that

be the sole medium of

documented

for

them

the

ineffectiveness of such methods. Instead, they
spoke of the necessity of maintaining

Quichua and ruminated about
for example, talked

Since Quichua

is

alternative forms of bilingual education.

about the intimacy and

our language," he

seminar, training, community event. In
family,

and the people

solidarity attached to the native tongue.

"we should

said,

this

will learn better."
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Ambapuen,

way,

try to

we can

use

it

in every class,

feel like at

home,

like in the

Intimam reflected on the need

Quichua and
bilingual,

pure,

it

to give

it

to return to

a place in the educational
system. "Education should
be

should be in both languages, but

and not a "Quichuanol," which

express ourselves in a Quichua that
that

we

don’t have,

must also
from our

what he terms a more "pure"

we have

should be with a Quichua
that

a Quichua mixed with Spanish.

is

is

it

We

is

must

pure, and where there are
technical words

to explain the concept with
simple language, because

cultivate the language....

The mestizo people which come from
our

history, are also victimized,

we

race,

because they have been taught to
negate our

language," he continued. "The ’closed’
system of education has not allowed
them to
learn Quichua, maybe because it is
not an ’official’ language, or maybe
because it is

marginalized. Then, bilingual education
should be for both, Indians and
non-Indians. But then you see, English
officialized since they teach

it

is

a language that

is

from outside, but

is

in the schools

Caranqui further elaborates on the content and
context of what he considered
to

be an appropriate bilingual education.

correct education should be one that

the

mother tongue,

the Andes,
region,

it

in the

must be

in

where there are

is

"I

think and

I

am very positive

that a

provided in the language of the people,

language of our communities. In

my region and

Quichua. However, in other provinces,

in

like in the

different indigenous nationalities with their

own

in

most of

Amazon

language,

the instruction should also be in their mother tongue.
Then, the Castilian language

could be introduced

zone

is

different,

later, little

by

little

as a second language....

Each geographic

even among communities. There are communities

penetrated and have been really influenced by the Spanish culture;

communities, the Castilian language

example. Huayra-pungo

is

will

be spoken a

lot,

that have

been

in those

not very well.

I’ll

give an

an indigenous community, pure indigenous, but they

speak mostly Castilian, and they don’t want
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to

know about Quichua.

In other words,

they want to

know

little,

and are not interested

in maintaining contact
with

other indigenous communities.
They have even changed their religion.
In
Castilian

may serve

as the language of instruction,
and then hopefully,

this case,

Quichua

could be introduced as a second
language. However, around

this region, both in the
lower zone like Suscal, Juncal, Asupata,
or the communities around
Canar, like
Caranqui, which is an 80% Quichua-speaking
indigenous population, Quichua
must
be the language of instruction."

But as Tupac detailed, arguing that Quichua
or any other mother tongue
that matter, should

be the language of instruction must also
take

regional dialects which in

some

instances vary greatly.

dialectical divergence personally.

University where

me

difficult for

we have

since the

For example,

instructor.

So

it

was

I

knew was sometimes

pronounce

from the south, pronounced
tanta.

me

this

to the Catholic

a training program for bilingual teachers,"
he said.

Quichua
I

into account

Tupac experienced

"The federation sent

difficult."

’yudi’ [sun],

’yuty\ with the

V

for

different

from

but the teacher that

Another example,

is

"It

was

that of the

Saraguro

’tanda,’ they say

While these differences were not so great

as to

make

the

regionalisms mutually unintelligible for Tupac, they
could conceivably promote
difficulties in oral

value of the

and written language and

home language

if

literacy

development

as well as in the

the teacher’s language differs appreciably from that of

the students.

The

stories of Intimani, Ernesto,

hope and a

clearly defined notion of

and Caranqui,

all

resonate with a sense of

what an indigenous-inspired

bilingual

education might be. While their words appear oriented toward future
rather than contemporary trends, such

is

possibilities

not necessarily the case. In 1983, the

government of Oswaldo Hurtado, passed an amendment

to the 1978 Constitution

declaring that Quichua or other vernaculars could serve as the principal means of
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mstruction in areas where
students are not fluent in
Spanish. Spanish would
be
gradually introduced in these
schools through classes in
Spanish as a second
language. While this amendment
passed through a significant
effort of the

indtgenous federations, in collaboration
with bilingual teachers, and
theoretically
latd the

ground for the establishment of
bilingual education programs,

change the attitudes of many teachers
and education
are in place only in communities

Canar

is

strictly

one of these communities and Mamachic

non-indigenous teachers remain the
majority,

is

in

is

am

the only indigenous person

thinks different.

I tell

them

among

in place,

number and

indigenous teachers, one teacher for
each school.
I

a result, programs

a teacher in one of the schools.

supposedly

Canar, because Bilingual Education
was instituted

school,

As

did not

controlled by indigenous
organizations.

Yet, as she explains, while bilingual
education

in

officials.

it

in perspective.

officially,

We

we now have

have ten schools. But

"Here
ten
in

my

the teachers, and the only one
that

that according to bilingual education
regulations,

education should adapt to the needs of the
community, but they continue following
the old program.

I

get very angry."
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Endnotes

1.

The mestizos

in

Ecuador are not the

nor the only ones to perpetuate
the

first

idea that Indians are ignorant and lazy.
In nations throughout the
world, such terms

have been used to describe indigenous
people as well as other colonized
peoples.
See, for example, Memmi
(1965), Fanon
(1968),

2.

The

hat

among indigenous

Each ethnic group has a
first hat, it is

3.

The

different style

and

is

a symble of gender, age, and
prestige.

color.

When

the child receives his/her

from the father or godfather.

"cuy" (or guinea pig)

the Llama, alpaca and vicuna.
culture. Besides

linked to the

cultures

Walsh (Forthcoming).

its

is

The

native to the central

of both

region, along with

"cuy" plays a very significant role in
indigenous

nutritional value which

fertility

Andean

women and

prepared during pregnancy, labor, and

is

high in protein, the "cuy"

is

intimately

the earth. Different parts of the "cuy" are

after birth. In agriculture, "cuy"

placed in each corner of the plot to secure good
production.

bones are

Women assume

exclusive care for the "cuy." These as well as other
curative and spiritual uses of the
"cuy" are mostly

unknown

to western culture (Freire, 1985;

1984).
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CEPLAES-INCCA,

CHAPTER V

TOWARDS A "RUNALOGIA" WITHIN THE INDIGENOUS
INDIANS’ REFLECTIONS

MOVEMENT:

AND PERSPECTIVES

Indigenous communities in Ecuador, as throughout
the Andean region, confront

an enormous challenge

in their struggles to

their ancestral rights as people

language, and culture.
engulfs the

Andean

and which

The word

"runa,"

vision of the world.

develop a pedagogy which recognizes

identifies

and

reflects their history,

which means person or human

The term

"runalogia,"

first

in

Quichua,

appearing

writings of the Bolivian Jorge Rivera (1987), attempts
to recapture the

in the

Greek

concept of pedagogy, exemplifying an educational practice that
develops from and
within the indigenous reality. "Runalogia" thus represents the
pedagogy of bilingual,
intercultural education currently being conceptualized and constructed
in the

Andean

region.

This chapter presents the perspectives, propositions, and vision of the

"companeros"/ participants regarding an indigenous education-the "runalogia" which
is

emerging from the indigenous movement. In

this

endeavor and

in

reflecting

on

their

own

struggles in

ruminating about what an appropriate and relevant indigenous

education should be, the "companeros"/participants speak of the importance of
learning from the past and of working collectively toward what the future
is

in these discussions that they touch

upon the

role of the Indian

will be.

movement,

at the

national and regional level, and give special attention to the community-based
organization’s role in the promotion and organization of indigenous education.
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It

Ac culturation. Recupera tion, and DiWtinn

We have been acculturated ‘companero,’ *
clothing we’ve changed.

looks like

we

Many

Ambapuen

of us no longer look indigenous.

are supporting the mestizo's culture.
This

is

me, "even our

told

On

the contrary,

the reason

i,

why we

desperately want to develop an education
that will help to recuperate
our cultural

We need our culture

values.

to

come back

to us; our children are using
Castilian

more than Quichua."

From

the time of the Spanish invasion
of what

is

now Ecuador

in the 1530s the

indigenous nations have been controlled,
dominated and exploited. During colonial
times this domination was formally
administered through a series of Royal

ordinances from the Spanish Crown, known
as the "Leyas de Indias" (Indian
Laws).

With independence from Spain, won

in 1832, mestizos took over the
formal control

of the indigenous people, establishing
regulation through legislation. While the
faces

and

did not.

nationalist loyalties of the

It

economic

its

colonization of Indians

continued to systematically erode the indigenous
socio-cultural and

structural bases.

Throughout
culture,

government changed,

history,

education has been used mostly to ‘Castilianize’ the Indian

and as such, has served along with the Christian Church

impose a
society.

social identity in accordance with the values

To become

"acculturalized," as

Ambapuen

as the

main

tool to

and ideology of the colonial

describes,

is

the partial result of

an imposed type of education. Such education has mostly served
as an integrational
channel, forcing the indigenous to expell their
dialects,

superstitions,"

and

own

culture,

their strange customs,

becoming another person. As Ambapuen
longer look indigenous."
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and

by getting

to take

rid of their

on another

regretfully pointed out,

identity,

"Many of us no

Ambapuen, along with other
"companeros"/participants,

clearly identified

education as a powerful institution
where knowledge, culture, and
ideology
transmitted.

Ambapuen spoke

is

of the need for "an education
that will help to

recover or revive our culture, our
history." Hacho’s words
were similar: "For us it is
very clear that the only way to
strengthen ourselves as people,
to get ahead, to make

some

progress,

education.

is

when we,

An education

as people with a distinct culture,
begin to direct our

that

is

own

developed by ourselves, with our
human resources,

with our perspective."

As was described
already.

in

Chapter

II,

many

attempts had been

The indigenous movement has gained

initiatives

made toward

this

considerable ground in making

and pedagogical propositions represent
a

real political alternative.

end
its

As

in

Gramsci’s conception of the "war of position"
(Aulestia, 1982; Mouffe, 1979), the
indigenous people, by attempting to construct
an education with their own
perspective, are challenging the space of

civil society.

Defining Issues Content, and Perspective
.

In this section, the "companeros"/participants
discuss

concerning what
should direct

it,

this

pedagogy should

and whose perspective

Mashico and Caranqui spoke

be,
it

how this

some of their

education should take place,

its

clearly of the values

which characterize the
"it

must be based on

people, based on elements such as history, because

with a rich history.

An

we

are people

education based on our culture, our language, should be an

education that does not come from the top.

everyone contributes.

who

should assume.

"runalogia" vision. "For our education to be real," said
Mashico,

the reality of

reflections

It

It

must be

like

our communities where

should be like a ’minka’ [collective work] of knowledge,

where everybody contributes with a grain of knowledge, where each person
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learns at

the appropriate time following
our social norms." Caranqui’s
thoughts were
similar.

Indigenous education has to be in
accordance with our medium,

accordance with our culture, but understanding
culture
just

about our language or our clothing, but

in

in the

in

broadest sense, not

accordance with our philosophy, our

science, our understanding of the
universe, in accordance with our
cosmic vision,

and our

social order.

Then we can

introduce the other thinking of other
cultures, in

order to have a multicultural education.
About other cultures,

I

mean

not only the

mestizo culture, but also other ethnic cultures
of the different nationalities of the
country."

The "minka"
value of

of knowledge, to which Mashico refers,
represents the cultural

Andean communitarism.

In this context, knowledge

collective property that belongs to all of the
community,

the

Andean Quichua

culture,

community context where
(1980) explains, "the

it

any educational

gets sanctioned,

activity

and where

Andean person cannot make any

work, enjoy himself, or pray,

community] that he belongs

if it is

to.

is

is

regarded as

and not

to

an individual. In

oriented towards the
it

gets approved.

As Albo,

decisions, nor organize his

not in reference to the group [family and

Caranqui’s reference to

"

the learning at the

appropriate time following our social norms" refers to the
socialization process

where the

communal

individual, according to age, gender,
reciprocity), learns certain skills

and

and family

status (in the context of

abilities related to survival

productive work and other related sciences. In addition,

art,

music, and mythology

are permanently transmitted and shared. "Let’s not forget that what you

indigenous education always existed," Tupac reminded me.

have continued to

and things of our

exist.

past.

not relied on books.

We

and

"If not,

call

we would

not

have our own form to transmit thoughts, experiences

We have done

Our language

is

that generation after generation.

mostly oral, and that
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is

We

have

given inside the family,

and in the community.
but also

We have

our ’Yachac' [teacher] from

we have ceremonies and

rituals

whom we

learn,

which cany the meanings that
pertain

to

nature and the universe."

While the

traditional forms of indigenous
education within the

Viewed as essential to the maintenance
of values,
structure, participants spoke of the
it

need

culture,

community were

and the communal

to ‘formalize’ indigenous

knowledge so that
might be included within a structured
curriculum. Perucho spoke clearly
on this

issue. "All the

knowledge that

is

acquired and socialized

explained, "will need to be systematized

We

have to gather,

program. That

is

collect,

and put

it

first

dialects,

it

our traditional ways," he

can be used

in

a formal way.

together in something like a curriculum,
a

an enormous challenge

our different Quichua

before

in

for us, but

we

are taking steps, like with

where we have been working

for

more than

five

years already to create a single grammar."

According to the other participants, the process
of defining
presents a

number of conflicts and

As Mamachi

explains, "we have

contradictions that have yet to be fully resolved.

had many discussions

at the local

national level about the need to continue building
our

and different kind of discussion because

was about how

to get a school like those in the

think in that

dialoging, even

city.

at the

education. This

We used to demand

The problem here

way because those dominant notions

if will

own

and

is

a

new

for the last twenty-five years, the discussion

authorities to give us a school and a teacher.
still

their education

still

is

persist,

that

but

to the

many people

we

are

take us a few years to overcome those notions."

The process of clarification and

the self assurance regarding this education,

however, appears to be rapidly progressing. As the "companeros"/participants
detailed to me, the indigenous communities are becoming increasingly organized,

outspoken, and articulate, no longer

sitting idly
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by while programs are created for

them. They

now demand

as a literacy worker:

participation.

"We

did have

Tupac describes

some problems with

his direct experience

the literacy

program
because our coordinators wanted us
to follow the program, but
the community

wanted us to do other things they

community complained

the

grow from the ground

up.

that

felt

were important

as well.

The

participants from

any education cannot come from
the

You never see

top,

it

has to

a corn plant growing from the
sky to the

ground, they used to say. They also
complained that before the literacy
program

was

set to go, the coordinators should

have come and sat with

needs and the nature of the community,
how the community

us, to discuss the

feels,

who should be

the instructor, and not just have started
with empty reference, and abstractions,
with
ideas and programs that

Also a

come from

literacy worker,

outside."

Hacho spoke

of the energy, collectivity and commitment

generated within a program that was completely
indigenous. "We related
other as brothers and comrades,
that.

see

We worked

for the first time only

how people work

how

to read

and

we communicated

freely,

among indigenous

problems, to participate in the collective work

the potential

if

people.

I

was great

to

because we know

ex-literacy workers

we learned

education. That experience

soon after become community

movement."
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to solve

like in the fields, or building

think that as literacy instructors

we had our own

community

a lot

made me

have the resources to have our own education, we can be better

why many

It

all

We were also reminded that our responsibility is not just

teaching, but with the rest of the community,
to assist the

irrigation canals, etc.

each

we spoke our mind,

in that context, teaching not as
superiors

write.

to

off....

more about

see that
I

if

we

think that

is

activists involved in the

In

fact,

a

number of indigenous organized
programs

promoted on a small

scale at the local level.

are currently being

The communities and

the

organizations involved in this effort
are making a real attempt
to recover the
direction and content of education.
"Our experience since we started
developing

our own education programs has
given us

lots of hope," said

started with 28 participants, a very
motivated group.

since as learners they feel confident.
participation

is

within, to find new,

we should

discover what

is

find the science

is

providing

the reality of our

new

Intimani

who

is

of them

which we depend on. Nature has

a "yachac"

every level of our daily

most practical way

not known.... For that, you must

it

many

opportunities for research from

lives, at

find the best method, the

there whatever you can and offer

The

class."

more appropriate methods. As

"We must observe

there,

effort

dispositions,

hard.

great, except for the students that
live too far away;

Each experience, each

from

They have good

They collaborate and work

have to walk for two hours to come to

states:

Ambapuen. "We

live in the

lots

lives,

and

to learn, to

countryside where you

of science and you take from

to the education of others.

The teacher has

to

be a person of knowledge, so the child can become
a person of knowledge."
Until recently, the indigenous people did not
participate in their

own

research.

Rather, they were the objects of and the data for research
studies directed from the
outside.

The need and

institutions,

however, has prompted a movement towards participatory research and

the examination

about

been

and documentation of indigenous knowledge. Mashico talked

this necessity

lost.

desire to establish community-based and controlled

with vigor but also with a sense of regret for what has already

We need

to recover lots of

by the Spanish invasion," he

said.

knowledge and sciences

that

were dismantled

"Our astrology, our mythology, which
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is

transmitted through legends, stories,
and symbols, are a great loss that
needs to

be found again, because that

our cultural

will give us guidance,

and

will help us to find

our unity,

unity."

Recovering centuries of history cannot,
however, be done by individual

programs or by singular communities. Instead,
national level.
that

we

explains, such

an

effort

is

must be launched

at the

currently being initiated.

"Now

are preparing ourselves to organize
an indigenous education at the national

level, the

now we

As Perucho

efforts

Confederation has begun

to collect information, like

an

investigation.

So

are going to start going to the local
communities to talk with the elders, the

old leaders, the ‘cabildos,’ so they can

tell

us things

we need

to

know about how

to

continue, and according to that, to find ways,
or the methods for an authentic

indigenous education....

We don’t want theories of the intellectuals, even if they are

indigenous, because they learn from the books
that do not represent our

You have

to

"It is like

have

this type of

hands-on knowledge

first,

before you

make

overcome the contradictions

we

are doing

it

ourselves, that

as part of the process.

we

represent an understanding that
Intimani illustrated
role of the teacher in
learner,
to

theories."

re-appropriating the process," said Caranqui. "Even
though

have serious contradictions, we are making an attempt,
we know that we
to

reality.

that the learner

is

knows many

Then, according to the

is

that

"First,

in his discussion of the

you must be a friend

things, they

for what.

is

Do

not forget

have knowledge, they are worth a

you prepare and organize the

every problem with the technique that

to the

Then you must plan with them what needs

trusted.

what the learner wants and

situation,

thing

be able

diametrically opposed to formal education."

an indigenous education.

will learn

will

are coming with pedagogical propositions which

some of this same understanding

you must be known, and

be learned, so you

The important

we may

appropriate, because
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lot.

activities to solve

it is

with them, that

the world will continue after
you are gone." Concepts such
as participation

,

the

recognition that students are possessors
of knowledge and experience,
that the
learner should participate in the
planning of their activities, are
notions that are
consistent with indigenous cultural
values. These conceptions are
products of their

own forms

of consciousness, they surface from
the actual practice and reflect
their

social formation.

Also a teacher, Mamanchic spoke of the
content of the curriculum and the
way
it is

instructed. In developing our

own

curriculum, "we look at the reality
and the

needs of the community and of the country,
we

how

the

economy and

politics

work and how they

study our cultural history, and for that,

community

our shamans.

Now we

for different things.

In her talk,

For health and

leaders.

like to

we

invite

prepare our people to know

affect us.

members

traditional medicine,

Most importantly, we

of the Federation,

we

are learning what herbs are good and

invite

how

our ‘curanderos,’

to

prepare them

We are also learning art and how to build things from elders."

Mamanchic

also indicated that the curriculum content
should not be

limited to prepare the person to function in
activities and roles that are projected

by urban perceptions

-

roles

which

traditionally place the indigenous people as

agricultural workers, or as peasants.
intellectuals, as well as scientists

She spoke of a

and professionals

vision, a

need

to

prepare

artists,

in every field. Intimani, similarly

projected a vision where the indigenous people would be prepared
to take an active
role in the construction of society by understanding their
historical role.
stated,
It is

...because

it is

with them, that the world will continue after you are gone."

with these conceptions that a

have been developed,

As he

fully controlled

number

of indigenous educational programs

by their communities and organizations,

responding to th eir needs and objectives. These programs, while

number, represent an independent

alternative to those
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still

small in

promoted by the

state. In

contrast to the alien and hegemonic
content of these latter schools,
the content
of the former is geared toward
the reconstruction and
recuperation of indigenous

technologies, to strengthen their
social formations.

Among the most well

developed
indigenous-based programs are the Shuar
distant educational system
which started
in 1964; the

Runacunapac Yachana Huasi of Simiatug

indigenous schools in Cotopaxi; the Saraguro
schools
schools of the Rio

in the Bolivar province,
the

in Loja;

and the community

Coca Federation

The Role o f the Movement

The indigenous people

of Ecuador as well as in the rest of
the continent, have

historically resisted colonialization through
direct actions, including rebellions

massive mobilizations. As elaborated in Chapter
in

most

II,

and

these struggles, while isolated

cases, nevertheless contributed to the
formation of organizations,

federations,

indigenous

and vanguard movements.

movement reached an

It

was not

until the 1970s that the

organizational level that situated

them

important independent social actor within the nation.
Accompanying

as

this

an

"coming

of age" was a clear sense of their identity, their
historical role, and their undeniable
social

and

political force

and

possibilities.

This collective expression

moved

political discourse of the country to redefine the
concept of the nation

and

the

to

recognize the cultural and linguistic plurality and the multinational
nature of its
people. This fundamental redefinition also prompted the
take

its

own

civil society,

movement

to begin to

positions regarding political parties, the state and the institutions of

the church, and the international community as a whole. In

context, the role of the
social services has

been

movement on

issues of land tenure, education

significant.
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this

and other

The

following pages present

the role of the

movement

how

the "companeros"/participams
in this study see

in their lives

and

in relation to

Mashico’s words were particularly
enlightening:

"We have

the government that they provide
us with the necessary

exclaimed, "but
equals.
will not

when we

And, as

respond and
organization,
giving

little

we

have,

is

listen to

we

are

all its efforts

will

not be any freedom at
to

what the people want, because the
people are the
its

base. That

to build

is

why

would be very

movement

the

an indigenous education
That

government and the agencies could respond

As Mashico

to

for education," he

an imposition. The organization, on
the contrary, has

intercultural, that represents our reality.

situation

means

demanded

an imposition because the
government

respond to the needs of the community.
There
is

constantly

propose, the government refuses
our participation as

usual, the

work, what they do

indigenous education.

to

is

that

is

making a

priority,

is

bilingual

and

what we are proposing.

what the movement

is

If

it is

the

proposing, our

different."

explains, the role that the

movement has

intended to substitute for the responsibility of
the
initiative is obviously directed to confront
the

state.

already taken

Rather, the

is

not

movement

mestizo dominant notion, and protect

further penetration and imposition perpetuated
by the mestizos themselves and by
religious

explains,

and other foreign agencies. Caranqui,

We

total lack of

we

in support of Mashico’s

confront a really big problem in our society, and

information

is

part of the problem.

received, the newspapers, the politicians,

reality of the country as well as the reality of

all

The

I

comments

have seen that the

schools, the type of education

of that, do not talk about the actual

our people. So,

it is

the role of the

organization, the leadership, everyone in the organization, to open
the doors and
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secure that our people see the
real reasons of our
oppression. Then give the
necessary orientation. I would
say that the role of the
organization is to educate
and
liberate."

The educating
talked about his

role of the organization

own education within

the

was also mentioned by Hacho
who

movement

as well as about how the
participatory process nature of this
education helps clarify and define
positions and

agendas. "‘El movimiento'

is

making every

effort to bring to the

communities a

clear vision concerning the national
politics," explained Hacho.
participating,

I

was able

to learn

about almost every

"When

political party.

representatives to give us a sense of their
orientations, and then
positions.

thinking.

It

was an extraordinary experience.

They cannot go

to our

communities

We

their

indigenous question, so

show up only

programs and philosophy, especially

we can

lot;

to tell lies seeking

realized for a long time that the
political parties

However, we know

learned a

just started

invited

discussed their

now we know

their

We

have

our vote.

in time for elections.

their position

on the

better prepare our positions and oppositions.”

Through assemblies, meetings, and mobilization

either at the

or at the provincial, regional and national
levels, the Indian

pedagogical and political practice that

is

community

movement

level,

exercises a

used to inform and to discuss issues and

options. This process also serves to create
consensus and allows

As Ernesto

we

We

I

open

participation.

explains, "because the levels of acculturalization
are conflicting, not

everybody sees with

clarity the propositions put

forward either by the oppressor or

by the movement, so we allow ourselves to discuss more. For
example, many people
think that by having a school in the community, the
educational issue

others see that what needs to be resolved

charge, and what

been going on

is

is

who

is

solved. But

controls that education,

who

is

in

the pedagogical content of the education. That discussion has

for years,

you

see.

We have
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been discussing about how

to unite all

Quichua

dialects into

one

single

grammar.

understand the elements was when

when we began

Finally,

CONAIE

to

[The National Confederation
of

Indigenous Nationalities of Equador]
was able to take one more step
toward the
organization of bilingual education.
That is one step as I said, because
now we have
to deal with the politics of our
proposition."

"When I was young, when
community, that

CEDOC,
with

my

is

when

I

the struggles toward land
recuperation started in

started to hear about

of the Indian movement. Later,

them.

I

ECUARUNARI, FENOC,

the indigenous and peasant
organizations," said Mashico.

older brothers to the meetings. That

is

where

I

become what
role of the

used to go

learned about the existence

participated in training courses organized
by

I

I

It

was a good orientation which has served me, helping
me

am, a person with

movement

in their

politics."

own

Other participants also spoke about the

experience and development as well as that

within and between communities. Tupac, for
instance, sees the
unifying force,

El movimiento’ has helped us to get to

communicate and learn about experiences from other

Rosa de Chibuleo without
is

"I

learned about exploitation, repression and
oppression, about injustice and

racist discrimination.

that

my

fear,

and they know

that

I

movement

know each

zones.

am

as a

other, to

Now I can go

to

from Ambatillo. You

Santa
see,

helping to unite the communities that in the past have
been antagonistic with

each other."

Apart from creating the spaces

for unity, the

movement has

for technical support.

Mamanchic and Mashico make

we

Mamanchic

are not organized,"

consequences of not knowing how
us.

That

is

Federation,

where the Federation

we

says,

"we

will

reference to this matter.

"If

problems that keep affecting

very important for

us.

Because

don’t only discuss politics but other real things, like
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been a source

continue suffering the

to confront all the

is

also

in the

how

to use

natural fertilizers instead of spending
a lot of

orientation about nutrition, in which

exchanging them for
products. All that

rice

we

money just on

learn to use our

that.

own

They

give us

products instead of

or spaghetti that do not have the
nutritional level of our

we can

learn

when we

are organized,

when we

are conscious."

"With the help of others from the Federation,"
Mashico pointed

about training, about how to

train other ’companeros.’

I

out,

learned

"I

learned that knowledge

is

not only technical knowledge, that issues
of culture and communication are

important as well. At the beginning

when we had meetings

it

in the different

communicate better and

was

really

hard to be able to explain things

communities. Later,

to use different techniques.

I

learned

how

However, you learn

to

that only

in the field."

As

the one with the longest experience in the
movement, Intimani summarized

the different notions and perspectives presented
by his "companeros"

movement has

"the

when he

said,

the responsibility to conduct the political sphere
as an

educational practice, as well as direct the educational
programs for our people.

Together, with the popular front, the workers and their ‘sindicatos’
[unions], we

must work together toward the
important

role, so the

social transformations.

Education plays a very

formation of our children should take place with

this type of

knowledge, helping them also become familiarized with the process."

While the indigenous movement has gained a very respectable position
popular movement and

some

social, cultural

exist.

One

movement

and

political

still

me

and has begun

to wield

power, contradictions and vacuums continue to

of those referred to by the participants

Cunchi. "The

have given

in the political space of the country,

in the

is

the inclusion of women. "The

has problems dealing with the issue of women," declared Juana

movement

still

has problems with

responsibilities,

I

women

in the leadership.

They

have gone to other provinces to talk with other
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women s groups,

but

still,

really get tough to get

them

we have analyzed

after

they don’t give us too
to listen.

women

is

movement,
one of the

They think

feel that

it is

the unity of the movement.

it

will

that

I

At the same time

women

have
that

have to

less value,

we have

even

to

important for the movement. The
unity

The movement without women

not represent anything and they

priorities,

We

attention.

However, a few of us have decided

it.

contmue our work, because we
of

much

know

that.

To

is

not a

men

educate

is

feel."

that

Juana Cunchi denounced the movement’s
unawareness,

she also described her and other
women’s roles as "grass-root intellectuals"
in the

movement and

the need to start thinking about
possible alliances and work with

non-indigenous women: "The work we have
ahead of us
is

is

enormous. As women,

our responsibility to educate and train other
women, other leaders.

have been

at the back, so

struggle twice as

much

other sectors, because

change,

we must

women from

try to

we have

as the

a lot more to learn. That

men.

we know

is

We always

why we have

to

We need to work also with other women from

that the ‘misha’

look for unity. Not only

is

also oppressed. If

among

Indian

we want

social

women, but with

the cities as well."

A second issue which participants mentioned as in need of further address
that of

commitment

to

the rural areas for the

city,

draining the community of

this issue.

Mashico

community, to organize courses,
to ask

me what I was

education.

wasting

my

doing back

They used

is

and within the community. "Educated" members often leave

resources. Mashico and Caranqui contended that the

outspoken on

it

to say that

time. See, that

is

explains,

its

own, much needed

movement had

"When I went back

to

be

to v/ork in

my

to train others in the organization, the people used
in the

I

community

if I

had finished with

could be earning good

money

my

outside, that

I

was

the notion that they get about education, to think about
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themselves.
that

was convinced then

I

we have

to contribute to the

that the

maximum,

gained experience and education.
That

dependent on others. That
history."

what

is

movement needs

is

that

our

we need

role, so

we

every one of us,

every element that has
don’t have to be

learned from the movement,
and from our

I

Caranqui corroborated: "Because very
few of us have been able

some education, we have more than an
communities.

You cannot

not only for your

own

use.

be
I

selfish; the

work

in

our

knowledge and the experience you
have

have benefited from the Federation;
they have sent

to courses, training seminars.

I

even went to International conferences,

as Argentina. Then, the information

from other experiences,

obligation to go back and

to get

that

is

is

shared, and analyzed. That

how we communicate with

is

I

me

went as

how we

is

far

learn

other peoples. That

is

our

function."

Commitment
all

of the companeros"

what

this

movement,

to the

interviewed.

I

commitment meant

participation.

The sentiments

companeros were
intellectuals

to

goals and to

its

Some were more

them and

for

its

for others

processes,

was voiced by

specific than others as to

who might be

interested in

of Mashico and Caranqui as well as other

particularly strong, however, in

making

clear the role of city

and the non-indigenous. As the following statements

illustrate,

it is

in

thinking about outsiders" that memories of colonialism,
imposition, and domination

were restored. Illuminated
belief that indigenous

people themselves

"Many
struggle*

in their

words are the struggles past and present and the

autonomy can and must be won.

who can

It is

only the indigenous

construct the "runalogia."

‘misho’ intellectuals are very committed to our cause, to the class

said Mashico. "There are

worked hand
relationships.

in

hand with

But as

it is

us.

It is

many

that have

made

lots

of sacrifices and have

important to keep and cultivate such

said, ‘not everything that shines
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is

gold,’ so

we have

to

be

caunous as

well. Also,

intellectuals

from the

other hand, there are
they

know our

destructive.
really

good

divisions.

we can

contributions that the

many indigenous

people....

On

the

intellectuals that are very
dangerous. Since

customs, they sometimes act
against our interest, and can
be vety

We

have experiences in which these
people speak

things,

ties

many good

have made for the education
of our

cities

in

our language

people believe them, then they turn
around and create problems,

They can be very

have loose

not negate the

sophisticated, but also very
opportunistic.

They

usually

with the community, they have lost
certain values, and have adopted

the oppressors’ values, so they don’t
care sometimes."

Our people have

a

lot

of distrust of non-indigenous
people," Caranqui

explained. "Most of the ‘mishos’ that

come

to our

communities have a reason

to

be

there. Either they are politicians or
technicians working for the government,
or they

are international agents, or

come from

religious sects.

Other white people have no

reason to enter into our communities, cooperatives
or unions.
are, in

one way or another they would deceive

art, culture,

or attempt to give us other beliefs.

us.

It

No

matter

They would want
happens

all

who

they

to exploit our

the time. For this

reason, any misho’ that wants to collaborate with
us must work with the Federation,

with the movement, and

visit

our communities only with members of the

organizations or community authorities."
"I

see

it

as very difficult,"

indigenous people

s

separately, but the

problem

make any

work.

effort to really

work here learn

am
is

I

"that a mestizo could help in the

not saying that

that

work with

our language, the Quichua.
to

I

added Intimani,

even
us,

if

we want

to

they have a good attitude, they don’t

because they don’t make an effort

don’t understand

why some

at least something, like the volunteers.

here does not want to

learn....

be separate, or work

Those [Quichua] speaking
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to learn

foreign people that

come

But the mestizo that
intellectuals that

lives

come

from outside, they should be
conscious of our problems, they
should
pain as if it was their own, because
they are

feel

part of the world in which

oppressed, stepped on, treated as

if

we were

they are conscious about such
pain, then

not humans, that

we can work as

we

we

our
are

don’t think.

If

equals."

Perucho’s voice seemed to resonate.
"Yes, the agencies can help,
but they must
realize that they can help but not
direct us, nor control us," he
said. "They can assist
us in the training and formation of
leaders to the extent to which

However, these agencies should have indigenous
members
if

not

we

get distrustful.

the church

-

it is

in their technical

We don’t want something similar to what happened

that they don’t permit indigenous
people to direct our

our own destiny.

needed.
teams;
with

own programs,

We don’t want to fall from one dependency into another.

No

more dependency!!"
Sometimes the organization's leadership agrees

come
said.

don
is

t

to

work with

us,

is

always negative, because

really talk with us, they talk at us,

we

have outside agencies

but the people in the communities don’t like

Their experience

the reason that

to

and keep

when

that,"

to

Ambapuen

the ’mishos’ come, they

telling us

what we should

do. This

prefer to bring other indigenous people that have
experience in

these things, rather than the ’experts.’ They always
want to start ’investigating’ our

communities:

We

how much

can’t trust that,

land

we

have,

we have had bad

how many

animals, what are our jobs, etc.

experiences with that in the past."
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Endnotes

1.

The "Macac Model”, independent from

became

its

educational and pedagogical practice,

the center of difficulty around the issue
of the

ILV

expulsion from the country

(CEIE, 1980). At the same time the Macac
project was being conducted, the
Indigenous movement was proposing that President
Roldos create the structures by

which Indigenous organizations could participate
education and
also

literacy.

The Movement, with

demanding the cancellation of the

presence of the
with the

CEIE

ILV

the support of a coalition of forces, was

bilateral

Executive Order #1159 signed into law

in

directly in the areas of bilingual

May

agreement with the ILV. With
1981, President Roldos

in the country (Trujillo, 1981).

The extension

ended the

of the agreement

of the "Macac model” became an alternative to the ILV.

The ILV

expulsion was, on one hand, a victory for the indigenous
organizations. Yet on the
i

other,

it

was a defeat

in that

it

gave control over literacy programs to a non-Indigenous

organization.

2.

There are no

official statistics

on language

in

Ecuador. None of the past population

censuses have included ethnolinguistic variables. Estimates provided by private
institutions suggest that at least

30% are

and degrees of bilingualism are

also just estimates.

native Indigenous speakers. Similarly, levels

Based on

their

own

census taking,

however, the Indigenous organizations maintain the number of Indian language
speakers to be

much

higher.
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CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FUTURE
Indigenous education

a complex subject.

is

As

this study has revealed,

it is

intimately connected to centuries
of colonialism, to the broader
structural context of
the society, to issues of race, ethnicity,
culture, and class, to regionalism,
and to the
lived lives of

a strong people. Historically, indigenous
education has received

little

attention by the state, social scientists,
educators, popular organizations, or
political
parties.

Its

existence, until recently, has

been

largely in the control of such

colonizing entities as the Catholic Church,
foreign religious missions, alien
agencies,

and

government.

state

effect of these

Few

programs

studies have

documented the

for the indigenous people.

It is

context, content,

and

clear that the complexity of

the issues underlying education for and within
indigenous communities requires a

plethora of research, planning, and development work
which, as the participants
this

study

made

clear,

must originate

in

in

and be controlled by the communities and

their organizations.

Two

major themes were made evident

in this study.

emerged from both the data and programs overviewed
indigenous subordination. Documented

in

my

oppression for Indian people. This oppression

socioeconomic

is

The

international market

power. I'urthermore,

dependency of the country

economy and by
this condition

is

that

is

the double nature of

characterized by issues of

class as well as racial ethnic discrimination.

structurally by the position of

theme

the condition of

investigation
is

first

in

It is

perpetuated

the context of the

the prevalence of the colonial structure of
legitimized and maintained through relations

of political, economic, and cultural hegemony.
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The dominant

culture

is

treated and

understood as the national culture, negating
the multiethnic nature of the
society

and the existence of indigenous peoples.
In

this context,

indigenous populations

have been seen only as a source of servitude,
cheap labor, and
their cultural peculiarities

and obstacle

to the

is

that of indigenous resistance

civilize," control,

values, beliefs, culture,
identity, the

social formations are percieved
as

an impediment

development and economic progress of the
country.

The second theme
efforts to

and

folkoristic sentiment,

and determination. Despite

and shape the indigenous people and

knowledge forms, and language

that characterize their

people and their communities have, for the most

strong sense of nationalism and ethnic valor.

to destroy the

part,

maintained a

The indigenous movement, and

its

organizations and community-based political structure,
have played a major role in
the internal struggles as well as in bringing the
exclusion and oppression that

underlie these struggles to national attention. Moreover,
the

consciousness forged by the Indian
historical conditions in

Movement

new

social

has helped to create necessary

which the dominant notion of "national

society"

can no

longer be sustained. Non-indigenous popular movements,
political parties, and even
the state have

been forced

to

acknowledge the multiethnic, multicultural, and

multilingual character of the populace.

As a

direct result of these gains, the Indian

Movement, represented

at the

national level by the Confederation of Indigenous Nationalities of Ecuador

(CONAIE), has been
initiatives.

able to expand the scope and sophistication of

The experiences gained through

its

educational

the community-controlled educational

systems developed by the Federacion Indigena Ecuatoriana, the Shuar, and that

Simiatug

(all

in

discussed in this study) have been essential to this growth in

knowledge, power, and confidence. Efforts
important. After years of debate, the Indian

at the political level

Movement was
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have also been

successful in obtaining

the recognition of

Quichua and other vernacular
languages

as national languages

(1978), the official establishment of
bilingual and intercultural
education (1982),

and played a key role

in the

development of the

campaign (1983). Through an

November 1988 between

official

first

national bilingual literacy

agreement of scientific cooperation
signed

the Ministry of Education and
Culture and

CONA1E,

in

the

National Directorate for Indigenous
Bilingual, Intercultural Education
was created
which granted CONAIE the right to
control, oversee and conduct all
state
educational programs that affect directly
or indirectly the indigenous
communities.

Included are programs of adult literacy and
primary and secondary schooling.

At the

political level, this National Directorate
represents

towards strengthening the

political structures of the indigenous
organizations by

providing an opportunity for

common

plan.

Movement

It

an important step

all

the indigenous nationalities to

also represents a major challenge for

work under

CONAIE and

system that has served as a mechanism

and

the Indian

since neither the structural conditions
nor the overall state educational

system have really changed. And, as the study
participants clearly

society,

a

stated,

it is

this

to consistently subvert their world, their

their culture, invalidate their social forms

and

political institutions,

and

subject indigenous people to explicit and violent
condemnation of their ethnicity

and language.
In addition to continuing the struggle to gain
access, representation, and
control over the educational destiny of

its

people, the Indian

Movement and

its

organizations has the enormous task of building and putting into
practice the vision
of Runalogia." This requires that the autonomous indigenous
educational process

be recognized and protected by the state through appropiate legislation and
by
non-indigenous educators and social

scientists.
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The

latter

must learn the essence of

this

non-informal educational system

that, despite the

organized efforts of outsiders,

continues to function in an effective
manner.

This control over their

own

educational destiny also incorporates
the policies,

methods, and materials that structure formal
schooling. Although the
‘officialized’

state has

indigenous bilingual, intercultural education,
the non-indigenous local

authorities, teachers,

and the public

in general continue to use
discriminatory

norms,

A critical evaluation of the national legislation and current

policies

is

needed

in

educational

order to develop alternative sources
of interpretation that

might enable the reformulation and the proposal
of new policies that would
equalize the resources and status of indigenous
and non-indigenous education.

Futhermore, the distorted images of indigenous people
that continue

to

be

presented in curricular content and educational
materials also work to reinforce

popular prejudices. The state acceptance of

and support forced

acculturalization,

and

this

use only serves to further justify

linguistic

and cultural assimilation and

integration.

The

task to decolonize the curriculum again involves policy
as well as a careful

assessment of images and interpretations presented in textbooks
and other
educational materials used by both non-indigenous and indigenous
students.

A

revelant and appropriate curriculum needs to be developed that reflects
the
diversity, the cultural forms, characteristics,

group.

Its

and knowledge of each indigenous

development must occur through a process

that respects the

norms and

pedagogical methods used by each culture and involves the direct participation of

community members,

and the

spiritual leaders,

‘cabildo’ of leaders. This

involvement must not only be in the elaboration of educational materials or
curriculum, but include a participation at
to reinforce the notion that learning

is

all levels

of the educational process so as

a collective process.
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The

systematic

ft,

reed assimilation that
schooling has proffered has
served to

rupture, in different degrees
and severity, the internal
units of each sociocultural

group. This has affected their
sense of identity and history.
As the participants

made

clear,

indigenous education affords the
potential of a viable future
for
communities, nationalities, and people.
For them, education is a
process that can
help recuperate and strengthen
their identities,

promote individual and

consciousness, cultural mobilization
and
possibilities

and achieve

its

potential,

it

trust.

collective

In order for education to
reach these

must incorporate the three major
areas of

indigenous existence that participants
consistently mentioned:

history, land

and

space, and language.
In reference to history, there

was an expressed need of rediscovery.

Specifically,

participants spoke of a desire to search
out significant historical moments, their
history of resistance
Ity

documenting the

beliefs, philosophy,
in

an ethnic sense.

since

its

and struggle

as well as their contributions and
place in the past.

traditions, rituals, myths,

and

and

stories

and uncovering the

religion they express, history could be
reordered

and

One way

to

do

participatory nature

is

seen by the indigenous people as a valuable

this

events,
rebuilt

might be through the tradition of oral history

pedagogical and research method.

Lthnic identity and pacha

Pacha mama’

is

mama’ (mother

earth) are intimately connected.

considered the source of science, the spiritual world. Land

material base that

is

And

space

is

where the cognitive

systems are held, where conceptions, knowledge and symbolisms are
based.

community and school

Language
issue

most

is

the

intertwined with social forms, the social organization, the sense

of community, and the place ol their ancestors.

context, the

is

relation

is

essential.

closely tied to these notions of history, land

clearly defined by the participants in this study.
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In this

and space.

Language

is

It is

the

the

first

space of encounter and confrontation,
and

it is

the space most resisted.
Within the

historical co-existence of various
languages, only the

functioned in Ecuador as the

systems have

official

become punctuated

language.

dominant Spanish language has

The oppressed vernacular

linguistic

with loan words from the
Spanish. Yet for the

majority of the indigenous population
Spanish and vernacular bilingualism

used for

official

participants

function and not in their communication
and daily

named

only

The

this reality as "subordinated
bilingualism."

In the early 1980s, the efforts of the
fruit in the national

lives.

is

Ecuadorian Indian movement

bore

finally

government’s acceptance of bilingual education
as a

real

educational alternative for indigenous peoples.
For the past twenty years, the
Indian

movement has given

highest priority to the goal of strengthening
indigenous

languages, an achievement which could
alternative.

Quichua

Over

this time,

combined

make

efforts

dialects a single, unified written

bilingual education a viable

have

finally synthesized

grammar. This

creating educational and other written materials
useful to

is

from various

an essential step towards

all

Quichua peoples. As

their testimonies proclaim, language symbolizes
the real culture frontier,

be defended

waged

in the

for five

The

gains

significant

and

it

will

forms of struggle and resistance that indigenous people have

hundred

years.

made toward

a nationally legislated bilingual educational system are

and important, but they are

partial,

and serious poblems remain.

Ideally,

a bilingual educational policy should require a true two-way bilingualism in which

Spanish speakers would learn a vernacular as well as vernacular speakers learning
Spanish. Instead, a situation persists where the learning of indigenous languages

is

not encouraged, and does not even exist as an option for non-Indians. In addition,

indigenous languages are not recognized for any
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official

purposes, even

in

those

regions where indigenous populations
predominate. In practice, indigenous
b, lingual

education has been reduced to a one-way
"bilingualism"

indigenous population learns Spanish.

The

Indian

movement

in

which only the

rejects this

one-way

bilingulism; for them, indigenous bilingual
education cannot be conceived as
a

bridge into the dominant language.

This study has revealed
of indigenous people in the

much about
Andean

region of Ecuador.

state of affairs of indigenous education

the

community

in general.

The

the past and present educational
situation
affords insight into the

and suggests implications

study’s significance

from the use of the actual words of indigenous

power of voice

It

for the state

and

and impact derives principally

leaders. In this sense

illustrates the

it

as a focus of research as well as for
self-understanding.

Through the

process of dialogic interviews and the interrogation
by the participants themselves of
their lived experiences, realizations

not have been possible with

was the

more

and understandings were achieved that would

traditional methods. Illuminated in their voices

reflective character of their reality as well as their
perspectives

conceptions of their

own and

their communities’ reality, past

and

and present. This

process contributed to further the participants’ self-affirmation
and to

clarify the

challenges and struggles ahead.

Several major implications arise from the study.

information to suggest that the educational systems

based on the multicultural,
effort should
in

multilinguistic,

First, the

in

study offers sufficient

Ecuador should be modified

and multiethnic nature of society.

be made toward expanding the

existing notions of culture

and

A real

ethnicity

order to ensure that the subversion of indigenous people through education or by

any means does not continue. This oppression

is

an attack against society

in

general, and specifically against the legitimate rights for Indian people to preserve
their cultural

and

political self-determination.
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that will ensure that the education
of indigenous peoples, as
defined in their

terms, will serve their needs and
interests.

As documented

in this study,

schools are needed in indigenous
communities. Serious consideration

needed

to

be made

in respect to the

development of indigenous

is

own

more
also

universities,

including the training of educators,
researchers, technicians and
practitioners in
fields

of science and the humanities. Access
to

guaranteed and indigenous
facilities

all levels

libraries, research centers,

all

of education needs to be

and other educational

must be established.

There are also implications of this study

for non-indigenous educators,

researchers, and other intellectuals in Ecuador.

Non-indigenous educators must become

sensitive to the role

and the

reality of

indigenous people. As leaders in society, they must
be active participants in

breaking the cultural barriers, dissolving the existing
academic boundaries, and
allowing the indigenous educators to control their

Non-indigenous educators must also be open
experiences and perspectives. Towards
inter-culturality

need

to

own

educational programs.

to learning

this end, studies

from indigenous

on bilingualism and

be developed with the collaboration of indigenous leaders

and educators.
Non-indigenous researchers and practitioners have a particular
recognize indigenous history as a participant force

movements of the

responsibility to

in the history of social

country. Historians must therefore assist by recognizing and

bringing to public light the Indians of the past and of the present, their
contributions, significance, and their vast fund of knowledge.
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APPENDIX A

INDIGENOUS NATIONALITIES OF ECUADOR
Reeion

Nationality

Language

Amazon

Shuar-Achuar

Shuar Chicham

Secoya

Paicoca

Siona

Paicoca

Huao (Huaorani)

Huao

AT (Cofan)

A Tngae

Quichua

Quichua Shimi

Andean

Quichua

Quichua Shimi

Coast

AWA (Coaiquer)

Awapit

Chachi

Cha’Palaachi

Tsachi

Tsafiqui
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Tiriro

APPENDIX B
POLITICAL STRUCTURE OF THE INDIAN

MOVEMENT OF ECUADOR

National Level:

Confederacion de Nacionalidades Indigenas del
Ecuador, (CONAIE).

Andean Region:
Regional Confederation:

Ecuador Runacunapac Riccharimui, (ECUARUNARI).
Provincial Federations:

Imbabura Runacunapac Jatun Tantanacui INRUJTA-FICI.
Pichincha Riccharimui.
Union de Comunidades Indigenas del Calderon, (UCIC)
Movimiento Indigena del Cotopaxi, (MIC).
Movimiento Indigena de Tunguarahua, (MIT).
Union de Indigenas Salasacas.
Movimiento Indigena del Chimborazo, (MICH).
Federation Campesina-Indigena de Bolivar, (FECAB-BRUNARI).
Fundacion Runacunapac Yachana Huasi.
Union Provincial de Comunidades y Cooperativas
Union de Campesinos del Azuay, (UNASAY).

del Canar,

(UPCCC).

Organizacion de Indigenas del Saraguro.

Amazonian Region;
Regional Confederation:

Confederacion de Nacionalidades Indigenas de

la

Amazonia Ecuatoriana,

(CONFENIAE).
Fedracion de Organizaciones Indigenas del Napo, (FOIN).
Federacion de Comunas Union de Nativos de la Amazonia Ecuatoriana,

(FECUNAE).
Jatun Comuna Aguarico, (JCA).
Asociacionde Centros Sionas-Secoyas.
Nacionalidad Huao.
Nacionalidad (Cofan) A’l.
Organizacion de Pueblos Indigenas del Pastaza, (OPIP).
Federacion de Centros Shuar.
Coastal Region;

Federacion de Centros Awa.
Federacion de Centros Chachis.

Gobernacion Tsachi.
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APPENDIX C

SAMPLE TRANSCRIPT OF A DIALOGUE
Tape

J:

6;

Side: B;

Companero, yo

expenencia en

el

le quisiera

Pero

lo

Place: Canar,

preguntar primero, que

sistema de escuelas, o en

Cuando me cuente de
la escuela, la

Participant: Caranqui;

las experiencias,

la clase

U.P.C.C.C.)

cuente

como

de educacion que Ud.

fue su

asistio.

companero, desearia que recuerde como era

educacion que recibia, por que fue a

que mas quisiera que recuerde,

me

(

como

es

la escuela?

era

la

o a que escuela fue?

vida en la escuela?

R: Bueno, muchas gracias, en primer lugar
quisiera saludarle a nombre de

Union

Provincial de Cooperatives
y

Comunas

del Canar,

colaborador de esta organizacion indigena campesina de

realmente

la

la

la

Provincia del Canar,

se

puede decir de

la siguiente

manera: claro que en nuestro

educacion, hablando especialmente de aqui del Canton Canar,

educacion recien va entrando
nos cuentan nuestros padres,

al

la

marginada especialmente para
descriminacion racial a

campo, a

la

nivel campesino, a nivel indigena.

los indigenas,

los indigenas y

por

en donde maltrataban, tenian

lo tanto
la

que no podian estudiar y han

educacion en nuestra provincia para

Partiendo de esto, nuestros padres han tenido tambien estos

problemas y siendo

asi

Segun

educacion fue bastante impedida, bastante

tenido este problema. Eso es un retraso en
los indigenas.

y

pregunta que Ud. hace es bastante extensa en contestarle pero
de una

manera resumida
medio,

como miembro

la

entonces con sus esperiencias han sabido brindar

educacion a nosotros.
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la

J:

que

Recuerda campanero cuando conversaba

decian?.. por

que no habia

asi

con

los Papas, los taitas, no?..

educacion?.. o por que ellos no
tubieron esa

la

oportunidad?
R: Es justamente decian, que

educacion que no se han tenido en esa

la

oportunidad, fue mas que todo por

la

descrimancion en primer lugar, luego por
y

el

asunto economico que en ese entonces los
indigenas no han tenido. Tambien por
falta

de conciencia,

escuelas a los hijos,

nos tenian en

el

empezo tambien

falta

de experiencia ya que

padres no mandaban a

mas bien mandaban un ano o maximo dos anos

el

trabajo agrario y tambien la migracion

ganaderia y a migrar

en

las

y los sacaban y

la

mas que todo a

gente se dedicaba mas a trabajar en

la gente,

la ganacia, el

ciudades y no

les

la costa,

la agricultura,

entonces por esa parte habia problema de que

educacion pues ha tenido un retraso en nuestra provincia
y que
convenia tener

las

trabajo del campo, en el trabajo de agricultura.
Luego entonces se

entonces en nuestro medio
la

los

dinero de

importaba

entonces por lo que a los hijos no

la

le

la agricultura, la

educacion.

mandaban

No

la

gente mas

en

la

le

ganaderia y trabajando

asi

tenian interest por la educacion,

a las escuelas.

Tambien

la

descriminacion fue uno de los problemas mas graves, cuando un indigena llegaba a
la

escuela todos los campaneros de la escuela

insultaban, le indiaban asi entonces ha sido

que

el

indigena se sienta traumado

asi

con

la

la

experiencia

experiencia de

ellos,

ellos,

uno de

la

los principales
la

le

pegaban, que

le

problemas para

educacion. Entonces eso nos

educacion. Entonces partiendo de eso,

entonces a nosostros nos contaba esa experiencia y

que han

entonces a nosotros nos brindo

maltrataban, que

impedido de

han contado nuestros padres, como fue
han tenido

le

la

sufrido,

que han tenido esas problemas

educacion mandando a

las escuelas,

Especialmente mi papa ha brindado esta educacion a mi, ya que desde
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a los jardines.
la

edad de

cuatro anos que un poco recuerdo,
que habia una casa casi a lado, entonces
habia

una escuela
Incluso

me

rural,

me mandaba

a esa escuela, entonces

alia

me daba haciendo un banco

me

decia que vaya.

propio para sentarme. Entonces
llevaba eso y

iba a la escuela de la edad de cuatro
anos y tenia ese interes de aprender

tambien aunque a veces uno con

medio no tan decidido de
mandaba, decia

tienes

la

ninez que se tiene, se sentia medio
cansado,

estudiar. Entonces,

que

irte

mi papa

incluso a veces

a la escuela, entonces fue

el

pegando me

motivo mas grande para

yo poder seguir estudiando. Luego recuerdo muy
bien que una vez cuando
castigo

asi,

me quedo

escuela, desde ahi

de

la ciudad,

que

me

ese miedo de faltar a la escuela, ese miedo de
no irse a

tome ese

termine ahi

maltrataban

los

alcanzado a terminar

interes

la escuela,

en estudiar. Luego

me mando

la

aca, a la escuela

aunque ahi tambien tenia mis problemas de

campaneros de aqui de

la

ciudad pero a pesar de todo he

la primaria.

Estudio aqui en canar?.

J:

R:

Si,

aqui en Canar, luego de terminar

donde hasta

asi partes

por

la

a la secundaria en

me

descriminacion que tenia por los campaneros. Ese

problem entonces he tratado de veneer y

me

la primaria, ingrese

tercer curso tenia asi interes de estudiar, pero a veces tambien

decepcionaba,

curso

me

estudiar, ya

dedique a estudiar en dos colegios, en

logre terminar los dos colegios y tengo mis dos

el

una vez que

diurno y en

titulos,

me

el

llegue a cuarto

nocturno donde

gradue hace un ano y un

poco mas.
J:

R:

Y como asi iba a dos escuelas, una en el dia y otra en la noche?.
Si, el

interes

mio era de aprender

politicas, cuestiones organizativas, ya

asi

cuestiones sociales, cuestiones

que desde segundo curso, cuando habia un
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seminario de los estudiantes indigenas del
Canar, que en ese entonces
conformo

MEIC,

el

Movimiento Estudiantil

Seminario y fue

el active

del Canar, entonces participe
en el primer

mas grande que yo

llegue a enterarme en esa
edad, asi de

muchas realidades nacionales por ejemplo: cuestiones
politicos,

del gobierno, cuestiones

que fue que habia tanta desigualdad. Que en donde
habia

de unos, de unos investigadores de
desde esa vez
entonces por

me

interese, entonce

que mi papa

lo

Escolapies en donde

la

exigia

educacion,

el

la

las

conferencias

Universidad Nacional de Cuenca. Entonces

me

gusto bastante estudiar este

que yo estuviera en

como educacion

campo

Colegio de

el

cientifico

los

social,

padres

mismo, como

educacion tecnica, es una educacion bastante avanzada, pero en
cambio en cuanto
al

campo

social,

en campo organizativo es una educacion bastante cerrada no
hay

participacion de los estudiantes.

conciencia uno
se

toma

mismo o
,

sea se toma conciencia uno

mismo

conciencia, entonces fue de ese motivo que a mi

social, cultural y organizativo.

campo

O sea, uno en ese Colegio, no se puede tomar

me

sino de lo contrario no

gusto este

Entonces de ese motivo, que a mi

social, cultural y organizativo,

entonces

me

me

campo

gusto ese

dedique a seguir una carrera que

era de Ciencias Sociales dentro del area de Humanidades Modernas, entonces fue
ese motivo para yo sacrificare seguiendo en dos colegios a
carrera de agropecuaria y con lo que hasta

el

la vez,

siguiendo la

momento tambien aprovecho

esa

carrera sigo haciendo valida esa profesion, hago unos programs radiales aqui en esta

emisora, donde trabajo.

Tambien en campo

social,

en campo

politico,

aprovecho, hago funcion mi profesion, trabajo como profesor de
trabajo con las organizaciones, tambien trabajo aqui en
organizativos, en

campo haciendo programas de

caracter cultural. Entonces,

me

la

la escuela,

radio tambien en

tambien

campos

organizaciones, programas de

ha gustado bastante ser abierto a
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tambien

la

sociedad y ser

bien sociable y tambien he participado en
eursos,

dejado de participar

tambien

asi

asi

a nivel sindical y de todo caracter, en los
eursos en

Y ahora que este

tambien estoy aprovechando

J:

la universidad,

Como

el

los

nivel indigena
y

seminarios y

ano empiezo como profesor primario,

tiempo durante

las

estudiando Sociologia en

noches, sacrificandome mas
la

Universidad de Cuenca.

el

tiempo a veces hay que

sacrificar

un poco, porque

tambien no se saca nada, y hay que aprovechar

aunque colaborando poco a poco hay que colaborar con
porque uno por

decir,

que

se

si

es

que no

el

tiempo

la

gente que espera de uno,

lo

maximo

como tampoco

de avasallar con

mismos

los

lo

y

ha estudiado un poco, yo no creo que una persona

estudiada, debe ser egoista y quedarse con lo que uno sabe,

somos

asi

se da tiempo para todo esto?

R: Bueno,
sacrifica

en seminaries y nunca he

en eursos, en seminarios, mas que todo,
a

he aprovechado un tiempo.

siguiendo

asi

que uno ha aprendido, ya que somos

mismos hermanos indigenas

y en ese caso a

los

tratar

indigenas,

mi personalmente no me ha

gustado esas cosas. Por eso he tratado de colaborar en todo en cuanto ha sido
posible con la organizacion misma. Gracias a ellos tambien tuve la oportunidad de

irme a un seminario internacional que se realizo en Argentina, un seminario de
filosofia, polica e

indianidad de los indigenas, entonces participe en ese seminario

durante semanas y

asi

aprovechando

mis experiencias y he compartido con
de que yo

me

vaya a nombre de

la

el

tiempo, he adquirido mis conocimientos,

los

Union

demas companeros porque no era
Provincial de Cooperativas y

posible

Comunas

y al

regreso no de ninguna informacion, ninguna ayuda, ya que para mi, este seminario
dio bastante experiencia,

mas que todo

a nivel nacional con participantes, con
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dirigentes internacionales de otros
paises, casi de toda sud-america.

Tambien fueron

de Guatemala, de Canada. Algun representante
tambien de Dinamarca entonces.
fueron dirigentes y de edad incluso avanzada.
Fui

el

mas joven en

participar en ese

seminario pero he tratado de aprovechar
y coger mas experiencia y tambien
compartir la experiencia que hemos tenido
aqui en la provincia, en el pais,
porque
y

como

le

acabo de decir mi decision, mi interes de trabajar
era desde

nino, en las

orgamzaciones, entonces he tenido algun conocimiento
he compartido

si

a nivel

internacional.

Y companero,

J:

como

regresando

al

tiempo de

la escuela

o

al

tiempo de colegio,

era la educacion en ese tiempo?

R: Bueno,

la

educacion, creo que hasta

educacion siempre ha sido impuesta,
Colegio donde he estudiado con

los

asi

el

como

momento no ha cambiado,
le

la

acabo de decir tambien en

el

padres Escolapios, fue una educacion

solamente impuesta, claro que analizando, es un Colegio que tiene
una carrera
tecnica cientifica, pero de todas maneras debia haber una
educacion
participativa,

ocurrido en

todo

el

mas

el

realista y

mas

medio en donde

concreta.

se vive y

Ecuador, no ha sido pluri

dada de acuerdo a

en

cultural.

la necesidad, y es

Mas que todo con
el pais.

En

los

mas

hechos que ha

Nuestra educacion, aqui mas que

ese campo, la educacion no ha sido

imposible aqui por ejemplo, ahora que estoy

experimentando como profesor trabajando en una comunidad netamente Quichua
hablante, no es posible un maestro que sea de la ciudad, un maestro que sea sea

mestizo que hable solamente

saben hablar

el

el Castellano

que se vaya a ensenar a

Quichua, ahi no hay una comunicacion entre

entonces en ese caso,

la

el

los ninos

alumno y

el

que
maestro,

educacion siempre ha sido retrasado mas que todo para

los

indigenas, y la educacion de la escuela tambien ha sido impuesta por los maestros.
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A

J:

a escuela

'

c

i‘ le

fue corn panero, de donde eran
los maestros?, hablaban

Quichua?
R:

bueno como yo hablaba tambien

el

Castellano desde nino,
y

tambien tenia cntendido hablaba tambien
y

cl

Quichua, entonccs no tenia mucho

Si,

problema yo. Pero ahora como tengo

donde estudian

los nines

esta experiencia de set nuestra,
de

los

Hay muchas

No

desde

los

una escuela

la

los

entonces eso ha side uno

education siempre ha sido

cosas que recordar, muchas cosas que
estudiar en nuestro

medio. La historia mismo,
Incas,

los nines,

problemas tambien graves pero en todo caso

impuesta.

Quichua

netamente Quichua hablantes, cntonces
veo que con

demas profesores no hay una comunicacion con
de

el

la historia

partiendo desde

periodo antiguo desde

el

antepasados que vivio aqui en nuestra provincia,
y en todo

los

el pais.

se analiza, no se ha estudiado, solamente ha
sido una educacion impuesta, una

education

asi,

fuera del conocimiento del medio. Claro, con
caracter cultural pero

no propia, no valorizando

momento

se ve

la

cultura propia de nuestro medio, incluso en

mucha gente que no mantiene

la cultura,

le

que no mantiene su

vestimenta, su forma de hablar, su idioma, Incluso los mismos
inidgenas, por esta

educacion impuesta llegan a estudiar
las casas, a las

demas companeros que no han

este problema, por la educacion

entre

el

secundaria y luego se van a

cornu nidades, y empienzan a marginar los mismos companeros

indigenas, a los

una educacion

asi la primaria, la

participativa,

alumno, entre

los

que hemos

estudiado. Entonces se ha Ilegado a

recibido, ya

que

la

educacion no ha sido

una educacion que haya una comunicacion, un dialogo

padres de familia, entre

los maestros, sino

simplemente

una educacion cerrada, una educacion impuesta a nuestros conocimientos.
Entonces, nada mas que aqui,

la

educacion se ha abierto es en
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el

campo

organizativo,

mas que

organizativo, en el que

entonces es

la

donde

todo,

uno mas

lo

que uno mas se ha aprendido es
en

se ha interesado es en el

campo

el

campo

organizativo,

unica manera de estudiar en nuestro
medio, una cosa mas

real,

mas

concreta, porque Ud, sabe que la
educacion no esta enmarcado solo
saber una

materia, dos materias, sino todo nivel de
conocimientos.

Y companero en ese

J:

tiempo, en

el

tiempo que estaba en

la

escuela tambien

habia companeros indigenas?. Habia
hombres y mujeres, como era?

En

R.

En

el

la

Escuela donde yo estudiaba, habia

Colegio donde estudiaba incluso en

el

muy pocos

estudiantes indigenas.

Colegio nocturno, habia tambien

muy

pocos estudiantes indigenas. Bueno, campesinos
habian, pero indigenas, muy pocos,

mas o menos en toda

el

Colegio que contaba unos 350 estudiantes, no
habia mas de

unos 40 estudiantes indigenas, o sea de primero
a

Era una minoria entonces?

J:

Una

R:
habia

en

sexto.

la

minoria.

Y tambien en el

misma cantidad de gente pero

las escuelas

Colegio nocturno donde estudiaba, tambien
selectivamente es

muy

poco. Actualmente,

de campo, se ven bastantes ninos por ejemplo: ahora en

Ruminahui de Chiloag, donde yo
de escuela, en donde

el

90%

trabajo hay

la

escuela

una cantidad de unos 378 estudiantes

es indigena de la

comunidad pero como tambien hay

pariticipacion, estudian gente de aca del pueblo, tambien de los
alrededores del

pueblo.
J:

En

ese tiempo

como

indigenas, cuando recibian,

se sentia

como

Ud. companero, usted y

se dice

los otros

companeros

una educacion bastante aislada cerrada, y

una educacion que en realidad no daba nada de
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la historia propia.

R: Bueno, a nosotros a veces como
ya analizabamos un poco

asi

en

las

reuniones, en las organizaciones, entonces
ya sentiamos ese problema
y entonces
tratabamos a veces nosotros hacer pregunas,
cuestionar a los profesores, en
donde
los profesores se sentian

como uno ha

molestos rnejor por contestar no
contestaban y bueno
y

sido siempre

asi, critico

algunos grupos especialmente en
clubes, he

formado

asi

entonces, yo especialmente he
reunido

el colegio,

he reunido a

los

grupos he formado

grupos, conjuntos musicales de esa
manera
y

hemos

tratado

nosotros tambien de valorizar nuestra cultura,
de hacer mas interesante nuestra
cultura y demostrar nuestra cultura, nuestros
conocimientos, conocidos asi a nivel

organizativo a nivel de historia de la comunidad
desde la gente
vivido, y

de esa manera hemos sido

asi

bastante criticos.

mismo que ha

Mas que

todo, yo he tenido

ese caracter de organizar, de agrupar gente, de
demostrar algo, de organizar algunos

grupos
J:

asi

por ejemplo...

Y de

donde nacio ese

R. Ese interes, yo

como

interes?.
le dije la

avanzado, ese seminario para

primera vez, en un seminario que era bastante

los estudiantes indigenas del

seminario donde se analizo bastante, toda
politico

de todo

tipo,

la realidad

en

el

Canar. Entonces, de ese

campo

social, cultural,

entonces ahi nosotros nos interesabamos en todo tipo tambien

asi.

J:

Que edad

tenia en ese tiempo?

R: Tenia unos 13 anos o 14 anos, entonces desde esa edad entonces, he

empezado a formar grupos a hacer

reuniones, participar en las cooperativas en

comunas haciendo reuniones.
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las

J.

Y

desde ese entonces, habia digamos, un
sentimiento anterior a eso? o fue

eso que determino a que uno comenzara a
pensar en una forma

critica

sobre de la

educacion?.

R: Bueno, desde mas antes

como uno de

nino, en toda ninez, creo que toda

persona no es tan interesado en cuestiones mas que
todo
politico a pesar de ello
asi

tambien tenia un poco de

de ver tantas irregularidades en

intuicion en

mi

interior.

la

Decia como

sociales, culturales,

interes,

sociedad que

me

un poco melesto

entonces tenia alguna

existe,

es posible esto,

sentia

como

es posible lo otro,

va a suceder esto. Entonces, ya desde que participe en
ese seminario y como

como
le

acabo de mencionar. Entonces, era bastante interesante con
participantes
conferencistas de la ciudad de Cuenca que tenian analizado
muchas situaciones
reales del pais,

muchas

situaciones politicas, economicas de nuestro pais, la

dependencia, todo que tenia entonces desde ese entonces

me

desperto mas

el

interes de formar asi grupos, participar en reuniones, hacer
organizaciones, clubs y

todo.
J:

tal

Regresando a otra

cosa, se podria decir quizas

que

el trato

de

los

maestros

vez haya creado otra clase de conciencia, que piensa companero?
R: Claro, incluso hasta

tambien

el trato

de

mas que

nada

tontos,

el

las ciudades,

en

las escuelas

para

de campo

los indigenas

del

problema de que

o casi nada de castellano y

los indigenas

los profesores

saben

el

saben mas

Quichua, entonces por ese problema, fue mas que todo

maltrato a todos los indigenas, y tambien

de marginalidad, entonces

mas

de sonsos, de brutos, que son animales que son

mismo hecho

el Castellano,

castellano y

momento en

los profesores era bastante duro, violento

que todo. Trataban de
ignorantes, por el

el

como siempre hay

los profesores trataban, casi
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Quichua
el

el

ese caracter de dominio

como no

ser

humano

a los

indigenas. Entonces fue

un problema tambien eso del

ciudad, entonces dicen que

que

si

los indios

son

asi

trato

de

los profesores

de

bastante brutos, que son

desaseados, que son ignorantes que no aprenden.
Ud., imaginese, no hay una

comunicacion y por eso no se puede aprender.

Y eso los profesores

J:

decian

R. Claro, frente de todo

al frente

la clase

de toda

la clase?

decian eso, incluso en

habian unos profesores que decian eso. Bueno, yo
como
pronto y habian otros indigenas que no son cortados
a ellos era

mas

el trato

muy

fui

el

Colegio tambien

cortado

el pelito

el

pelo desde

y mantienen la trenza,

malo, entonces mas maltrataban a

ellos,

tambien es indigena se sentia tambien, aunque a uno no
decian esas

y uno

como

cosas, se sentia

ese maltrato.

Y asi

J:

profesores, asi decian que

mas bien

se corten la trenza, obligaban a

eso?

R: Bueno, a mi como ya
pelo no

me han

digo

como desde mas

el pelo,

que

los profesores

mismos indigenas por

de ese problema. Entonces,

hasta
J:

el

la

el

el

obligaban a que se cambie de ropa,

hecho de que

sentian ofendidos, entonces tambien trataban de

cambiar

antes que yo fui cortado

dicho, pero habian otros companeros que decian que los profesores

obligaban a cortarse
y tambien los

le

la

se sentian maltratados, se

como justificarse, como

unica salida de ese problema era cortarse

sobresalir
el

pelo y

vestimenta, entonces asi se ha mantenido y he tenido esos problemas

momento.

Cuando uno estaba en

la clase,

como

era la relacion entre los companeros

indigenas y los no indigenas?, podrias describir una parte,
llevaban?.
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como

era que se

R: Simplemente

las relaciones, asi

con

los ninos del pueblo, asi

estudiantes del Colegio del pueblo ya no eran
los

mismo a

estudiantes del pueblo ya siempre a los indigenas
decian
incluso hasta
J:

pegando

les

mandaban

los

tenian que ser solo

asi,

que vos andate

atras,

atras, a los puestos del ultimo.

Los mismos companeros decian eso?.

R. Los mismos companeros estudiantes, nos trataban
clase

con

tambien se sentia ofendido delante de

tambien se sentia ofendido,

asi

fuera en

el

los

asi

de indios, uno en

mismos profesores

como uno

se sentia el

nada decian,

recreo o ya a la salida de la casa, en las

calles incluso nos maltrataban, seguian grupos asi,
querian pegar

eso entonces

y

la

miedo que no

que sos

se podia enfrentarse

indio,

que

una persona

a un grupo, entonces siempre se sentia maltratado, incluso habia
hasta miedo a

veces

mas decepcion de no
J:

R:

regresar a la escuela y

De mi

edad, en

Mas que todo

momento y

maltrato era asi de esa manera.

Y habia mujeres tambien en la escuela?

muchos maximo habia en toda
mujeres.

el

la

las

la

Era mixta?

escuela donde yo estudiaba indigenas no habia

escuela unos 10 indigenas varones y unas 5

educacion para

recien ahora va despertando

las

mujeres era mas cerrada hasta

el interes

porque algunas companeras

mujeres ya han alcanzado algo, han sido ya terminadas

la

primaria algunas un ano,

dos anos de Colegio y que aprovechando de esa opurtunidad qu
entoces se ha logrado de tener un alcance en cuanto a

enfermeras, auxiliares de enfermeria en

las

ellas tenian,

los trabajos,

algunas mujeres estan trabajando ya desde unos tres anos o

como

el

casi cuatro

comunidades

companeras indigenas. Algunos companeras han estudiado

por ejemplo,

las

anos creo,

mismas

asi el Colegio,

terminado y que algunas companeras han trabajado en alfabetizacion por haber
estudiado

la

primaria, un ano, dos anos del Colegio, entonces eso ahora recien va
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despertando

el interes

a las mujeres para que ellas puedan
estudiar, para que ellas

puedan participar en cualquier evento en cualquier

tipo de organizaciones

haiga visto, hoy dia tambien ha habido
bastante participacion de

que hace poco tiempo

hombre tambien
dominado por
machismo
mujeres.

del

mujeres, o sea

no habia esa participacion. Fue bastante
cerrado,

el

fue bastante cerrado casi se puede
decir con razon, porque fue
y

los

espanoles pues ellos tenian ese criterio
y que fue ensenado

hombre

Ahora

atras

las

como Ud

recien,

el

y que tambien seguian ese ejemplo y no daban libertad a

las

ultimamente se va abriendo ese campo de libertad
tambien

a las mujeres.
J:

Que

se recuerda

profesor que

le

companero en

haya impresionado?

R: Bueno, una impresion

asi

la escuela

o en

el colegio,

Y por que?

grande tampoco no he tenido

personalmente y sino que simplemente a veces ese maltrato
tenia

cuando a veces uno, como tenia tambien

los padres,

sus trabajos

a veces uno no se alcanzaba, y por obedecer a

asi,

en

los

yo, asi

esa ofensiva que

la casa,

sido

el

un problema que hemos

organizacion, cuando
la politica

tenido, y asi

uno era bastante

he participado

asi

el

una impresion
Colegio

porque

Tres veces?

me

no recuerdo

cuando uno trataba

un poco he hecho, un poco de campana

Colegio.

R: Tres veces

asi,

asi personal,

asi

de

sociable y trataba de formar grupos, incluso

partidos de la izquierda y eso fue el motivo de que

J:

asi que,

deber, que son tontos, que son necios que son brutos, entonces eso ha

haber tenido, sino que simplemente en

en

de ayudar a

padres no se hacia un

deber, no se aprendia una leccion, ahi es lo que mas maltrataban,

no haces

recuerda algun

expulsaron del Colegio.
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me

asi

por

expulsaron tres veces del

los

J:

Temporalmente o

R:

Si,

dos dias,

...?

temporalmente, una vez por dos

asi,

me

Mas bien si en

dias, otra

expulsaron del Colegio. Esas son

el

campo mas que todo

asi aparte,

las

en

vez por ocho

dias, otra

impresiones que puedo dar.
el

campo

organizativo he

tenido algunas impresiones mas, por ejemplo cuando participaba en
los desfiles del

primero de Mayo, que

salia al frente asi gritando sin

donde que uno era mas otacado por ejemplo
tambien un companero de aqui de

la

vez por

la polica

una

vez,

las huelgas,

en

miedo, y ahi

cuando habia

ciudad nos pusimos a atacar a los policias con

cohetes, cuando ellos atacaban a la gente, a los indigenas, a la gente del pueblo,

cuando en una en
con

la

octava vuelven con

los cohetes a los policias

en donde

las

bombas, entonces salimos atacando

ellos

nos votaron bastantes bombas pero no

nos dejamos coger, nos seguian querian coger y donde, cuando nosotros
nos acercamos mas por tras de los pilares

asi

asi,

atacando a

los policias y

asi los

dos

nos

descubrieron donde estabamos, y nos votaron como 10 a 15 bombas lacrimogenas

despues de
casi

de

ahi,

la explosion

de

las

bombas

y nos ataco a nosotros, no

o sea bueno no vale encerrarse en una

se dispersaban por todos partes, el gas, entonces

calle asi,

pudimos

pero como

no podiamos

salir,

las

a una esquina y pedir agua y banarnos, esa impresion he tenido,

mas grande que
J:

se

puede

bombas

quedabamos

parece ahogados, parace ya casi como muertos, teniamos que gatear por
salir

ni salir

la

el

asi,

suelo y

impresion

decir.

Y companero, pasando a otra parte, ud me dice companero, que

a participar de varios seminarios, inclusive desde

la

participado en seminarios, eran estas experiencias

si

ha llegado

edad de trece anos que ha

como

parte de una educacion

experiencias se ha tenido en
indigena popular?, que impresiones tiene Ud?. o que

educacion indigena popular?.
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la

R: Bueno, experiencias
bastante

mas que

lodo,

realidad que ha sufrido
sets
el

mas que todo de conocimientos mismo

asi

como ya
el pais.

anos que he estudiado en

le dije

enantes mismo se ha conocido

la

propia

Porque yo no recuerdo ningun profesor
durante

la escuela,

durante los

seis

los

anos que he estudiado en

Colegio, incluso en los dos colegios, entonces
no recuerdo ningun profesor, a

excepcion de un economista que era del partido de
izquierda que sabia
realidad, algunos casos

que han sucedido en

pero no fue tan claro con

mas o menos entendia
la

se ha tenido

prensa pero

entonces

lo

que

decia,

y lo que estaba

como Ud. sabe que

pais de la realidad nacional mismo,

mas que todo

mas o menos

trataba de explicar lo que

al

lo

que mas se ha

mucha

proyectos,

experiencia, se aprende

muchos

participativo,

trabajos,

como

como hacer que

la

mucha

experiencia en

organizar grupos de trabajo,

asi

verdades,

que mas se ha

Mas que

como

gente sea mas participativa

mismo, de ayudarle, de educarle

las

discutido, lo

llegado a concer las realidades es a nivel de la organizacion.
tiene

todo uno se

elaborar muchos

como

como

ser

mas

llegar a la gente

en algun sentido y eso no ha sucedido en

nuestro medio por lo que hemos tenido ese problema nosotros. Entonces,

educacion nuestra en
Entonces,

la

las escuelas y

unica educacion y

las realidades, las

en

el

en

los colegios,

mucha

la

no ha habido esa educacion.

unica forma de llegar a entender, a saber, a concer

formas de vida, de analizar, entonces ha sido a travez de

organizacion. Adquirir
asi,

la

experiencia, adquirir

mucho

analisis,

la

por que incluso

Seminario Internacional que participe, fue bastante profundo, y de

mas que todo de

la

el

alcance de la informacion de

prensa tampoco trae todas

la

que mas se ha aprendido,

lo

el

asi decir la

realidad de los indigenas, y no solo aqui en
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el pais

analisis

sino que a

nivel del continente,

a nivel mundial tambien. Entonces esas
participaciones, ayuda

a que uno adquiera. Porque nuestra education,
mismo
esto,

no

se

Uega a saber nada de nuestra

llegar a saber asi.

mismo

Entonces es uno de

llegar a saber

mas de

atravieza nuestro pais,

el

los

la realidad,

problema de

realidad,

asi es,

uno no

se interesa en

en ningun momento se puede

medios, uno de los mecanismos, para uno

mas entender

estos problemas

los indigenas, cuales

que

son los problemas de los

campesinos, de los obreros, o sea analizar de toda realidad,
de todo campo en todo
aspecto.
J.

Y companero,

dentro de esa perspectiva de

la

educacion indigena popular

cual deberia ser el tipo de educacion propia para el nino
indigena?

R: Perdon,
J:

Si, la

la

pregunta?

pregunta era digamos, dentro de

como

indigena popular...

la

perspectiva de la educacion

piensa companero que deberia ser una educacion para

el

nino indigena.

R: Bueno,

la

Tape

Lado:

J:

como

7

educacion

Recordando
deberia

ser,

la

para los indigenas...

asi

A, Caranqui/Canar

pregunta, dentro de esto de

companero,

la

R: Bueno, en cuanto a esto
aplicado

mas que todo

(U.P.C.C.C.)

aqui,

la

educacion indigena popular,

educacion indigena?

lo

que podria decir es

la

unica forma que hemos

que hemos hecho realidad ha sido

capacitar,

comunidades, dando cursos o sea charlas, conferencias, solicitando a algunas
instituciones a

que capaciten

cursos, entonces

llamando a algunos uniones, incentivando a

la
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hemos hecho

esos cursos capacitando,

gente a participar y conocer lo que

ocurre en

el pais, los

diferemes problemas que dene
y de esa manera se ha hecho

educacion indigena popular. Mas que
todo aqui en

conversando

alia que, antes

la

es interesante

capacttacion social para

a instituciones como

el

medio,

como un

dia estuvimos

de que yo, o sea yo tenia ese interes
de decir pero antes

de decir yo algun companero deba, que
segun

que veo tambien

el

la

la

mas que todo

betamax o proyector de

el

las cuestiones tecnicas.

los libros

Como

tambien

educacion. Entonces lo unico que hemos
solicatado

FEB, como

es el

CEDIME,

es para solicitar

una

pelicula,

asi

ir

a proyectar en las comunidades, que es
una manera de educacion tambien bastante

buena, bastante adecuado, que se interesa mas

la gente,

ya no es lo

mismo que uno

y ellos este hablando ahi, es que a veces la gente se distrae, ya una
cosa viendo y

escuchando tambien atienden mas
planteabamos

el

la

gente y llegan a entender mas. Por eso

proyecto de que es necesario

los materiales didacticos

educacion indigena popular, tambien hemos hecho
publicado a veces los periodicos de
hasta ahora, lo que yo

la

organizacion.

mas creo conveniente

asi

para

la

por hojas valantes, hemos

De

esa manera

es desde ahora, seguir

hemos educado
formando mas

cuadros de dirigentes, mas gente que vaya capacitandose como
hasta ahora tenemos
a gente asi a nuestros indigenas capacitandose en la
educacion, algunos bachilleres

que no pueden contribuir con nuestra gente todavia no saben
bachilleres

en economia, hay bachilleres en contabilidad,

Quimico-Biologo

asi

formando mas cuadros, y

bases

Tambien

mas que

bachilleres en

veterinarios, algunos ingenieros

agronomos, tenemos algunos licenciados en Sociologia
y

las

son

de toda rama, entonces podemos capacitarles de manera como

companeros indigenas tambien tenemos ya unos

seguir

casi nada,

seguir

entonces pensamos

educando de esa manera a

todo, que ellos son los que

los dirigentes provinciales,

asi

mas

los

necesitan en este

miembros, a

momento.

que esten mas enterados que tengan una
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comun.cac.on mas, tengan mas informacion,
entonces de esa manera asi
contribuyendo a las bases, educando
y haciendo conocer mas que todo la
entonces, a

manera de educacion.

Dentro de estos seminarios, cursos

J:

realidad,

asi

con plan y todo, cual ha sido

la

experiencia que se ha tenido con
orginizaciones no indigenas que...

R: Bueno, nosotros

asi

como

la

U.P.C.C.C. no es una organizacion solo
de

indigenas, sino tambien de los campesinos

de ver
ser

la diferencia

muy

puede

las

companeros indigenas del

bien, gente del pueblo, gente de la
ciudad y

ser as., el

hemos

con

como Ud. ha de ver y Ud. tambien ya ha

campes.no

se entiende

que vive en

sido bastante abiertos a toda sociedad

frente,

un campesino puede

un indigena mientras tanto no
el

campo entonces

hemos dejado

nosotros

a libertad la

participacion de todo tipo de organizaciones
sindicales, clasistas, indigenas

campesinos, entonces hemos tenido bastante coordinacion
con estas organizaciones.

No hemos

sido

muy

cerrados tambien

las

organizaciones se han prestado desde

el

primer momento para hacer una transformacion, pero
tambien a veces hasta han
tratado de desintegrarse, pero nosotros siempre

hemos mantenido esa

que en algunos primeros de mayo recuerden que saliamos

asi,

posicion, ya

iguales a desfilar

entre la gente obrera campesina los indigenas siempre
se han retirado, se han
y

hecho en cuadro aparte de

las obreros,

no, entonces asi hay partes

que

la

gente

de
si

los

campesinos.

En cambio,

los indigenas

se presta para este tipo de

organizaciones.
J:

Y cual ha sido el sentimiento o forma de ver por ejemplo, cuando viene un

curso de capacitacion y viene a dar un instructor que no es indigena, que viene de
ciudad,

como

se sienten?.
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la

R:

En

cuanto a

esto,

bueno

la

gente ha side, se puede decir
acostumbrada a

tener recelo, o a tener miedo,
porque ya ha sucedido muchas
veces mas antes, que
cuando viene la gente del pueblo, o sea
la gente indigena tiene
timides, tambien

a la

mejor piensa que es alguna gente extrana,
como alguien preguntaba que no hay
amigos, relacion
las sectas

asi,

entonces siempre hay ese miedo
tambien con sectas

han llegado simplemente con

religiosas,

sus enganos a las comunidades,
a las

organtzaciones, a las cooperativas, pero
simplemente con enganos tratando de

aprovechar, explotar

la cultura, la artesania,

publo indigena, es por eso que

la

pero de todas maneras,

si

lo

que tiene

la

comunidad o

el

gente siempre ha tenido celos. Pero
de todas

maneras como han sido mas abiertos ya
celos,

todo

la

gente va acostumbrandose a no tener

mantienen pocos de esos

celos, y

si

hay ese tipo de

problemas de relaciones tambien.

Con que

J:

R: Bueno,
invitar

clase de instructor se hace los cursos?

como

instructor

depende ya mas que todo de

que quier organizar seminarios. Entonces,

ellos

persona que han invitado, que he hecho este curso en
aclarar, decir

que esto es

lo

que sucede, que esta

ningun tipo de problemas, pero a veces cuando

que todo de
o

si

los partidos

si

fin

es

la

que

gente que quiera
el dirigente, la

ha organizado tienen que

es la persona, entonces ahi

asi

personas extranas, llegan

de izquierda llegan, simplemente

la

no hay
asi

mas

gente trata de cerrarse

estan en un dialogo tratan de callarse, simplemente tratan de preguntar de
decir

de donde
sucede
J:

es,

de donde vienen, cual es

el

motivo de su venida, entonces simplemente

asi cosas.

Pero tambien en

el

sentido digamos de la transmision de conocimientos,

Uds. han tenido experiencias en que, digamos
eso ha creado problemas.
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el instructor

no conoce

la cultura y

R: Bueno, muchas veces hemos
tambien tenido ese problema
de que
del pueblo
y los indigenas, la gente

la

gente

indigena, la cultura indigena
es diferente a la

cultura hispana, entonces en eso
siempe ha habido un cheque

Entonces

los indigenas

piensan de una manera
y

manera. Tiene su cultura tambien
y
hay
lo

las contradtcciones,

que digan, y deciden

es conveniente

pero
st

la

puede

decir.

gente del puehlo piensa de otra

los indigenas entonces

en ese campo siempre

gente no esta acostumbrada tampoco
a coger todo

los rechazan.

Entonces ha sucedido esos casos

bastante duro tener una relacion intercultural.
si

se

aceptan o no aceptan cuando es
conveniente, y cuando no

no aceptan,

que tiene cada pueblo,

la

como

es indigena o

no

La forma de pensamiento

claro, es

politico

es indigena, entonces es diferente,

entonces de esa manera siempre ha habido
choques.

O sea que siempre, no se puede, digamos, dejar de pensar o de ver que

J:

ejemplo

al

traer

un instructor no-indigena, tambien se esta trayendo
otra

la

por

cultura

tambien?.
R: Claro, ahi es

lo

que

se

produce

las

contadicciones por ejemplo llega uno del

partido de izquierda con sus formas de hablar, con
sus formas de expresarse, su

manera, su pensamiento entonces no coincide con
pensar,

manera de entender de

los indigenas,

atiende, no entiende entonces, es lo

donde coinciden

por

pensamiento o

ni existiera

los indigenas y

Entonces hay una coordinacion, hay una relacion que
y

aunque no tan decididamente,
J:

la

manera de

entonces ahi simplemente

mismo que

los objetivos trazados

el

se

la

gente no

coordinacion, entonces

por

los

no indigenas.

mantiene

la relacion

incluso se ha exigido la unidad de la organizacion.

Entonces, digamos es una relacion, tactica que se desarrolla?.
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R: Eso

es,

una relacion que debe haber cordinacion
de

parte y parte en caso
y

de que no se puede tambien, no se mantiene
una relacion.

Y eso

J:

de parte y parte seria con respecto mutuo,

R. Eso, por ejemplo para participar en
vienen con sus propuestas, tambien
y

las

la relacion

de igual a

igual?.

las elecciones, los partidos
politicos

organizaciones en estos casos presentan sus

propuestas de cosas fundamentals, entonces tambien
tienen que ceder a veces
partido, a veces la organizacion tiene que ceder,
entonces de esa

venido dando

criterio

se ha

las relaciones.

Bien, volviendo a tratar sobre

J:

manera

el

campo de

el

companero, que educacion deberian

la

educacion,

te

acuerdas tu

recibir nuestros ninos, nuestros

jovenes, nuestras mujeres?.

R: La educacion que se debe

en primer

lugar, analizar

como

recibir

en nestro medio

es,

de acuerdo

al

medio

sucede, con lo que pasa, luego tambien haciendo

valorar la cultura que se tiene, Ud. sabe

muy

sobre-entiende solo

de hablar, se sobre-entiende muchas cosas

la

forma de

vestir ni

bien,

que

la cultura

no se

mas, su historia, su politica que ha tenido que tiene, su forma de
y

vestir, su

formo

de hablar, su forma de expresar sus pensamientos, entoces deben tener una relacion
mutua, o sea debe ser una educacion multicultural para de esa manera tener
comunicacion, para de esa manera poder tener un entendimiento entre todo tipo de
gente,

mas que todo

conocer primero

los indigenas

lo propio, lo

deberian tener esta educacion por

suyo y luego para conocer

la

lo

que deben

segunda. Entonces, esta

educacion como no ha existido en nuestro medio, entonces ha sido uno de

problemas que afectan a

los indigenas.

Con

ese

modo

los

de ver, entonces se debe

analizar primero y estudiar lo propio, y luego estudiar lo sengundo. Entonces este
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a una conciencia
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Tambie "
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'

mas concreia y mas real For

to con.rario,

una educacion mas

como

par.icipa.iva

es.a pasando, ,a educacion
viene a

ser .mpuesta, induso los
materiales didacticos. Ud.
tiene conocimiento por
ejemplo,
el l.bro "Cari.as Alegres”
que ocupan los de segundo
grado, viene elaborado en

Mexico. Entonces, no es.a de
acuerdo a

edad de

la

es

dificil

medio

dificil ya, la

Entonces, de esa manera
la

la

asi,

se

cosas ya concretas, asi cosas
propias.

gen.e ya mas adulta, tiene ya casi
su forma de pensar, su

propio criterio ya, entonces es

con

manera o

la

ya educar ya en una edad avanzada,
suponiendo que ahora

a educar en algunas comunidades

ir

entonces yo creo que desde

ninez, los primero grades
se debe seguir educando
de esa

gen.e porque es
qu.era

la realidad,

la

dificil,

en ver

la realidad,

o sea concimine.o propio.

educacion puede avanzar evolucionar
desde
y

educacion propia que uno se tiene que
educarse. Porque

si

es

la

ninez y

que educando

de una manera diferente luego querer
educar de otra manera diferente es que
es
propia, es bastante mtersante esta
educacion, pero hay personas que no,
entonces es
dificil la

educacion. Porque

labando

el

la

gente que se mantiene como, vularmente se
dice

cerebro de otros, porque tienen otras formas
de pensar, otro sentido

diferente, entonces eso ha creado esos
problemas en nuestra provincia, la unica
y

forma de educar
J:

R:
el

seria procediendo de esa manera.

Y cual debria ser el

A mi paracer el idioma de instruccion como idioma materno que es debe ser

Quichua, a nivel de

amazonia, hay

de que

idioma de instruccion.

la

la Sierra,

las diferentes

pero como hay otras provincias por ejemplo, en

la

nacionalidades indigenas, entonces, yo soy del criterio

educacion, la instruccion se debe hacer en
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el

idioma materno.

Yo como

hablo

Qulchua

el

casi bien,

entonces

la

educacion que estoy realizando,

asi

como

profesor primario, lo estoy haciendo
en Quichua y un poco en idioma
Castellano,
que es un idioma secundario. Pero el idioma
propio, materno es el Quichua.
Ese es

mi modo de
debe ser

idioma para

el

Y, ahora

J:

ver, entonces

en cualquier idioma que

sea,

pero que sea

la

materna, eso

la instruccion primaria.

pongamos en

la

educacion de adultos, con sectores
analfabetos por

ejemplo, que recomendarias.
R.

En

sectores analfabetos tambien depende,
o sea de la zona, porque uno se

puede decir que

zonas son diferentes, cada comunidad son
diferentes. Hay

las

comunidades o lugares en donde han tenido mucha
espanola, entonces hablan bastante
Castellano.

el Castellano,

Pongo un ejemplo, por Huayrapongo,

mdigena, pero como ya dominan mas

no hablan
la

de indigenas.

En

ese caso seria de aplicar la

en cambio, siendo de
primeros

dias,

entienden

desde

ninez

el Castellano, la

el

la instruccion

diferente

hay solo

,

el Castellano.

en Quichua, despues seguir con
si

ni

saber

Castellano, pero
los

el

la

zona de Suscal, por

Entonces, ahi se debe

tiempo ensenando

la

ninez es

Ud. conose, alrededor ya de aqui del Canar,

comunidades que son Quichua hablantes, entonces, predomina mas o

menos un 80% indigenas ubicados en Caranqui,
que se debe

quieren

puede seguir dando desde

gente no entiende, hablando por

todos los sectores, no se

las

muy poco ya. No

la

Quichua. Hay otras comunidades en cambio, que no

Juncal, por Aupata, entonces la gente no sabe

dar

pero no hablan a

misma educacion en

los ninos ya es diferente, se
la

bien, pero ya hablan el

gente es indigena, propia

al Castellano ahi,

perfeccion. Pero del Quichua, o sea quieren saber
ni

influencia de la cultura

utilizar

como idioma para

la

entonces, eso es uno de los medios

educacion de esa manera, es mi

pensar.
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modo de

Si

J:

Ud. Companero

llegara a ser ministro de
educacion, que clase de

education indigena haria?

En

R:

esos casos los objetivos ya tenemos
trazados,

mas que todo a

nivel de las

organizaciones de buscar e implantar una education
intercultural porque se debe
valorar,

de

lo

como ya

le

he dicho algunos veces, se debe valorar

propio para llegar a

alcanzar un estudio

lo secundario.

mas avanzado

seria de esa

indigena tambien tiene sus alcances
tenido desde

mas

Entonces,

la cultura propia, partir

unica manera de estudiar
y

la

manera, porque Ud. sabe, que

cientificos, tecnicos, filosoficos, politicos

antes, y sigue teniendo incluso

Ud. ha de saber bastante de

el

que ha
la

medicina natural. Es una medicina bastante avanzada
y quizas incluso mas avanzada

que
asi,

la actual

medicina quimica. Entonces, ese campo

como Ud.

es

debe educar

de esa manera se puede

llegar a educar,

que yo se solo castellano nunca puedo presentar una

investigar a las comunidades,

comunidad, cada

sector,

no puedo

y yo siendo

puedo hacer una

porque es imposible que

investigation,

no puedo

investigar la historia propia que tienen cada

cada zona pero habiendo una educacion intercultural se

puede hacer, entonces digamos, yo

se

Quichua y

el castellano

muy bien,

entonces

De

manera

investigation a nivel hispano y a nivel Quichua.

pienso yo, que se debe hacer
J:

asi,

dice en calidad de Ministro de Educacion, implantaria
la educacion

intercultural. Solo
si

se

la investigacion e implantaria ese tipo

Entonces, se sobreentiende que

la

esa

de educacion.

educacion intercultural es parte de

la

educacion bilingue?
R: Claro.
J:

quizas

Que

pena, se nos acaba

podemos

el

tiempo y hay mucho mas que quisiera conversar,

seguir durante mi proxima

su tiempo, ha sido muy,

muy interesante

visita.

Yo

este dialogo.
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le

agradezco companero por

R: Hay

demostrar

la

asi

que seguir con

la critica.

Mas que

nno

se tiene ese criterio de

conciencia que uno se tiene, a la clase
que uno se pertenece.
y

Demostrar que

los indigenas

tambien podemos alcanzar

tienen.
J:

todo,

Asi es companero

R: Gracias tambien,

-

gracias.

le

agredezco.
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los objectivos

que todos
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